
Preface
This issue of the Journal of Telecommunication and Information Technology continues topics
addressed in the previous issues related to multiple criteria decision making, data mining,
knowledge acquisition, management and engineering, and other advanced information tech-
nologies with application to telecommunications and other network services, but starts with
two more fundamental papers, one concerning philosophy of technology in time of informa-
tional revolution and the second, invited paper on methodology of multiple criteria decision
making. This is continued with papers on applications of multicriteria analysis to telecom-
munications and on knowledge management in telecommunications research institute. This
issue contains also papers on diverse technological and economic aspects of telecommuni-
cation technology, such as spectral division of the optical fiber passband, code cardinality
for ultra wideband systems, high-frequency power amplitude modulators, cooperative and
non-cooperative, integrative and distributive market games, problems of broadband in rural
areas, etc.

The first paper, by Andrzej P. Wierzbicki from National Institute of Telecommunications
in Warsaw, Delays in Technology Development: Their Impact on the Issues of Determin-
ism, Autonomy and Controllability of Technology, provides a discussion of diverse delays
occurring in technology development, and an explanation of reasons why, when seen holisti-
cally from outside, the process of technology development might appear as an autonomous,
self-determining, uncontrollable process. When seen from inside, however, the process is
far from being uncontrollable. This paradox is explained by the fact that technology devel-
opment contains many processes with delays, in total amounting sometimes to fifty years;
when seen from outside, such a process might appear uncontrollable, even if it is very much
controllable when approached internally and in detail. Therefore, the definition and types
of technology creation as well as stages of technological processes are discussed in some
detail in this paper. Some aspects of the contemporary informational revolution and some
recent results on micro-theories of knowledge and technology creation are also reviewed. It
is suggested that one of possible ways of changing the paradigmatic attitude of philosophy
of technology is to invite some such philosophers to participate in the development of mod-
ern tools of knowledge civilization era, such as software development and evaluation. The
conclusions of the paper stress the need of essentially new approaches to many issues in the
time of informational revolution.



The second, invited paper by Włodzimierz Ogryczak from Warsaw University of Technol-
ogy, Reference Point Method with Importance Weighted Partial Achievements, stresses that
the reference point method (RPM) is a convenient technique for interactive analysis of the
multiple criteria optimization problems. It provides the decision maker (DM) with a tool for
an open analysis of the efficient frontier. The interactive analysis is navigated with the com-
monly accepted control parameters expressing reference levels for the individual objective
functions. The partial achievement functions quantify the DM satisfaction from the individ-
ual outcomes with respect to the given reference levels. The final scalarizing achievement
function is built as the augmented max-min aggregation of partial achievements with respect
to the given reference levels which means that the worst individual achievement is essentially
maximized but the optimization process is additionally regularized with the term representing
the average achievement. In order to avoid inconsistencies caused by the regularization, the
max-min solution may be regularized by the ordered weighted averages (OWA) with mono-
tonic weights which combines all the partial achievements allocating the largest weight to the
worst achievement, the second largest weight to the second worst achievement, and so on.
Further following the concept of the weighted OWA (WOWA) the importance weighting of
several achievements may be incorporated into the RPM. Such a WOWA RPM approach uses
importance weights to affect achievement importance by rescaling accordingly its measure
within the distribution of achievements rather than by straightforward rescaling of achieve-
ment values. The recent progress in optimization methods for ordered averages allows one
to implement the WOWA RPM quite effectively as extension of the original constraints and
criteria with simple linear inequalities.

The third paper, by Michał Majdan from Warsaw University of Technology and National
Institute of Telecommunications in Warsaw, On Subjective Trust Management, stresses that
trust and reputation management is gaining nowadays more attention then ever as online
commodity exchange and other open virtual societies became a widespread reality. Most
widely used computational models use reputation metrics as global property assigned to
each party. More sophisticated models try to use reputation as subjective property. While
introducing subjective reputation there arise a need to model preferences of agents. The
paper proposes to use weighted ordered weighted average operator to support the decision
maker in assessing available evidence about other’s party behavior.

The fourth paper, by Paweł Białoń from National Institute of Telecommunications in Warsaw,
An Eclectic Approach to Network Service Failure Detection Based on Multicriteria Analysis
with an Example of Mixing Probabilistic Context Free Grammar Models, presents a method
of failure detection in telecommunication networks. This is a meta-method that correlates
alarms raised by failure-detection modules based on various philosophies. The correlation
takes into account two main characteristics of each module and the whole meta-method: the
percentage of false alarms and the percentage of omitted failures. The trade-off between them
is tackled with aspiration-based multicriteria analysis. The alarms are correlated using linear
classification by support vector machines. An example of the profitability of correlating
alarms in such way is shown.

The fifth paper, by Joana Fialho, Pedro Godinho, João Paulo Costa, Ricardo Afonso, and
José Gonçalo Regalado from University of Coimbra and PT Inovação in Aveiro, Portugal,
A Level-Based Approach to Prioritize Telecommunications R&D, presents an approach to
evaluate R&D projects in telecommunications. These projects have particular features that
cannot be properly incorporated by classical evaluation methods. This approach incorpo-
rates different criteria, both quantitative and qualitative, and also management flexibility and
uncertainty. Thus, it is an approach that can be applied to real data of R&D projects in
a telecommunications company.

The sixth paper, by Cezary Chudzian from National Institute of Telecommunications in
Warsaw, Ontology Creation Process in Knowledge Management Support System for a Re-
search Institute, documents a part of the research activities performed at National Institute
of Telecommunications, related to development of research institute knowledge management
support system. The ideas lying in the background of the system come from the recent
theories of knowledge creation and creativity support and from experience with everyday
practice of knowledge management in market companies.

The seventh paper, by Jarosław Sobieszek from National Institute of Telecommunications in
Warsaw, Towards a Unified Architecture of Knowledge Management System for a Research
Institute, presents some elements of architecture of planned knowledge management system



dedicated to research institutions. Main contributions include social extension of the idea of
adaptive hermeneutic agent and preliminary implementation of domain specific language for
development of knowledge management systems.

The eighth paper, by Kamil Kołtyś, Piotr Pałka, Eugeniusz Toczyłowski, and Izabela
Żółtowska from Warsaw University of Technology, Multicommodity Auction Model for In-
divisible Network Resource Allocation, presents a multicommodity auction model that al-
locates indivisible network resources among bidders. The approach can be considered as
a generalization of the basic multicommodity model for balancing communication band-
width trade (BCBT). The BCBT model assumes that offers concerning inter-node links and
point-to-point bandwidth demands can be realized partially. However, in the real-world
trade there might be a need to include capacity modularity in the market balancing process.
Thus the paper presents a model for balancing communication bandwidth trade that takes
into account the indivisibility of traded bandwidth modules. This requires to solve a mixed
integer problem and increases computational complexity. Furthermore, the pricing issue ap-
pears nontrivial, as the dual prices cannot be longer used to set fair, competitive market
prices. For clearing the market, we examine the multicommodity pricing mechanism based
on differentiation of buy and sell market prices.

The ninth paper, by Igor Goncharenko, Alexander Esman, Grigory Zykov, Vladimir Kuleshov,
Marian Marciniak, and Vladimir Pilipovich, from Institute for Command Engineers, Be-
larus, Institute of Physics, National Academy of Sciences, Belarus, and National Institute
of Telecommunications in Warsaw, Spectral Division of the Optical Fiber Passband Using
Narrowband Controllable Filter on the Base of Semiconductor Waveguide Microresonator,
analyzes a new principle of multichannel spectral division of optical fiber passband using
controllable narrowband integrated optical filters composed of two-coupled ring microres-
onators made of different semiconductor materials.

The tenth paper, by Mohammad Upal Mahfuz, Kazi M. Ahmed, and Nandana Rajatheva from
University of Calgary, Canada, and Asian Institute of Technology, Thailand, On the Effects
of Code Cardinality for TH-PPM Ultra Wideband Systems, demonstrates the effects of code
cardinality at transmitter section on bit error rate (BER) performance of time hopping pulse
position modulation (TH-PPM) based ultra wideband (UWB) indoor radio communication.
In the transmitter, different code cardinality values have been chosen and correspondingly
the effects on BER of the system have been investigated.

The eleventh paper, by Juliusz Modzelewski and Mirosław Mikołajewski from Warsaw Uni-
versity of Technology, High-Frequency Power Amplitude Modulators with Class-E Tuned
Amplifiers, stresses that a high-frequency (HF) power amplifier used in a drain amplitude
modulator should have linear dependence of output HF voltage Vo versus its supply volt-
age VDD. This condition, essential for obtaining low-level envelope distortions, is met by
a theoretical class-E amplifier with a linear shunt capacitance of the switch. The paper ana-
lyzes the influence of non-linear output capacitance of the transistor in the class-E amplifier
on its Vo(VDD) characteristic using simulations of the amplifiers operating at frequencies
0.5 MHz, 5 MHz, and 7 MHz.

The twelfth paper, by Sylwester Laskowski from National Institute of Telecommunications
in Warsaw, Cooperative and Non-cooperative, Integrative and Distributive Market Games
with Antagonistic and Altruistic, Malicious and Kind Ways of Playing, illustrates distinc-
tions between important concepts of game theory, which support understanding the relation
between subjects on competitive and regulated telecommunications services market. Espe-
cially it shows that often used distinction between retail and wholesale market that treat them
respectively as competitive and cooperative can be misleading or even wrong.

The thirteenth paper, by Paweł Białoń from National Institute of Telecommunications in
Warsaw, Problems of Broadband in Rural Areas in Light of the BReATH Project Experiences,
presents some lessons learned from the EU project “Broadband e-Services and Access to the
Home” (2005–2007) concerning the broadband development in rural areas. In particular, the
paper discusses the common problems of broadband deployment in the rural environment,
various aspects of stimulating demand for broadband, the limitations of public aid and, most
importantly, the problems of techno-economic analysis.

Andrzej P. Wierzbicki
Guest Editor
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1. Introduction

Seemingly and actually, software development and evalua-
tion is very distant from philosophy of technology. Soft-
ware development and evaluation is detailed, specific, mo-
tivated by the goal of producing best, reliable and user-
friendly software, applies specific staged development and
evaluation processes as well as software quality criteria;
it requires deep specialized knowledge about software en-
gineering, and is future-oriented, concentrates ex ante on
new products. Philosophy of technology is general, sees
technology as a socio-economic system of producing and
utilizing products of technology; sometimes accuses this
system of being autonomous or deterministic – that is, de-
veloping according to its inner momentum, without taking
into account humanistic values; often accuses this system
of being unethical – underestimating technological risks; is
historically oriented, concentrates on ex post evaluation of
results of technological development.

Yet this does not mean that the visible gap between software
evaluation and philosophy of technology is justified; nor
that it is desirable. Software development will (or already
has) become the decisive factor in the development of tech-
nology; also, it contributes to technological risks. With-
out including aspects of philosophy of technology, soft-
ware evaluation is liable to be accused of technological,

instrumental and functional rationality1; more seriously
speaking, inputs from philosophy of technology might en-
rich software development and evaluation. On the other
hand, without participating in software development, par-
ticularly in software evaluation, in times of information rev-
olution, philosophy of technology runs the risk of becom-
ing outdated and sterile. The conclusion is that both sides
might gain by bridging the gap. However, we shall see that
the initiative must come from software engineering side,
simply because philosophy of technology is too paradig-
matic – and I am telling this both as a technologist,
since fifty years specializing in computer simulation and
diverse related aspects of information technology, and
a specialist working in recent years close to philosophy,
on the new micro-theories of knowledge and technology
creation.
This too paradigmatic attitude of philosophy of technology
can be best illustrated by the opinion of Val Dusek [1],
a leading humanist philosopher of technology, who even
today denies the concept of informational revolution and
calls all the discussion of the change of civilization era,
of postindustrial, postcapitalist, informational or networked
society a technocratic hype and technological determinism.
On the other hand, as shown, e.g., in [2], the evidence of
tremendous social and economic changes already occurring
due to the impact of computing and network technology
is obvious. We might add here that the automation and
robotization of manufacturing already resulted in advanced
countries in an essential dematerialization of work which
contributed to the de-legitimization of the Marxian con-
cept of the leading role of proletariat and thus to the fall
of communist system. Thus, positions denying the change
observed today correspond to closing eyes when spotting
unpleasant objects. It might be related to an intuitive, un-
pleasant perception that if the thesis about an informational

1I just quote here typical phrases of philosophy of technology, even if
I disagree with their meaning and use – because personally I see technology

as the art of creating tools, in a broad sense including software, and refuse
to accept the reduction of creative technological rationality to instrumental
and functional aspects.
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revolution leading to a new era is valid, then the classical
philosophy of technology does not have a chance: it must
address quite new themes and must ask technologists about
advice, while it succeeded until now to concentrate on the
criticism of the old industrial society and develop practi-
cally without any feedback from engineers.
Thus, the motivation of this paper is to outline a list of new
topics of philosophy of technology, important in the times
of informational revolution and the beginnings of a new
era. We should start, however, with a criticism of a myth
of old philosophy of technology, concerning the assumed
(arbitrarily and intuitively, thus deeper than paradigmati-
cally – actually, in the hermeneutical horizon2 of old phi-
losophy of technology) autonomy and determinism of tech-
nology.

2. The Reasons of Seeing Technology as
an Autonomous, Deterministic System

We should recall first that the old philosophy of technology
understands its object, the concept of technology, in diverse
meanings (often without specifying the meaning used in
a given discourse), but most often as the socio-economic

system of creating and utilizing products of technology or

technological artefacts approached holistically, while tech-
nologists tend to understand their field more narrowly, as
the art of creating tools and technological artefacts. How-
ever, we shall discuss these distinctions in more detail later,
here we concentrate on the properties of the socio-economic
technological system. This system was often seen by the old
philosophy of technology as autonomous, i.e., uncontrol-
lable in technical terms, and deterministic, in at least two
senses: self-determining (which is similar to autonomous)
or determining the development of society. The latter is an
obvious error when seen by a technologist who knows well
that technology proposes and society chooses, although his-
torically we can list such technological developments (Jo-
hann Gutenberg, James Watt, personal computers and com-
puter networks) that enabled great economic, social and
cultural changes; thus, technology does not determine, only

enables social changes. The issue of self-determination
and autonomy or uncontrollability of technology is more
complicated, however.
The socio-economic system of creating and utilizing prod-
ucts of technology is complex. By approaching it holisti-
cally, without analyzing in detail its parts and their rela-
tions, the impression that this system is autonomous and
self-determining is very likely to emerge. The most impor-
tant reason for that impression might be the fact – over-
looked by most philosophy of technology – that this system

2By a hermeneutical horizon, as specified more precisely in [3] though
used earlier in diverse writings of hermeneutical philosophy, we under-
stand an intuitively assumed system of beliefs in the truth of basic axioms.
A hermeneutical horizon is usually not expressed explicitly, but can be
reconstructed, i.e., inferred from diverse clues. A hermeneutical horizon
is thus an intuitive, deep foundation of a paradigm.

includes many delays. By delay we understand the time
interval between starting an activity and observing its’ re-
sults; obviously, in the development of technology we can
observe at least the delay between starting a design and
finishing it, including initial testing and evaluation. How-
ever, this delay is relatively small when compared to other
delays in the processes of social acceptance and market pen-
etration of products of technology. At the very beginning,
new technological ideas appear often in academic commu-
nities; the character of knowledge creation in these commu-
nities is different than in industrial research organizations,
see [4], [5] and Section 4 of this paper; this makes difficult
the transfer of ideas from academia to industry and induces
additional delays.

Even if a product is ready for market penetration, con-
sumers initially distrust new products; it needs time to de-
velop social demand. Moreover, oligopolistic firms on high
technology markets delay acceptance of new standards, try-
ing to preserve this way their markets shares; this is another
reason of delays. These diverse socio-economic reasons in-
crease the total delay between an original idea and its broad
socio-economic use. In the case of mobile cell telephony

this delay amounted to fifty years (the principle was devel-
oped for military purposes during the Second World War
in the forties, broad social use occurred in the nineties of
the 20th century). In the case of transistors and integrated
circuits the delay was shorter, because of their importance
in the time of cold war; but in the case of digital television
the delay again exceeds fifty years. For other examples of
such delays, see [6].

Now, a system with delays, if approached holistically
from outside, very likely appears as autonomous and self-
determining; we seem to have lost control over its func-
tioning. This is very well known to specialists in control
of systems with delays3, but might require a more detailed
explanation for non-specialists. Delay is a concept from
systems dynamics, better known to technological systems
dynamics studying systems with both inertial and pure de-
lays than to sociological systems dynamics that by delays
understands mostly inertial delays. By inertial delay we
mean delay occurring as a result of accumulation processes,
such as filling a glass with water; you can try to control
it by increasing the volume of the stream of water. By
pure delay we mean delay due to transportation, such as
the delay occurring when you wait on an airport at a lug-
gage conveyor, say, the delay between your luggage ap-
pearing on the conveyor and its’ coming to the place where
you wait for it. If you cannot move towards your luggage,
you obviously lose control over it until it comes to your
place.

Thus, when approaching from outside a socio-economic
system with delays coming to fifty years, you certainly per-
ceive a loss of control over the system. But how to ef-

3Such as myself: long ago, I have worked intensively on industrial con-
trol of processes with delays and published in 1970 a paper on the max-
imum principle (a necessary condition of optimality of dynamic control)
for systems with non-trivial pure delays in control, see [7].
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fectively control systems with delays? There are several
ways known to specialists; all of them, however, reduce to
trying to anticipate its behavior, or at least measure or ac-
quire information about this behavior with less delay than
in the end effect. In the example with airport luggage con-
veyor, this amounts to choosing such a place that you can
observe your luggage from the moment of its appearance
on the conveyor and react appropriately when it falls down
from the belt, or is taken by mistake by another passenger.
How to use this analogy for controlling the development of
technology? We must simply abandon the holistic, outside
approach, analyze the details of the development and see in
which points, at what stages of the process we can obtain
anticipating information.
Therefore, we must simply abandon the position originated
by a classical author of philosophy of technology, Jacques
Ellul [8], limiting his interests to collective processes in
the society that must be approached holistically, and fol-
lowed – for diverse reasons – by most philosophers of tech-
nology. For example, Carl Mitcham [9, p. 65] argues that
humanist philosophers, dominating philosophy of technol-
ogy4, simply cannot learn the details of technology, be-
cause “becoming mired in the specialized details of tech-
nology and its many processes tends to obscure relation-
ships to nontechnological aspects of the human”. However,
the main point of this paper is that we have here a bi-

nary, either-or choice: either philosophers of technology
continue to abstain from going into details of the process
of technology creation, thus they will continue to see tech-
nology as a dark, uncontrollable force; or they will try to
cooperate in effective control of technology, but then they
must learn details. Such learning of details starts with the
definition of technology and stages of technological pro-
cesses.

3. What Is Technology and Stages
of Technology Creation and Utilization

We can start by asking the question: what is technology?
There are diverse answers to this question. Technology
might be:

• for a philosopher of technology: the socio-economic

system of creating and utilizing technology;

• for a postmodern humanist scientist: an autonomous

force enslaving humanity;

• for an economist: a way of doing things, a technical

process;

• in common language: a technical artefact;

• for a natural scientist: an application of scientific

theories;

4Philosophers of mathematics are almost all – with a few exceptions –
mathematicians; philosophers of technology are almost all – with even
fewer exceptions – humanists or sociologists, not technologists.

• for a technologist: the art of constructing tools, an

inherent faculty of humanity, motivated by the joy of

creation:

– liberating people from hard work;

– helping technology brokers (venture capitalists,
bankers, managers) to make money – and if any
effect of that is enslaving, the brokers are re-
sponsible;

– stimulating the development of hard science by
inventions which give it new principles to de-
velop new concepts.

If there are that many answers, this means that the word
technology is commonly used imprecisely, such as in com-
mon language it often means a technological artefact, while
I rather use the term product of technology to denote this
meaning. Being a technologist, I believe that our, tech-
nological understanding is most close to the essence5 of
the meaning of the word technology; however, since others
might contend this interpretation (and Dusek [1] does not
even list it in his discussion of definitions of technology),
I agree to designate it technology proper. Moreover, it is
very close to one of interpretations of the word technol-
ogy by Martin Heidegger [10] – even if he used several
such interpretations, selecting a convenient interpretation
for a given discourse – as well as to the classical Greek
word techne. In [11] and [12] the following definition was
proposed:

Technology proper is a basic human faculty that concen-

trates on the creation of tools and artefacts needed for

humanity in dealing with nature. It presupposes some hu-

man intervention in nature, but can also serve the goal

of limiting such intervention to the necessary scale. It is

essentially a truth-revealing, creative activity, thus it is sim-

ilar to arts. It is also, for the most part, a problem-solving

activity, concentrating on solving practical problems.

Philosophy of technology often says that the old concept
of techne was changed by modern mass production, but
this is mixing technology proper with mass production
technological processes that constitute another stage of the
socio-economic system of technology creation and utiliza-
tion. Techne, technology proper, remains essentially the
same: a truth-revealing, creative activity of constructing
tools – naturally, tools characteristic for a given civilization
era; we can speak thus about techne1 in ancient Greece,
techne2 in the times of constructing telescopes and me-
chanical clocks, techne3 in the era of industrial civilization,
techne4 in times of informational revolution and knowledge
civilization, when the main tools constructed are software
tools.
Now we should outline shortly – see [5] for a more detailed
discussion – the relations of technology proper to hard sci-
ence (natural sciences and mathematics) and to soft science
(social sciences and humanities), as well as to the system

5With all reservations concerning the possibility or rather impossibility
of reaching the true essence of meanings.
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of socio-economic applications of technology. They are
outlined by the second part of the definition:

Thus, technology proper uses the results of basic sciences,

if they are available; if they are not, technology proposes its

own solutions, often promoting in this way quite new con-

cepts, which are assimilated after some delay by the hard

or social sciences. It is not an autonomous force, because it

depends on all other human activities and influences them

in return. It is, however, sovereign, in the same sense as

arts are sovereign human activities. Autonomous forces can

be found in the socio-economic system of applications of

technology proper.

How, then, do the hard, basic sciences and technology de-
pend on each other? As in many questions of human devel-
opment, they influence each other through a positive feed-
back loop, see Fig. 1; technological development stimulates
basic science, while scientific theories are applied techno-
logically.

Fig. 1. Two positive feedback loops.

Recall that feedback – the circular impact of the time-
stream of results of an action on its causes – was used by
James Watt in a negative feedback loop and reinvented by
Harold Black [13]6. Feedback can be of two types: positive
feedback when the results circularly support their causes,
which results in fast development, like a growing avalanche,
and negative feedback when the results circularly counter-
act their causes, which leads to the positive effect of sta-
bilisation (for example, the stabilisation of human body
temperature is based on negative feedback). The concept
of feedback essentially changed our understanding of the
cause and effect relationship, resolving paradoxes of circu-
lar arguments in logic (when they concern causal reason-
ing), though it must be understood that such paradoxes can
be resolved only by dynamic, not static causal reasoning
or models. An example of such paradox is the argument

6Black actually patented this concept in 1928, published a paper on it
in 1934.

of Bruno Latour [14] against objectivity, saying that since
the concept of nature is the outcome of our construction
of knowledge, it cannot be at the same time its cause –
a clear example of a deep misunderstanding of the essen-
tially dynamic, evolutionary character of the causal positive
feedback loop in this case.

But the positive feedback loop between technology and sci-
ence works slowly: technological stimulations are analyzed
by science with much delay, and technology also does not
reply instantly to new scientific theories.

The second positive feedback loop is between technol-
ogy and the systems of its socio-economic applications.
The distinction between technology proper and its socio-
economic applications should be obvious for at least two
reasons. The first is that technologists often work on a tech-
nological problem for quite a long time (e.g., almost fifty
years in the case of digital television) before their results
are broadly socially applied. The second is simple: tech-

nologists do not make much money, technology brokers

(entrepreneurs, managers, bankers, etc.) do, just as art bro-
kers make more money than artists. If a technological prod-
uct or service, such as mobile telephony, produces much
revenue, then more money is available for its further tech-
nological development; this leads to the truly avalanche-like
processes of the social adoption of technological hits.

These processes have strange dynamic properties, socio-
economic acceptance of novelties is slow, and there is usu-
ally a long delay time between the recognition of a purely
technological possibility and the start of an avalanche of its
broad socio-economic applications. This delay has many
causes which we already discussed, e.g., after initial social
distrust, some time must pass before that distrust turns into
a blind social fascination once a technological hit becomes
fashionable. Once it starts to work, the second positive
feedback loop is much stronger and faster than the first
one. But it can have very dangerous side-effects.

This blind social fascination is actually the autonomous

force, incorrectly attributed by social philosophy to tech-

nology proper, it is precisely the source of the Heideggerian

danger that “man will exalt himself and posture as the lord

of the earth”.

There are many examples of such blind social fascination.
Let us look only at an example of such danger well un-
derstood by software specialists, probably missed as yet by
philosophers of technology. Consider mobile telephony; the
current trend is to integrate many functions in the mobile
computer contained actually in any mobile (mobile tele-
phony device). One of such functions is global positioning
system (GPS); when it is integrated in a mobile, the posi-
tion on Earth of the user of the mobile can be determined
with great accuracy. This has obviously many advantages,
and users would pay for this function, mobile manufacturers
compete to improve this function, etc., a social fascination.
But what if an ambitious minister of interior uses this so-
cial fascination to “posture as the lord of the earth” and to
implement totalitarian control of people?
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For such reasons, it is clear that inputs from philosophy of
technology might enrich software development and evalu-
ation; the issue, how dangerous is too great accuracy of
pinpointing every user of a mobile, cannot be considered
as a purely technical or purely economic one, it might re-
quire special ethical discussion and legal safeguards. But
philosophers of technology, in order to be useful in such
a case, should know at which stage of technological devel-
opment they must participate.
Therefore, let us examine possible stages in some more
detail. We list these stages below:

1. Motivation – artistic urge or social demand.

2. Technology proper – actual construction or design of
a prototype tool.

3. Testing and evaluation.

4. Transfer from academia to industry.

5. Design of mass production process.

6. Pre-marketing: promotion of demand.

7. Mass production and marketing.

8. Re-engineering based on consumer (user) remarks.

9. Design of new versions due to technological advance-
ment and integration.

The list should not suggest that it is an almost linear7 pro-
cess, with few recursions. It is used only to shorten descrip-
tion, while in reality obviously there are many recursions,
at each stage different actors are usually involved, multi-
variate choices have to be made, etc. (see, e.g., [15]).
These nine points only outline the typical stages; some
might be omitted, some performed parallel. Stage 1 might
be just an idea of a novelty, which I call artistic urge;
or perception of future social demand; or realization of
actual economic demand, not quite satisfied by market
forces. Stage 2 is most important for technology creation
and, whether in hardware or software, is not reducible to
simple application of hard science; it is artistic, its main
motivation is the joy of creation (if an engineer wants to
make money, (s)he becomes a manager); this stage is most
misunderstood by social constructivists who do not even
notice its artistic motivation. Stage 3 is actually equally
important: since stages 1 and 2 might be artistic, intu-
itive, their products must be thoroughly tested and eval-
uated. Moreover, testing occurs recursively also in other
stages, e.g., after preparing a prototype for mass produc-
tion. In hardware, the tests are very often of destructive
character, such as crash tests of cars, just to determine the
limits of safe use of new tools. In software, we also often
abandon or re-engineer old versions after their tests and
evaluation.
Thus, technology is falsificationist (in the sense introduced
by Karl Popper, see [16]) in its everyday practice. If is

7“Linear” in the social science sense of being non-recursive; technolo-
gists would rather use “linear” in the sense of linearity of the mathematical
model.

a kind of irony, because postmodern sociology of science
ridicules falsificationism, saying (with some reasons) that
scientists do not try to disprove, only promote their theo-
ries; and Karl Popper defended his metaphysical position
with regard to the evolution of science, while regarding
technology as a mere application of science8. Meanwhile,
tools are not theories and it is technology that is actu-
ally falsificationist, because it is not a mere application
of science. This is consistent with (although not noted by)
Rachel Laudan [18], who tried to find scientific revolu-
tions of the type of Thomas Kuhn [19] in technology and
reported that technological revolutions have quite differ-
ent character, since technology is more pragmatic, less
paradigmatic.
Stage 4 is especially difficult and stages 2 and 3 might be
repeated in stage 4; we comment on the reasons in the next
section. Naturally, it happens that new technology prod-
ucts (not so often essentially new) are developed directly
in industrial laboratories; only then one can speak about
factory-like production of knowledge, a favourite theme of
postmodern sociology of science. But even then the con-
cept of techoscience [14] is a misnomer, because science is
paradigmatic, technology falsificationist, they differ essen-
tially in their values and episteme, and in industrial produc-
tion of knowledge there is a tension between them about the
intensity and character of testing and evaluation. Stages 5
and 7 are typical for industrial civilization, and stay im-
portant also during informational revolution, though natu-
rally change their character due to automation and roboti-
zation, and even more in the case of dematerialized soft-
ware products. Most of classical philosophy of technology
maintained that mass production – particularly Fordism –
is the defining characteristics of modern technology, often
without noting how information technology made classical
Fordism obsolete.
Stage 6 – promotion of demand – must start parallel with
preparation of mass production, because it might take more
time. Stages 8 and 9 – re-engineering and design of new
versions – often proceed parallel.
Now, when should a philosopher of technology participate
in this process, to make the outcomes more socially con-
trollable? This corresponds to the question of Langdon
Winner [15]: “Where should a philosopher go to learn
about technology?”9 I can accept the argument that it is
almost impossible for (her)him to participate in stages 1
and 2; but stage 3 starts relatively early, and the philoso-
pher of technology might be most useful then, also might
obtain important insights about the processes of technol-
ogy creation. Moreover, since (s)he is worried about social

8Ironically, Karl Popper actually argued that technology does not use
falsification [17]. However, his arguments were that engineers do not
abandon their designs after falsifying them (obviously not true) and that
technology does not use crucial experiments (also not true, much thought
is devoted in technology how to devise critical experiments). Thus, his
arguments show simply a lack of understanding of technology.

9My actual answer is: philosopher should learn technology as a part

of (her) his curriculum at university, since more than fifty years ago
I learned philosophy as a part of mine technological curriculum. But
above I propose a less demanding answer.
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consequences of technology, (s)he should take also an ac-
tive part in stage 6.

4. The Difference between Academic
and Industrial Knowledge Creation

In order to illustrate the difference of academic and in-
dustrial knowledge creation, I review here some results
concerning so-called micro-theories of knowledge creation.
The demands of knowledge based economy resulted re-
cently in the emergence of many such micro-theories –
concerning knowledge creation for the needs of today and
tomorrow, as opposed to classical concentration of philos-
ophy on macro-theories of knowledge creation on a long
term historical scale. Historically, we could count the con-
cept of brainstorming [20] as an early example of such
micro-theories. Since 1990 we observe many such new
micro-theories originating in systems science, management
science and information science, beginning with the Shi-

nayakana systems approach [21], the knowledge creat-

ing company and the SECI (socialization-externalization-
combination-internalization) spiral [22], the rational evo-

lutionary theory of intuition [23], the I 5 (pentagram) sys-

tem [24], the OPEC (objectives-process-expansion-closure)
spiral [25] and several others. All such recent micro-
theories of knowledge creation processes take into account
the interplay of tacit, intuitive, emotive, and preverbal as-
pects with explicit or rational aspects of knowledge cre-
ation, as well as the interplay between an individual and
a group.
Additional results concerning micro-theories of knowledge
creation were obtained also in the 21st Century COE Pro-
gram Technology Creation Based on Knowledge Science
at the Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Tech-
nology (JAIST). For example, the brainstorming process
was represented as the DCCV (divergence-convergence-
crystallization-verification) spiral [26] due to the research
in this program. The concept of creative space [4] tries to
provide a synthesis of such diverse micro-theories.
We shall not discuss here in detail the rational evolu-
tionary theory of powerful but fallible intuition (see [4],
[23], [27]). The introduction of a three-by three matrix
rational-intuitive-emotive and individual-group-humanity

knowledge used in [4] instead of two-by-two explicit-tacit

and individual-group used as the basis of the SECI spiral

in [22] makes it possible to generalize the SECI spiral into
a network-like model of creative processes, called creative

space (see Fig. 2).
The model of creative space consists of nodes – such as
Individual rationality or individual rational knowledge –
and transitions10 between the nodes — such as Internal-

ization from Individual rationality to Individual intuition.
Note that the SECI spiral of [22] is essentially preserved

10Originally called conversions by Nonaka and Takeuchi [22], but
knowledge is not lost when used, hence it cannot be converted; thus we
prefer the more neutral term transitions.

Fig. 2. Basic dimensions of creative space.

in the lower right-hand corner of Fig. 2; but creative space
involves also many other transitions. For example, the up-
per left-hand corner of Fig. 2 represents [28] the theory
of revolutionary scientific change in the form of the ARME

(abstraction-regress-mythologization-emphatization) spiral,
see [4] for a more detailed discussion.
Other dimensions can be added to the model of creative
space and many other knowledge creation processes can be
represented in the model. Knowledge management is natu-
rally more interested in the processes of normal knowledge
creation (as opposed to revolutionary; this distinction is
due to Kuhn [19]). In [5], two types of normal knowledge
creation processes are distinguished:

• Organizational or industrial processes in market or
purpose-oriented knowledge creation, such as the
SECI spiral of Nonaka and Takeuchi. Such processes
are motivated mostly by the interests of a group and
two other spirals of this type can be also represented
in creative space; these are the brainstorming DCCV

spiral [26] and the occidental counterpart of SECI

spiral, the OPEC spiral of [25].

• Academic processes of normal knowledge creation,
in universities and research institutes. Such processes
are motivated mostly by the interests of an individ-
ual researcher. Three typical spirals of this type are
distinguished as parts of creative space in [4]:

– the hermeneutic (enlightenment-analysis-her-
meneutic immersion-reflection) EAIR spiral of
reading and interpreting scientific literature;

– the debating EDIS (enlightenment-debate-im-
mersion-selection) spiral of scientific discus-
sions;

– the experimental EEIS (enlightenment-exper-
iment-interpretation-selection) spiral of per-
forming experiments and interpreting their re-
sults.
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We should note that all these three spirals begin with the
transition enlightenment from individual intuition to indi-

vidual rationality (called also variously abduction, aha, eu-

reka, illumination – simply having an idea – and indicated
in the bottom right-hand part of Fig. 2). Because of that, we
can switch between these three spirals or perform them par-
allel. This is indicated in Fig. 3, where these three spirals
are presented together as a triple helix of normal academic
knowledge creation.

Fig. 3. The triple helix of normal academic knowledge creation.

Thus, academic knowledge creation processes are quite
different than organizational knowledge creation; under-
standing their differences might help in overcoming the
difficulty of cooperation between academia and indus-
try. Alternatively, we could try to combine them, see
below.

These three spirals contained in the triple helix do not
exhaustively describe all what occurs in academic knowl-
edge creation, but they describe most essential elements
of academic research: gathering and interpreting informa-
tion and knowledge, debating and experimenting. In fact,
recent research including a questionnaire on creativity con-
ditions in JAIST supported, both directly and indirectly, the
conclusion that these elements are very important for aca-
demic knowledge creation, see [4], [29]. However, these
spirals are individually oriented, even if a university and
a laboratory should support them, e.g., the motivation for
and the actual research on preparing a doctoral thesis is
mostly individual. Moreover, the triple helix only describes
what researchers actually do, it is thus a descriptive model.
Obviously, the model helps in a better understanding of
some intuitive transitions in these spirals and makes pos-
sible testing, which parts of these spirals are well sup-
ported in academic practice and which require more sup-
port; but it does not give clear conclusions how to organize

research.

However, the three spirals of organizational knowledge cre-
ation mentioned before are important for practical knowl-
edge creation, for innovations, particularly in industry and
other purpose-oriented organizations. Unfortunately, they
cannot be easily combined into a multiple helix like the
triple helix, because they do not share the same elements.
The main challenge is not only to combine these spi-
rals between themselves, but also with the spirals of aca-

demic knowledge creation. This general challenge is diffi-
cult, but such a combination would be important for several
reasons:

– combining these spirals might strengthen academic
knowledge creation, because it would increase the
role of the group supporting the individual research;

– combining these spirals might strengthen also indus-
trial innovation and knowledge creation, because it
always contains also some individual elements that
should be explicitly accounted for;

– combining these spirals might help in the cooperation
of industry with academic institutions in producing
innovations, because it could bridge the gap between
the different ways of conducting research in academia
and in industry.

The idea of Nanatsudaki model of knowledge creation

processes [5] tries to derive pragmatic conclusions from
such analysis and synthesis, by combining seven spirals
(objective setting OPEC, hermeneutic EAIR, socializing
SECI, brainstorming DCCV, debating EDIS, roadmap-
ping I-System [30], and experimenting EEIS) in an or-
der useful for organizing large research projects, partic-
ularly for cooperation between academia and industry,
see Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Diagram of JAIST Nanatsudaki model (septagram of
creative spirals).
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The conclusion from this short discussion of the differ-
ences between academic and industrial knowledge creation
is clear: they are essentially different, both by the difference
between individual and group orientation and by the dif-
ferent character of typical processes used. We might try to
overcome these differences, both in praxis and by suggest-
ing models such as Nanatsudaki septagram, but overcoming
these differences causes additional delays in technology de-
velopment.

5. Changing Episteme

We understand here the concept of episteme in the sense
of [31] – as the way of creating and justifying knowledge

characteristic for a given historical era. However, if we
live in time of a change of historical eras, then we should
also observe a process of a change of the episteme. How
does such process proceed?
During last stages of a former era, a change of the episteme
is prepared by an accumulation of new concepts inconsis-
tent with the old episteme and a following destruction of
this old episteme. The new concepts inconsistent with the
modern episteme that accumulated during the 20th century
were, between others:

– relativity and relativism;

– indetermination and pluralism;

– feedback and dynamic systemic development;

– deterministic and probabilistic chaos, order emerging
out of chaos;

– butterfly effect and change;

– complexity and emergence principle;

– computational complexity as a limit on cognitive
power;

– logical pluralism;

– new theories of knowledge creation, etc.

This has led to a destruction of the modern episteme; in the
second half of the 20th century, such a destruction resulted
in a divergent development of the episteme of three cultural
spheres of:

– basic, hard and natural sciences;

– social sciences and humanities;

– technology.

Thus, we should speak not about two cultures [32], but
about three distinct episteme [11].
These cultural spheres adhere to different values, use differ-
ent concepts and languages, follow different paradigms or
underlying them hermeneutical horizons; such differences

increased gradually with the development of poststructural-

ism and postmodernism, while hard sciences and technol-

ogy went quite different epistemic ways.

Obviously, technology cooperates strongly with hard and

natural sciences, as shown in Fig. 1; but there is an essen-
tial epistemic difference between these two spheres: hard
and natural sciences are paradigmatic, while technology is
not paradigmatic, rather pragmatic. However, both hard sci-
ences and technology know for a long time (e.g., since [33])
that knowledge is constructed by humans, only they inter-
pret this diversely.

Even if a hard scientist knows that all knowledge is con-
structed and there are no absolute truth and objectivity, he
believes that scientific theories are laws of nature discov-

ered by humans rather than models of knowledge created by

humans. He values truth and objectivity as ultimate ideals;
metaphorically, hard scientist resembles a priest.

A technologist is much more relativist and pragmatic in
his episteme, he readily agrees that scientific theories are

models of knowledge; but requires that these theories should
be as objective as possible, tested in practice, he de-
mands that they should be falsifiable (as postulated by Karl
Popper [16]). Metaphorically, a technologist resembles an

artist (see also [10]–[12]), also values tradition like an
artist does, much more than a scientist.

Without discussing in further detail the observed differ-
ences between the episteme of these three cultural spheres
and many actual examples of these epistemic differences –
science wars in the last decade of the 20th century were
a clear indication of them (see, e.g., [34]), we turn to other
conclusions.

If we are living in times of an informational revolution

and this revolution leads to a new civilization era, in which
knowledge plays an even more important role than just in-
formation – thus we might call the new epoch the knowl-

edge civilization era – then we might expect a formation of
a new, integrated episteme characteristic for the new era.
This usually occurs, as shown by Foucault [31], after the
beginning of the new era. Naturally, the dates of begin-
nings of historical eras are conventional, reflect a given
hermeneutical horizon, but are best defined by historians.
Thus we follow the example of Fernard Braudel [35] who
defined the long duration preindustrial era of the begin-
nings of capitalism, of print and geographic discoveries,
as starting in 1440 with Gutenberg, and ending in 1760
with Watt. Following his example, we select 1980 – the
time when information technology was made broadly so-
cially available by the introduction of personal computers
and computer networks – as the beginning date of the new

era of knowledge civilization, even though computers were
used earlier11.

11All these turning points were not new inventions, but improvements of
older inventions that enabled, however, their broad social use. Print was
known in China before Gutenberg, but it was inefficient, could not result
in a mass production of books. Steam engine was known before Watt, but
it tended to explode, could not be used broadly. Computers were known
before Apple Co. produced first personal computer, but former computers
were giant machines used only by specialists.
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Thus, instead of three waves of [36] we speak about recent
three civilization eras:

– preindustrial civilization (formation of capitalism)
1440–1760;

– industrial civilization 1760–1980;

– knowledge civilization 1980–2100+(?)

The date 2100+ means “at least until 2100” and is not only
a simple prediction based on shortening periods of these
eras (320–220–120?), it can be substantiated also differ-
ently, see [6].
The new episteme characteristic for the era of knowledge
civilization must be an integration of the diverged epistemic
positions of hard sciences, soft sciences and technology. An
attempt of such integration was made, e.g., in [5]. How-
ever, here we shall quote only some elements that might
help in the integration of the new episteme, namely, the
multimedia principle and the emergence principle. These
two principles were first formulated in [4], [5].
Multimedia principle: words are just an approximate code
to describe a much more complex reality, visual and pre-
verbal information in general is much more powerful and
relates to intuitive knowledge and reasoning; the future
records of the intellectual heritage of humanity will have
a multimedia character, thus stimulating creativity.
Emergence principle: new properties of a system emerge
with increased levels of complexity, and these properties are
qualitatively different than and irreducible to the properties
of its parts.
Both these principles might seem to be just common sense,
intuitive perceptions; the point is that they are justified ra-
tionally and scientifically. Moreover, they go beyond and
are in a sense opposed to fashionable trends in poststruc-
turalism and the postmodern philosophy or sociology of
science.
The multimedia principle is based on the technological and
information science knowledge: as shown in the rational
evolutionary theory of intuition [23], a figure is worth at

least ten thousand words. The poststructuralist philosophy
stresses the roles of metaphors and icons, but reduces them
to signs, which is contrary to the emergence principle.
Thus, the world is not constructed by us in a social dis-
course, as the poststructuralist and postmodern philosophy
wants us to believe: we observe the world by all our senses,

including vision, and strive to find adequate words when
trying to describe our preverbal impressions and thinking
to communicate them in language. Language is a shortcut
in civilization evolution of humans, our original thinking is
preverbal, often unconscious.
Multimedia principle originates in technology and has
diverse implications for technology creation. Information

technology creation should concentrate on multimedia as-

pects of supporting communication and creativity. Technol-

ogy creation starts essentially with preverbal thinking.

The emergence principle is also partly motivated by techno-
logical experience. It stresses that new properties of a sys-

tem emerge with increased levels of complexity, and these

properties are qualitatively different than and irreducible

to the properties of its parts. This might appear to be
just a conclusion from the classical concepts of systems
science, synergy and holism; or just a metaphysical reli-
gious belief. The point is that both such simplifying con-
clusions are mistaken. Synergy and holism say that a whole

is greater than the sum of its parts, but do not stress irre-

ducibility. Thus, according to classical systemic reasoning,

a whole is greater, but still explicable by and reducible to its

parts.

The best recent example of the phenomenon of emergence
is the concept of software that spontaneously emerged in
the civilization evolution during last fifty years. Software

cannot function without hardware, but is irreducible to and

cannot be explained by hardware. This has also some im-
portance for the metaphysics of the absolute, because it
is also a negation of the arguments of creationists who say
that irreducible complexity could not emerge spontaneously
in evolution.

Both multimedia principle and emergence principle might
be interpreted as having some metaphysical character, in
the same sense as Karl Popper admitted [16] that his fal-
sification principle has metaphysical character. The emer-
gence principle, however, is not a metaphysical religious be-
lief, because it can be justified rationally and scientifically
(see [4], [5]) – even if it might have serious metaphysical
consequences.

Based on the concepts presented above, we might turn
back to the issue of basic explanations of development of
science and technology. People, motivated by curiosity
and aided by intuition and emotions, formulate hypothe-
ses about properties of nature and of human relations; they
also construct tools that help them to deal with nature or
with other people; together, we call all this knowledge (see
also [37]). People test and evaluate the knowledge con-
structed by them by applying it to reality: perform destruc-
tive tests of tools, devise critical empirical tests of theories
concerning nature, apply and evaluate theories concerning
social and economic relations. Such a process can be rep-
resented as a general spiral of evolutionary knowledge cre-
ation [5], [34], see Fig. 5.

We observe reality and its changes, compare our observa-
tions with human intellectual heritage (Observation). Then
our intuitive and emotive knowledge helps us to generate
new knowledge (Enlightenment); we apply new knowledge
to existing reality (Application), obtain some changes of
reality (Modification). We observe them again and mod-
ified reality becomes existing reality through Recourse;
only the positively tested knowledge, resilient to falsifica-
tion attempts, remains an important part of human heritage
(Evaluation); this can be interpreted as an objectifying,
stabilizing feedback.

Thus, nature is not only the effect of construction of knowl-

edge by people, nor it is only the cause of knowledge: it

is both cause and effect in a positive feedback loop, where

more knowledge results in more modifications of nature and
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Fig. 5. The general OEAM spiral of evolutionary knowledge
creation.

more modifications result in more knowledge. The overall
result is an avalanche-like growth of knowledge, although
it can have slower normal and faster revolutionary peri-
ods. This avalanche-like growth, if unchecked by stabi-
lizing feedbacks, beside tremendous opportunities creates
also diverse dangers, usually not immediately perceived but
lurking in the future.
Moreover, we should select knowledge that is as objec-
tive as possible (even if absolute objectivity is impossible;
which we know since Heisenberg [38]) because avalanche-
like growth creates diverse threats: we must leave to our
children best possible knowledge in order to prepare them
for dealing with unknown future.

6. What New Topics Can We List for
Philosophy of Technology

Science, particularly soft science, is paradigmatic; this con-
cerns also philosophy of technology, no matter whether
we would classify philosophy as science or as a separate
part of human knowledge. Philosophy of technology fol-
lows certain exemplars: it is general, sees technology as
a socio-economic system of producing and utilizing prod-
ucts of technology; sometimes accuses this system of be-
ing uncontrollable, or developing without taking into ac-
count humanistic values; or even being unethical; is his-
torically oriented, concentrates on ex post evaluation of
results of technological development – and avoids learning

details of technological development. This concerns even
the most technology-friendly, new approaches to philoso-
phy of technology, such as Don Ihde [39] or Peter-Paul
Verbeek [40].

We have seen that this paradigm is self-reinforcing: if you
don’t want to learn details of a process and the process has
internal, large delays, then you will consider this process
uncontrollable; if you judge that some process is uncon-
trollable, then you do not think it is worth learning its’
details. We have seen that this paradigm is just opposite to
the praxis of software development and evaluation which –
despite inevitable delays – concentrates practically on the
control of an important technological process.
Therefore, a way of changing the paradigmatic attitude of
philosophy of technology is to invite some such philoso-
phers to participate in software development and evaluation;
if they want to have an impact on contemporary technol-
ogy development, to a large extent determined by software,
it is an invitation they could not refuse without risking
becoming outdated and sterile. And they can enrich soft-
ware evaluation, contribute to its’ ethical and sociological
dimensions.
However, when participating in software evaluation,
philosophers of technology will inevitably learn more about
software, about its evaluation methods, about the falsifica-
tionist approach of technology to knowledge creation – thus
they will be forced to revise their paradigm. Thus, invit-
ing philosophers to participate in software evaluation is not
only in the interest of the latter; it is also in the interest of
better understanding the character of informational revolu-
tion and knowledge civilization era.
If the philosophers of technology learn more about infor-
mational revolution, they might be also helpful in resolving
new conflicts and counteracting new dangers related to the
knowledge civilization era. We shall discuss here shortly
only two such issues.
First is the conflict between the individual property of

knowledge, supported by public property of the human in-

tellectual heritage, and the corporate property of knowledge

that attempts to subjugate the individual knowledge of em-
ployees and to privatise the human intellectual heritage.
This conflict is inevitable if knowledge becomes the main
productive resource. Old arguments supporting privatiza-
tion (e.g., so called tragedy of commons: common use of
a pasture leads to a degradation of the common resource)
are used to justify the actions of the corporate side, but
knowledge has different properties than other productive
resources, it is not degradable, its use results in an in-
crease, not a decrease of the jointly held knowledge. Thus,
it is better for society if knowledge remains public resource,
while many corporate companies realized long ago that it
is in their interest to privatize this public property. This
conflict is already perceived, see [41], and academy strikes
back by promoting the idea of open access and demand-
ing that all results of research financed by public resources
should be freely accessible in net portals. However, this
is only the beginning of a conflict that might become the
defining one for the knowledge civilization era.
The second is an actual threat of computer and robot dom-

ination of people. Such a threat was a natural subject of
science fiction; on the other hand, some excellent books,
e.g., [42], have shown that human mind cannot be dupli-
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cated by a classical computer intelligence. However, while
the rational evolutionary theory of intuition [23] supports
such a conclusion, it also shows that the difference, al-
though tremendous, is quantitative (e.g., a figure is worth
at least ten thousand words). Thus, if the Moore law [43]
holds for another two or three decades, new aspects of the
intelligence of computers might emerge and it might start
to be comparable even to the intuitive and emotive intelli-
gence of humans. Moreover, already now robots are being
used as weapons; what about their use by terrorists or or-
ganized crime? Thus, we should not regard this issue as
a distant, science fiction question, but already now start
debates how to counteract these dangers.

7. Conclusions

The main points of this paper are:

• Technology development process is complex, has
many stages and includes many delays, in historical
evidence amounting sometimes to fifty years.

• When seen holistically from outside, such a process is
apt to appear uncontrollable (called also autonomous
or deterministic by philosophy of technology) – but
this is only a matter of perspective.

• When seen from inside and in technological detail,
such a process is very much controllable, and several
technological disciplines concentrate on the ways of
controlling such processes.

• Software development and evaluation is one of such
processes, very important for future technology de-
velopment.

• It is worthwhile to invite philosophers of technology
to participate in software evaluation; this might even
contribute to the change of the paradigm of philoso-
phy of technology.

• Philosophy of technology should be also aware of
new conflicts and dangers related to the knowledge
civilization era.

A general conclusion is also that we need paradigm changes
and essentially new approaches to many issues, such as
software development and evaluation versus philosophy of
technology, in the time when informational revolution re-
sults in a transition towards knowledge civilization.
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Abstract—The reference point method (RPM) is based on the

so-called augmented max-min aggregation where the worst

individual achievement maximization process is additionally

regularized with the average achievement. In order to avoid

inconsistencies caused by the regularization, we replace it

with the ordered weighted average (OWA) which combines

all the individual achievements allocating the largest weight

to the worst achievement, the second largest weight to the

second worst achievement, and so on. Further following the

concept of the weighted OWA (WOWA) we incorporate the

importance weighting of several achievements into the RPM.

Such a WOWA RPM approach uses importance weights to af-

fect achievement importance by rescaling accordingly its mea-

sure within the distribution of achievements rather than by

straightforward rescaling of achievement values. The recent

progress in optimization methods for ordered averages allows

us to implement the WOWA RPM quite effectively as exten-

sion of the original constraints and criteria with simple linear

inequalities.

Keywords— aggregation methods, multicriteria decision mak-

ing, reference point method, WOWA.

1. Introduction

Consider a decision problem defined as an optimization
problem with m criteria (objective functions). In this pa-
per, without loss of generality, it is assumed that all the
criteria are maximized (that is, for each outcome “more is
better”). Hence, we consider the following multiple criteria
optimization problem:

max { ( f1(x), . . . , fm(x)) : x ∈ Q } , (1)

where x denotes a vector of decision variables to be
selected within the feasible set Q ⊂ R

n, and f(x) =
( f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fm(x)) is a vector function that maps the
feasible set Q into the criterion space R

m. Note that nei-
ther any specific form of the feasible set Q is assumed nor
any special form of criteria fi(x) is required. We refer to
the elements of the criterion space as outcome vectors. An
outcome vector y is attainable if it expresses outcomes of
a feasible solution, i.e., y = f(x) for some x ∈ Q.
Model (1) only specifies that we are interested in maximiza-
tion of all objective functions fi for i ∈ I = {1,2, . . . ,m}.
Thus it allows only to identify (to eliminate) obviously in-
efficient solutions leading to dominated outcome vectors,
while still leaving the entire efficient set to look for a satis-
factory compromise solution. In order to make the multiple

criteria model operational for the decision support process,
one needs assume some solution concept well adjusted to
the decision maker (DM) preferences. This can be achieved
with the so-called quasi-satisficing approach to multiple
criteria decision problems. The best formalization of the
quasi-satisficing approach to multiple criteria optimization
was proposed and developed mainly by Wierzbicki [1] as
the reference point method (RPM). The reference point
method was later extended to permit additional information
from the DM and, eventually, led to efficient implementa-
tions of the so-called aspiration/reservation based decision
support (ARBDS) approach with many successful applica-
tions [2]–[5].
The RPM is an interactive technique. The basic concept
of the interactive scheme is as follows. The DM specifies
requirements in terms of reference levels, i.e., by intro-
ducing reference (target) values for several individual out-
comes. Depending on the specified reference levels, a spe-
cial scalarizing achievement function is built which may be
directly interpreted as expressing utility to be maximized.
Maximization of the scalarizing achievement function gen-
erates an efficient solution to the multiple criteria problem.
The computed efficient solution is presented to the DM as
the current solution in a form that allows comparison with
the previous ones and modification of the reference levels
if necessary.
The scalarizing achievement function can be viewed as two-
stage transformation of the original outcomes. First, the
strictly monotonic partial achievement functions are built
to measure individual performance with respect to given
reference levels. Having all the outcomes transformed into
a uniform scale of individual achievements they are aggre-
gated at the second stage to form a unique scalarization.
The RPM is based on the so-called augmented (or regu-
larized) max-min aggregation. Thus, the worst individual
achievement is essentially maximized but the optimization
process is additionally regularized with the term represent-
ing the average achievement. The max-min aggregation
guarantees fair treatment of all individual achievements by
implementing an approximation to the Rawlsian principle
of justice.
The max-min aggregation is crucial for allowing the RPM
to generate all efficient solutions even for nonconvex (and
particularly discrete) problems. On the other hand, the
regularization is necessary to guarantee that only efficient
solution are generated. The regularization by the average
achievement is easily implementable but it may disturb
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the basic max-min model. Actually, the only consequent
regularization of the max-min aggregation is the lex-min or-
der or more practical the ordered weighted averages (OWA)
aggregation with monotonic weights. The latter combines
all the partial achievements allocating the largest weight
to the worst achievement, the second largest weight to the
second worst achievement, the third largest weight to the
third worst achievement, and so on. The recent progress in
optimization methods for ordered averages [6] allows one
to implement the OWA RPM quite effectively. Further fol-
lowing the concept of weighted OWA [7] the importance
weighting of several achievements may be incorporated into
the RPM. Such a weighted OWA (WOWA) enhancement of
the RPM uses importance weights to affect achievement
importance by rescaling accordingly its measure within
the distribution of achievements rather than straightfor-
ward rescaling of achievement values [8]. The paper an-
alyzes both the theoretical and implementation issues of
the WOWA enhanced RPM.

2. Scalarizations of the RPM

While building the scalarizing achievement function the
following properties of the preference model are assumed.
First of all, for any individual outcome yi more is preferred
to less (maximization). To meet this requirement the func-
tion must be strictly increasing with respect to each out-
come. Second, a solution with all individual outcomes yi

satisfying the corresponding reference levels is preferred to
any solution with at least one individual outcome worse
(smaller) than its reference level. That means, the scalariz-
ing achievement function maximization must enforce reach-
ing the reference levels prior to further improving of crite-
ria. Thus, similar to the goal programming approaches, the
reference levels are treated as the targets but following the
quasi-satisficing approach they are interpreted consistently
with basic concepts of efficiency in the sense that the opti-
mization is continued even when the target point has been
reached already.
The generic scalarizing achievement function takes the fol-
lowing form [1]:

S(y) = min
1≤i≤m

{si(yi)}+
ε

m

m

∑
i=1

si(yi) , (2)

where ε is an arbitrary small positive number and si : R→R,
for i = 1,2, . . . ,m, are the partial achievement func-
tions measuring actual achievement of the individual out-
comes yi with respect to the corresponding reference levels.
Let ai denote the partial achievement for the ith outcome
(ai = si(yi)) and a = (a1,a2, . . . ,am) represent the achieve-
ment vector. The scalarizing achievement function (2) is,
essentially, defined by the worst partial (individual) achieve-
ment but additionally regularized with the sum of all par-
tial achievements. The regularization term is introduced
only to guarantee the solution efficiency in the case when

the maximization of the main term (the worst partial
achievement) results in a non-unique optimal solution. Due
to combining two terms with arbitrarily small parameter ε ,
formula (2) is easily implementable and it provides a di-
rect interpretation of the scalarizing achievement function
as expressing utility.
Various functions si provide a wide modeling environment
for measuring partial achievements [5], [9]–[11]. The basic
RPM model is based on a single vector of the reference lev-
els, the aspiration vector ra. For the sake of computational
simplicity, the piecewise linear functions si are usually em-
ployed. In the simplest models, they take a form of two
segment piecewise linear functions:

si(yi) =

{

λ +
i

(yi − r
a

i
), for yi ≥ r

a

i

λ−
i

(yi − r
a

i
), for yi < r

a

i
,

(3)

where λ +
i

> λ−
i

are positive scaling factors corresponding
to underachievements and overachievements, respectively,
for the ith outcome. It is usually assumed that λ +

i
is much

larger than λ−
i

. Figure 1 depicts how differentiated scaling
affects the isoline contours of the scalarizing achievement
function.

Fig. 1. Isoline contours for the scalarizing achievement func-
tion (2) with partial achievements (3).

Real-life applications of the RPM methodology usually deal
with more complex partial achievement functions defined
with more than one reference point [5] which enriches the
preference models and simplifies the interactive analysis.
In particular, the models taking advantages of two refer-
ence vectors: vector of aspiration levels ra and vector of
reservation levels rr [3] are used, thus allowing the DM
to specify requirements by introducing acceptable and re-
quired values for several outcomes. The partial achieve-
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ment function si can be interpreted then as a measure of
the DM’s satisfaction with the current value of outcome
the ith criterion. It is a strictly increasing function of out-
come yi with value ai = 1 if yi = r

a

i
, and ai = 0 for yi = r

r

i
.

Thus the partial achievement functions map the outcomes
values onto a normalized scale of the DM’s satisfaction.
Various functions can be built meeting those requirements.
We use the piece-wise linear partial achievement function
introduced in an implementation of the ARBDS system for
the multiple criteria transshipment problems with facility
location [12]:

si(yi) =



































γ
yi − r

r

i

r
a

i
− r

r

i

, yi ≤ r
r

i

yi − r
r

i

r
a

i
− r

r

i

, r
r

i
< yi < r

a

i

α
yi − r

a

i

r
a

i
− r

r

i

+ 1, yi ≥ r
a

i
,

(4)

where α and γ are arbitrarily defined parameters satisfying
0 < α < 1 < γ . Parameter α represents additional increase
of the DM’s satisfaction over level 1 when a criterion gen-
erates outcomes better than the corresponding aspiration
level. On the other hand, parameter γ > 1 represents dis-
satisfaction connected with outcomes worse than the reser-
vation level.
For outcomes between the reservation and the aspiration
levels, the partial achievement function si can be interpreted
as a membership function µi for a fuzzy target. However,
such a membership function remains constant with value 1
for all outcomes greater than the corresponding aspiration
level, and with value 0 for all outcomes below the reserva-
tion level (Fig. 2). Hence, the fuzzy membership function

Fig. 2. Partial achievement function (4).

is neither strictly monotonic nor concave thus not repre-
senting typical utility for a maximized outcome. The par-
tial achievement function (4) can be viewed as an extension
of the fuzzy membership function to a strictly monotonic
and concave utility. One may also notice that the aggre-
gation scheme used to build the scalarizing achievement
function (2) from the partial ones may also be interpreted
as some fuzzy aggregation operator [5]. In other words,
maximization of the scalarizing achievement function (2)

is consistent with the fuzzy methodology in the case of not
attainable aspiration levels and satisfiable all reservation
levels while modeling a reasonable utility for any values of
aspiration and reservation levels.

3. Ordered Weighted Averages
Refinement of the RPM

The crucial properties of the RPM are related to the max-
min aggregation of partial achievements while the regu-
larization is only introduced to guarantee the aggregation
monotonicity. Unfortunately, the distribution of achieve-
ments may make the max-min criterion partially passive
when one specific achievement is relatively very small for
all the solutions. Maximization of the worst achievement
may then leave all other achievements unoptimized. Nev-
ertheless, the selection is then made according to linear
aggregation of the regularization term instead of the max-
min aggregation, thus destroying the preference model of
the RPM. This can be illustrated with an example of a sim-
ple discrete problem of 7 alternative feasible solutions to
be selected according to 6 criteria.
Table 1 presents six partial achievements for all the so-
lutions where the partial achievements have been defined
according to the aspiration/reservation model (4) thus allo-
cating 1 to outcomes reaching the corresponding aspiration
level. All the solutions are efficient. Solution S1 to S5
oversteps the aspiration levels (achievement values 1.2) for
four of the first five criteria while failing to reach one of
them and the aspiration level for the sixth criterion as well
(achievement values 0.3). Solution S6 meets the aspira-
tion levels (achievement values 1.0) for the first five crite-
ria while failing to reach only the aspiration level for the
sixth criterion (achievement values 0.3). All the solutions
generate the same worst achievement value 0.3 and the fi-
nal selection of the RPM depends on the total achievement
(regularization term). Actually, one of solutions S1 to S5
will be selected as better than S6.

Table 1

Sample achievements with passive max-min criterion

Solutions a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 min ∑

S1 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.3 0.3 5.4

S2 1.2 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.3 0.3 5.4

S3 1.2 1.2 0.3 1.2 1.2 0.3 0.3 5.4

S4 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.3 1.2 0.3 0.3 5.4

S5 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 5.4

S6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.3 0.3 5.3

S7 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.0 0.6 1.0 0.3 3.5

In order to avoid inconsistencies caused by the regulariza-
tion, the max-min solution may be regularized according
to the ordered averaging rules [13]. This is mathematically
formalized as follows. Within the space of achievement
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vectors we introduce map Θ = (θ1,θ2, . . . ,θm) which orders
the coordinates of achievements vectors in a nondecreas-
ing order, i.e., Θ(a1,a2, . . . ,am) = (θ1(a),θ2(a), . . . ,θm(a))
iff there exists a permutation τ such that θi(a) = aτ(i) for
all i and θ1(a) ≤ θ2(a) ≤ . . . ≤ θm(a). The standard max-
min aggregation depends on maximization of θ1(a) and it
ignores values of θi(a) for i ≥ 2. In order to take into ac-
count all the achievement values, one needs to maximize
the weighted combination of the ordered achievements thus
representing the so-called ordered weighted averaging ag-
gregation [13]. Note that the weights are then assigned
to the specific positions within the ordered achievements
rather than to the partial achievements themselves. With
the OWA aggregation one gets the following RPM model:

max

m

∑
i=1

wiθi(a) , (5)

where w1 > w2 > .. . > wm > 0 are positive and strictly
decreasing weights. Actually, they should be significantly
decreasing to represent regularization of the max-min or-
der. When differences among weights tend to infinity, the
OWA aggregation approximates the leximin ranking of the
ordered outcome vectors [14]. Note that the standard RPM
model with the scalarizing achievement function (2) can be
expressed as the following OWA model [15]:

max

(

(1 +
ε

m
)θ1(a)+

ε

m

m

∑
i=2

θi(a)

)

.

Hence, the standard RPM model exactly represents the
OWA aggregation (5) with strictly decreasing weights in
the case of m = 2 (w2 = ε/2 < w1 = 1+ε/2). For m > 2 it
abandons the differences in weighting of the largest achieve-
ment, the second largest one, etc., (w2 = . . . = wm = ε/m).
The OWA RPM model 5 allows one to distinguish all
the weights by introducing increasing series (e.g., geo-
metric ones). One may notice in Table 2 that application
of decreasing weights w = (0.5,0.25,0.15,0.05,0.03,0.02)
within the OWA RPM enable selection of solution S6 from
Table 1.

Table 2

Ordered achievements values

Solutions θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 θ5 θ6 Aw

S1 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.525

S2 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.525

S3 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.525

S4 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.525

S5 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.525

S6 0.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.650

S7 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.305

w 0.5 0.25 0.15 0.05 0.03 0.02

An important advantage of the RPM depends on its easy
implementation as an expansion of the original multiple

criteria model. Actually, even complicated partial achieve-
ment functions of the form (4) are strictly increasing
and concave, thus allowing for implementation of the en-
tire RPM model (2) by an location problem (LP) expan-
sion [12].
The OWA aggregation is obviously a piecewise linear func-
tion since it remains linear within every area of the fixed
order of arguments. The ordered achievements used in
the OWA aggregation are, in general, hard to implement
due to the pointwise ordering. Its optimization can be im-
plemented by expressing in terms of the cumulated ordered
achievements θ̄k(a) = ∑k

i=1
θi(a) expressing, respectively:

the worst (smallest) achievement, the total of the two worst
achievements, the total of the three worst achievements, etc.
Indeed,

m

∑
i=1

wiθi(a) =
m

∑
i=1

w
′
iθ̄i(a) ,

where w
′
i
= wi −wi+1 for i = 1, . . . ,m− 1, and w

′
m = wm.

This simplifies dramatically the optimization problem since
quantities θ̄k(a) can be optimized without use of any integer
variables [6]. First, let us notice that for any given vector a,
the cumulated ordered value θ̄k(a) can be found as the
optimal value of the following LP problem:

θ̄k(a) = min
uik

{
m

∑
i=1

aiuik :

m

∑
i=1

uik = k,0 ≤ uik ≤ 1 ∀i } .
(6)

The above problem is an LP for a given outcome vector a

while it becomes nonlinear for a being a vector of variables.
This difficulty can be overcome by taking advantage of the
LP dual to (6). Introducing dual variable tk corresponding
to the equation ∑m

i=1
uik = k and variables dik corresponding

to upper bounds on uik one gets the following LP dual of
problem (6):

θ̄k(a) = max
tk ,dik

{ktk −
m

∑
i=1

dik :

ai ≥ tk −dik, dik ≥ 0 ∀ i } .

(7)

Due the duality theory, for any given vector a the cumu-
lated ordered coefficient θ̄k(a) can be found as the optimal
value of the above LP problem. It follows from (7) that
θ̄k(a) = max {ktk −∑m

i=1
(tk − ai)+}, where (.)+ denotes

the nonnegative part of a number and tk is an auxiliary (un-
bounded) variable. The latter, with the necessary adaptation
to the minimized outcomes in location problems, is equiv-
alent to the computational formulation of the k–centrum
model introduced by [16]. Hence, formula (7) provides an
alternative proof of that formulation.
Taking advantages of the LP expression (7) for θ̄i the entire
OWA aggregation of the partial achievement functions (5)
can be expressed in terms of LP. Moreover, in the case of
concave piecewise linear partial achievement functions (as
typically used in the RPM approaches), the resulting for-
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mulation extends the original constraints and criteria with
linear inequalities. In particular, for strictly increasing and
concave partial achievement functions (4), it can be ex-
pressed in the form:

max

m

∑
k=1

w
′
k
zk

s.t.

zk = ktk −
m

∑
i=1

dik ∀ k

x ∈ Q, yi = fi(x) ∀ i

ai ≥ tk −dik, dik ≥ 0 ∀ i,k

ai ≤ γ(yi − r
r

i
)/(ra

i
− r

r

i
) ∀ i

ai ≤ (yi − r
r

i
)/(ra

i
− r

r

i
) ∀ i

ai ≤ α(yi − r
a

i
)/(ra

i
− r

r

i
)+ 1 ∀ i .

(8)

4. Weighted OWA Enhancement

Typical RPM model allows weighting of several achieve-
ments only by straightforward rescaling of the achieve-
ment values [8]. The OWA RPM model enables one to
introduce importance weights to affect achievement im-
portance by rescaling accordingly its measure within the
distribution of achievements as defined in the so-called
weighted OWA aggregation [7], [17]. Let w = (w1, . . . ,wm)
and p = (p1, . . . , pm) be weighting vectors of dimension m

such that wi ≥ 0 and pi ≥ 0 for i = 1,2, . . . ,m as well as
∑m

i=1
pi = 1 (typically it is also assumed ∑m

i=1
wi = 1 but

it is not necessary in our applications). The corresponding
weighted OWA aggregation of outcomes a = (a1, . . . ,am)
is defined as follows [7]:

Aw,p(a) =
m

∑
i=1

ωiθi(a) , (9)

where the weights ωi are defined as

ωi = w
∗(∑

k≤i

pτ(k))−w
∗(∑

k<i

pτ(k)) , (10)

with w
∗ a monotone increasing function that interpolates

points ( i

m
,∑k≤i wk) together with the point (0.0) and τ rep-

resenting the ordering permutation for a (i.e., aτ(i) = θi(a)).
Moreover, function w

∗ is required to be a straight line
when the point can be interpolated in this way, thus allow-
ing the WOWA to cover the standard weighted mean with
weights pi as a special case of equal preference weights
(wi = 1/m for i = 1,2, . . . ,m).

Example 1: Consider achievements vectors a′ = (1,2) and
a′′ = (2,1). While introducing preferential weights w =
(0.9,0.1) one may calculate the OWA averages: Aw(y′) =
Aw(y′′) = 0.9 · 1 + 0.1 · 2 = 1.1. Further, let us introduce
importance weights p = (0.75,0.25) which means that re-
sults under the first achievement are 3 times more important

then those related to the second criterion. To take into ac-
count the importance weights in the WOWA aggregation (9)
we introduce piecewise linear function

w
∗(ξ )=

{

0.9ξ/0.5 for 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 0.5

0.9 + 0.1(ξ −0.5)/0.5 for 0.5 < ξ ≤ 1.0

and calculate weights ωi according to formula (10) as w
∗

increments corresponding to importance weights of the or-
dered outcomes, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In particular, one
gets ω1 = w

∗(p1) = 0.95 and ω2 = 1−w
∗(p1) = 0.05 for

vector a′ while ω1 = w
∗(p2) = 0.45 and ω2 = 1−w

∗(p2) =
0.55 for vector a′′. Finally, Aw,p(a′) = 0.95 ·1 + 0.05 ·2 =
1.05 and Aw,p(a

′′) = 0.45 · 1 + 0.55 · 2 = 1.55. Note that
one may alternatively compute the WOWA values by using
the importance weights to replicate corresponding achieve-
ments and calculate then OWA aggregations. In the case
of our importance weights p we need to consider three
copies of achievement a1 and one copy of achievement a2

Fig. 3. Definition of weights ωi for Example 1: (a) vector
a′ = (1,2); (b) vector a′′ = (2,1).
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thus generating vectors ã′ = (1,1,1,2) and ã′′ = (2,2,2,1)
of four equally important achievements. Original preferen-
tial weights must be then applied respectively to the average
of the two smallest outcomes and the average of two largest
outcomes. Indeed, we get Aw,p(a

′) = 0.9 · 1 + 0.1 · 1.5 =
1.05 and Aw,p(a′′) = 0.9 · 1.5 + 0.1 · 2 = 1.55. We will
further formalize this approach and take its advantages to
build LP computational models. �

The WOWA may be expressed with more direct formula
where preferential (OWA) weights wi are applied to aver-
ages of the corresponding portions of ordered achievements
(quantile intervals) according to the distribution defined by
importance weights pi [18], [19]:

Aw,p(a) =
m

∑
i=1

wim

∫ i

m

i−1

m

F
(−1)
a (ξ ) dξ , (11)

where F
(−1)
a is the stepwise function F

(−1)
a (ξ ) = θi(a)

for i−1/m < ξ ≤ i/m. It can also be mathematically for-

Fig. 4. Formula (11) applied to calculations in Example 1:
(a) vector a′ = (1,2); (b) vector a′′ = (2,1).

malized as follows. First, we introduce the right-continuous
cumulative distribution function (cdf):

Fa(d) =
m

∑
i=1

piδi(d) , (12)

where δi(d) = 1 if ai ≤ d and 0 otherwise. Next, we in-

troduce the quantile function F
(−1)
a as the left-continuous

inverse of the cumulative distribution function Fa,

ie., F
(−1)
a (ξ ) = inf {η : Fa(η) ≥ ξ}for 0 < ξ ≤ 1. Figure 4

illustrates application of formula (11) for computation of
the WOWA aggregations in Example 1.

Let us recall the RPM applied to the example of seven
alternatives as given in Table 1. For instance applying im-
portance weighting p = ( 4

12
, 3

12
, 2

12
, 1

12
, 1

12
, 1

12
) to solution

achievements from Table 1 and using them together with
the OWA weights w from Table 2 one get the WOWA ag-
gregations from Table 3. The corresponding RPM method
selects than solution S6, similarly to the case of equal
importance weights. On the other hand, when increas-
ing the importance of the last outcome achievements with
p = ( 1

12
, 1

12
, 1

12
, 1

12
, 1

12
, 7

12
) one get the WOWA values from

Table 4.

Formula (11) defines the WOWA value applying prefer-
ential weights wi to importance weighted averages within
quantile intervals. It may be reformulated with the tail av-
erages:

Aw,p(a) =
m

∑
k=1

w
′
k
mL

(

a,p,
k

m

)

, (13)

where L(y,p,ξ ) is defined by left-tail integrating of F
(−1)
y ,

i.e.,

L(y,p,ξ ) =

∫ ξ

0

F
(−1)
y (α)dα (14)

and weights w
′
k

= wk − wk+1 for k = 1, . . . ,m − 1 and
w
′
m

= wm.

Graphs of functions L(a,p,ξ ) (with respect to ξ ) take the
form of convex piecewise linear curves, the so-called ab-
solute Lorenz curves [20] connected to the relation of the
second order stochastic dominance (SSD). Therefore, for-
mula (13) relates the WOWA average to the SSD consistent
risk measures based on the tail means provided that the im-
portance weights are treated as scenario probabilities.

According to (14), values of function L(a,p,ξ ) for any
0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 can be given by optimization:

L(a,p,ξ ) = min
si

{ m

∑
i=1

aisi :

m

∑
i=1

si = ξ , 0 ≤ si ≤ pi ∀ i

}

.
(15)

Introducing dual variable t corresponding to the equa-
tion ∑m

i=1
si = ξ and variables di corresponding to upper
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Table 3

WOWA RPM selection with importance weights p = ( 4

12
, 3

12
, 2

12
, 1

12
, 1

12
, 1

12
)

w 0.5 0.25 0.15 0.05 0.03 0.02 Aw,p(a)

S1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.4575

S2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.525

S3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.6375

S4 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.75

S5 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.75

S6 0.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.825

S7 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.3185

Table 4

WOWA RPM selection with importance weights p = ( 1

12
, 1

12
, 1

12
, 1

12
, 1

12
, 7

12
)

w 0.5 0.25 0.15 0.05 0.03 0.02 Aw,p(a)

S1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.345

S2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.345

S3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.345

S4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.345

S5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.345

S6 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.3525

S7 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5125

bounds on si one gets the following LP dual expression
of L(a,p,ξ ):

L(a,p,ξ ) = max
t,di

{

ξ t −
m

∑
i=1

pidi :

t −di ≤ ai, di ≥ 0 ∀ i

}

.

(16)

Following (13) and (16) taking into account piecewise
linear partial achievement functions (4) one gets finally
the following model for the WOWA reference point method
with piecewise linear partial achievement functions (4):

max

m

∑
k=1

w
′
k
zk

s.t.

zk = ktk −m

m

∑
i=1

pidik ∀ k

x ∈ Q, yi = fi(x) ∀ i

ai ≥ tk −dik, dik ≥ 0 ∀ i,k

ai ≤ γ(yi − r
r

i
)/(ra

i
− r

r

i
) ∀ i

ai ≤ (yi − r
r

i
)/(ra

i
− r

r

i
) ∀ i

ai ≤ α(yi − r
a

i
)/(ra

i
− r

r

i
)+ 1 ∀ i .

(17)

5. Illustrative Example

In order to illustrate the WOWA RPM performances let
us analyze the multicriteria problem of information sys-

tem selection. We consider a billing system selection for
a telecommunication company. The decision is based on
6 criteria related to the system reliability, processing ef-
ficiency, investment costs, installation time, operational
costs, and warranty period. All these attributes may be
viewed as criteria, either maximized or minimized.
Table 5 presents all the criteria with their measures units
and optimization directions. There are also set the aspira-
tion and reservation levels for each criterion as well as the
importance weights (not normalized) for several achieve-
ments. Five candidate billing systems have been accepted
for the final selection procedure. All they meet the minimal
requirements defined by the reservation levels.
Table 6 shows for all the systems (columns) their criteria
values yi and the corresponding partial achievement val-
ues ai. The latter are computed according to the piece-wise
linear formula (4) with α = 0.1.
Table 7 presents for all the systems (columns) their par-
tial achievement values ordered from the worst to the best
taking into account replications according to the impor-
tance weights allowing for easy WOWA aggregation com-
putations following formula (11). One may notice that
except of system D all the other systems have the same
worst achievement value mini ai = 0.33. Selection among
systems A, B, C and E depends only on the regulariza-
tion of achievements aggregation used in the RPM ap-
proach. The WOWA RPM method taking into account the
importance weights together with the preferential weights
w = (0.6, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.03, 0.02) points out system C
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Table 5
Criteria and their reference levels for the sample billing system selection

Criteria

f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6

relia- effi- invest. install. oprnl. warranty

bility ciency cost time cost period

Units 1–10 CAPS mln PLN months mln PLN years
Optimization max max min min min max

Reservation 8 50 2 12 1.25 0.5
Aspiration 10 200 0 6 0.5 2

Importance
weights 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1

Table 6
Criteria values yi and individual achievements ai for five billing systems

i
System A System B System C System D System E

yi ai yi ai yi ai yi ai yi ai

1 10 1.00 9 0.50 10 1.00 9 0.50 10 1.00

2 200 1.00 100 0.33 170 0.80 90 0.27 150 0.67

3 1 0.50 0.3 0.85 0.8 0.60 0.2 0.90 0.5 0.75

4 8 0.67 3 1.05 8 0.67 8 0.67 5 1.02

5 1 0.33 1 0.33 0.6 0.87 0.2 1.04 1 0.33

6 2 1.00 2 1.00 1 0.33 2 1.00 1.5 0.67

minai 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.27 0.33

∑ai 4.50 4.06 4.27 4.38 4.44

as the best one. These selection cannot be done if using
the classical RPM with regularization based on the av-
erage achievements. Actually, the standard RPM (2) will

Table 7

WOWA RPM selection for five billing systems

w A B C D E

0.6 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.27 0.33

0.33 0.33 0.60 0.27 0.33

0.2 0.33 0.33 0.67 0.27 0.33

0.50 0.33 0.80 0.50 0.67

0.1 0.67 0.33 0.80 0.50 0.67

1.00 0.33 0.80 0.50 0.67

0.05 1.00 0.50 0.87 0.67 0.67

1.00 0.50 0.87 0.90 0.75

0.03 1.00 0.50 0.87 1.00 1.00

1.00 0.85 1.00 1.04 1.00

0.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.04 1.00

1.00 1.05 1.00 1.04 1.02

Aw,p 0.47 0.37 0.56 0.37 0.45

select system A as better than all the others. Certainly,
the WOWA RPM selection will change dramatically when
decreasing importance of criterion f5 and increasing im-
portance of f6.

6. Conclusions

The reference point method is a very convenient technique
for interactive analysis of the multiple criteria optimiza-
tion problems. It provides the DM with a tool for an open
analysis of the efficient frontier. The interactive analysis
is navigated with the commonly accepted control param-
eters expressing reference levels for the individual objec-
tive functions. The partial achievement functions quantify
the DM satisfaction from the individual outcomes with re-
spect to the given reference levels. The final scalarizing
function is built as the augmented max-min aggregation of
partial achievements which means that the worst individual
achievement is essentially maximized but the optimization
process is additionally regularized with the term represent-
ing the average achievement. The regularization by the
average achievement is easily implementable but it may
disturb the basic max-min aggregation. In order to avoid
inconsistencies caused by the regularization, the max-min
solution may be regularized by taking into account also the
second worst achievement, the third worse and so on, thus
resulting in much better modeling of the reference levels
concept [21].
The OWA aggregation with monotonic weights combines
all the partial achievements allocating the largest weight
to the worst achievement, the second largest weight to the
second worst achievement, the third largest weight to the
third worst achievement, and so on. It approximates nu-
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cleolar RPM introducing explicit scalarizing achievement
function to be interpreted as utility. Further following the
concept of weighted OWA [7] the importance weighting of
several achievements may be incorporated into the RPM.
Such a WOWA enhancement of the RPM uses importance
weights to affect achievement importance by rescaling ac-
cordingly its measure within the distribution of achieve-
ments rather than straightforward rescaling of achieve-
ment values [8]. The ordered regularizations are more
complicated in implementation due to the requirement of
pointwise ordering of partial achievements. However, the
recent progress in optimization methods for ordered aver-
ages [6] allows one to implement the OWA RPM quite
effectively by taking advantages of piecewise linear ex-
pression of the cumulated ordered achievements. Similar,
model can be achieved for the WOWA RPM. Actually, in
the case of concave piecewise linear partial achievement
functions (typically used in the RPM), the resulting for-
mulation extends the original constraints and criteria with
simple linear inequalities thus allowing for a quite efficient
implementation.
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On Subjective Trust Management
Michał Majdan

Abstract—Trust and reputation management is gaining nowa-

days more attention then ever as online commodity exchange

and other open virtual societies became a widespread reality.

Most widely used computational models use reputation met-

rics as global property assigned to each party. More sophis-

ticated models try to use reputation as subjective property.

While introducing subjective reputation there arise a need to

model preferences of agents. In this paper we propose to use

weighted ordered weighted average (WOWA) operator to sup-

port the decision maker in assessing available evidence about

other’s party behavior. The WOWA aggregation is defined

by two weighting vectors: the preferential weights assigned to

the ordered quantities and the importance weights assigned

to several attributes. It allows one to express both the pref-

erence regarding sources of information by the corresponding

importance weights and the compensation between attribute

values aggregated by the preferential weights.

Keywords— decision support, management concepts, multicrite-

ria reputation model.

1. Introduction

Internet society has become reality. Nowadays more and
more of commodities are exchanged via online commerce
sites. Success of online auctions like e-Bay or Allegro has
shown how dramatically fast more and more aspects of hu-
man life are moving online. But commerce of goods and
services is not the only domain changed by the Internet.
Peer-to-peer (p2p) networks exchanging software and data
are getting more and more attention too. Wikipedia, an on-
line encyclopedia constantly developed by anonymous users
sharing their wisdom end expertise with others. We rely
more and more on people or agents whom we probably are
never going to meet face to face in “real” life, probably
we are not going to establish long term relationship with
most of them. Therefore old ways of assessing transaction
counterparts are of little use in online world. Thus users
try to assure security for online life by designing and im-
plementing trust management systems, algorithms and pro-
tocols that are to provide trust between members of such
systems.
There are various definitions of trust and there are differ-
ences among researchers on how define trust. Most popular
in literature is definition by D. Gambetta [1]:
“Trust is a particular level of subjective probalility with

which an agent will perform a particular action both be-

fore he can monitor such action (or independently of his

capacity of ever to be able to monitor it) and in context in

which it affects own action”.
The “probability” mentioned above is “subjective” since ac-
cording to this definition the same agent may be perceived
differently by other members of the same virtual commu-

nity. Not all models follow this assumption some aim to
compute some kind of global evaluation of a certain agent
(it will be mentioned below).
The second component that is very tightly coupled to the
concept of trust is reputation. Generally reputation is “what-
is-said” about certain agent in a given community. That’s
why if we consider any subset of this community the repu-
tation of the same agent may differ. It’s important to notice
that reputation is not what a certain agent “thinks” about
the other, reputation is a kind of aggregation of opinions
communicated by a given group of agents. This concept
coming from the cognitive theory of reputation is exploited
by J. Sabater et al. in [2].

2. Trust and Reputation Models

Computational trust and reputation management models
usually use 4 sources of information to build view on a par-
ticular agent:

1. Own direct experience – these are valuations that
come from agent’s own interactions with the target
agent. The credibility of those valuations is perfect,
so they are most valuable for any trust model. The
problem is that in real world situations rarely there
exists more than 1 interaction that involves the same
2 agents. So the ability to collect enough data based
on direct experience is very limited.

2. Observations – in some environments agents are able
to observe performance of the others. Like with the
direct experience those evaluations are highly valu-
able. Very rarely though open virtual communities
offer the ability to monitor interactions of others to
everybody.

3. Witness information – these are valuations provided
by other agents regarding third party. Those can
be vulnerable to untrue valuations malicious agents
who are willing to destroy others reputations or con-
trary inadequately promote others. Apart from those
threats different agents assess others performance dif-
ferently. Behavior totaly inappropriate in the eyes
of one can be correct when assessed by the other.
Witness information is actually something that con-
stitutes reputation as word-of-mouth.

4. Context information – each interaction is performed
in a particular context. Context can be described as
a vector of parameters different for each system. For
online auction example this can be the value of the
transaction, whereabouts of the seller or buyer, means
of payment, type of merchandise.
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Trust models usually recognize at least 2 roles of an agent
that could be considered when determining trust metrics.
These are firstly trust on whether particular agent will per-
form as we expect him to do and secondly whether he can
be trusted as an informant. This can be further divided
into roles based on what kind of activity we require from
the particular agent: for example, one can be trusted seller
but fail at delivering services. Other important dimension
that is used in trust and reputation models is time. Usually
trust is a function of reputation and the time elapsed from
the events that update the reputation. This reflects belief
that conclusions based on past behavior are less accurate
the further in the past we look. What differs among vari-
ous reputation based models is what kind of so called third
party information is exchanged.

Some of the models assume that peers exchange their
overall evaluation of “other party” some call it image [2].
In such situation whole evaluation process as well as the
criteria may be totally different at each peer. But clear ad-
vantage of such models is that the information traffic is
minimal.

Second kind of reputation based models assume that agents
exchange evaluations on transactions they had with the
other party like in e-Bay feedback system. This allows to
incorporate time into the model as receiver of such infor-
mation is able to for example disregard evaluations associ-
ated with transactions older then arbitrary threshold. Such
models are most widely used in online commerce sites, for
example e-Bay, we will look into this later. Still such mod-
els assume that criteria each evaluator uses and his utility is
not known and not shared among members of such virtual
community.

Another thing that needs to be considered while designing
trust model is source reliability. As it was stated above,
most of the information that particular agents has to rely
on is information provided by third party. It’s crucial to
eliminate information coming from unreliable sources. The
source may be lying on purpose in order to increase own
reputation or reputation of some associated identity or to
decrease others party reputation. Models developed so far
address this problem various ways. One way is by introduc-
ing pre-trusted peers [3] and forcing agents to put at least
some amount of “trust” in the pre-trusted peers. Others set
up protocol to detect malicious peers by asking them about
things already known to the asking party. If answer is dif-
ferent such peer’s reliability as an informant is decreased.
This approach is used in models that assume that the
same transaction may be observed by more then 2 involved
parties.

One other thing that can be considered in trust/reputation
models is agent’s confidence about his judgment. When
asked about opinion on some other party agent can pro-
vide his rating noting that he is sure about this opinion
only up to the certain level. This means that each rating
is a vector of two values. This is especially applicable to
models using reputation as a message exchanged between
parties. In such case agent can express using confidence

the fact that he had very little experience with the assessed
party. Models using transaction rating do not require this
additional information. Confidence value associated with
specific valuation make the aggregation procedure signif-
icantly more complex. Up to now quite large number of
trust models have been developed. Most important are pre-
sented below. We have focused on how user preferences
are incorporated in those models and how valuations are
aggregated.

3. Selected Trust Management Concepts
Review

3.1. Online Auctions Reputation Models

The most widely used are very simple reputation based sys-
tems like e-Bay feedback system. They are based on three
valued feedback provided by transaction parties on how
they assess the transaction. Positive values mean that the
party is satisfied with partner’s performance. Neutral values
usually mean that transaction is judged as sufficiently cor-
rect. Negative feedback values usually mean that transac-
tion was highly unacceptable. It turns out that vast majority
of feedback is positive with very little neutral or negative
feedback. But there exists significant percent of transactions
with no feedback at all. The problem is that giving negative
or neutral feedback threatens that other party will retaliate,
so people who actually dislike the performance of their
transaction partner choose not to provide feedback instead
of giving negative. Transaction evaluations (–1,0,1) are
summarized over certain period of time (e-Bay – 6 months).
Although simple and vulnerable to false information the
above mechanism proved to be usable since online auction
and general open e-Commerce sites are successful.

Preference structure representation. User preferences are
not expressed directly but through feedback value. It’s not
known what made agent to provide certain value.

3.2. Probabilistic Models

The eigen-trust [3] algorithm has been proposed as a mean
to provide trust in the anonymous peer-to-peer networks.
The measure of trust is a normalized value between 0 an 1
reflecting number of satisfactory and unsatisfactory trans-
actions with a given peer versus all peers. Since not all
peers interact with each other the experiences of others are
the only source of information. The party gathering infor-
mation may ask his direct counterparts about their opinion
on a specific target. Their opinions are weighted by the
trust value that given peer places in them. Doing further
this way one party may ask his friends about their opin-
ions. This is done by multiplying consecutive local trust
values. Such computations converge under certain assump-
tions to the global trust vector that shows how much trust
the system as a while places in its members.
The eigen-trust model uses concept of transitive trust. Val-
uations exchanged between peers refer to the peers repu-
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tation not individual transactions. It is assumed that the
preference structure of each peer is the same, namely it’s
the difference between successful interactions and unsuc-
cessful ones. The only piece of subjectivity is when agent
is to evaluate whether certain interaction was successful or
not. Another example of probabilistic approaches is model
proposed by Shillo et al. [4]. In this model each interaction
is assessed as either good or bad. The personal trust value
that one agent places into another is Q = e/n, where n is
a number of observed interactions and e is a number of pos-
itive ones (when other party behaved honestly). An agent
can ask other agents about their impressions on observed
interactions. Model assumes that agents do not lie about
interactions they observe therefore while considering mes-
sages from others, there is no need to resolve conflicts (the
same interactions assessed differently by different agents).

3.3. Abdul-Rachman, Heils Model

Some models use linguistic labels instead of numerical rat-
ings to represent social valuations. This model is especially
interesting as it tries to deal with the issue of different per-
ception of the same information by different agents (peo-
ple). The idea of this model is that assessing agent can
give the other party one of 4 labels based on his opinion
about the other. These labels are namely:

– very trustworthy (VT),

– trustworthy (T),

– untrustworthy (U),

– very untrustworthy (VU).

Agent maintains number of interactions of each of the above
categories for every other agent in the society (system). The
general assessment of the agent is label with maximum
number of interactions that “support” this label. In case of
two or more labels having the same count model introduces
uncertaintly measures into assessment.
The most interesting part of the model specification is how
it deals with the reports (opinions) provided by other mem-
bers of the system. If an agent receives information from
the other agent assessing some third party as for exam-
ple VT and the agent has previously assessed the same
other party as only T he will adjust any future opinions
received from the same agent accordingly, that is he will
lower them. The preference structure at this model is not
externalized by the agents but it is expressed indirectly by
comparing assessments of the same information.

3.4. OWA Trust

In 1988 Yager [5] proposed new aggregation operator or-
dered weighted average (OWA). It is similar to weighted
mean operator. Weights though are not assigned to partic-
ular criteria but to the values within criteria permutation
from the biggest value to the smallest value. Formal de-
finition of the operator is as follows: given vector of n cri-

teria we have xi for i = 1 . . .n and preferential weights vec-
tor wi for i = 1 . . .n while ∑n

i=1
wi = 1. The OWA operator

is defined as follows:
n

∑
i=1

wixσ(i) ,

where σ(i) is certain permutation of vector x that

xσ(1) ≥ xσ(2) ≥ xσ(3) ≥ ... ≥ xσ(n).

This operator is used in a trust management model proposed
in [6]. Local reputation values are calculated as ti j = 1 or
ti j = 0 if the given peer would have only one successful
or unsuccessful interaction with the other peer. If there
was more interaction between two peers the overall local
reputation is calculated as follows:

r
n

i j
= αn

r
n−1

i j
+(1−αn)tn

i j
.

The αn parameter is accounts for aggregation “freshness”,
that is how past transactions are important compared with
the last one. High values are for the case when past val-
ues are far more important than the last one otherwise last
interaction is more important. Local reputation is of little
use if interactions between same peer pairs are rear. This
is almost always the case in online society systems. For
such situation model provides the concept of network rep-
utation. Local reputation values from the pool of voting
peers are aggregated using the OWA technique. Local rep-
utation values are ordered and aggregated using the set of
weights. Authors do not impose any procedure on select-
ing weights for a given model realization. Authors show
that selection of weights reflects decision maker’s attitude
towards situation.

4. Multicriteria Reputation Model

The model presented in this paper is addressing the po-
tential problem associated with reputation representation.
As it was mentioned above models exchange either infor-
mation about other agents or about transactions. In both
cases they exchange aggregated social evaluations build on
how they personally perceive other users or certain transac-
tions. Such approach hide the preference structures of the
agents. Messages biased by the ones preference structure
may lead to wrong assessment of other agents. The propo-
sition is to make information exchanged between agents as
objective as possible and to allow consumers of this infor-
mation to make their own judgments. Models that assume
exchange of social valuations of other agents bias the eval-
uations more than ones exchanging data on transactions so
in the presented concept the content of the message will be
associated with the single transaction.

4.1. Outline

The first thing to do implementing the model is to set up
a set of criteria associated with the single transaction.
Next we need a common way to express the preference
structure of each member of the system. This need to be as
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easy as possible and selected a priori since in a general case
agents may not be able to modify their preference structures
assessing each interaction.
We need to set up an algorithm to aggregate interactions
and make a decision based on the criteria whether to trust
or not to trust.

4.2. Selecting Criteria

Setting up a group of criteria is the most vulnerable part of
the model. It is very tightly coupled with the actual domain
the model being implemented into. The important part is
that calculating satisfaction levels for this criteria should be
as objective as possible. If it is not we are threatened to
exchange single biased social valuation into a set of them
which is far less attractive but still can provide some ad-
vantage. We can consider following example criteria:

– latency of payment or delivery in case of an auction
service;

– price (compared to other items of the same kind in
the service in the same time);

– number of e-mail’s exchanged between buyer and
seller;

– response time in case of a question;

– download speed in case of p2p network;

– number of errors during download, etc.

For successful application of aggregation operator, criteria
satisfaction measures need to be commeasurable, therefore
they need to be normalized. Since selection of criteria is
out of the scope of this paper this topic won’t be elaborated
further.

4.3. Setting up Preference Structure

The preference structure implemented in the presented
model is twofold. First setup is associated with the issue of
aggregating information about past transactions reported by
other users. This is actually aggregating reputation metric
with regard to each of the criteria separately. Every trust
management model based on reputation has its own way
of aggregating reputation data. This aspect is discussed in
detail in [7]. Previous section gives short overview of this
topic with regard to the selected models described above.
In this paper author proposes one possible aggregation tech-
nique with very significant expression power.
An important aspect to consider is source reliability. For
now we do not go far into this area. As it was mentioned in
the beginning there are being developed various algorithms
and protocols that deal with this problem. For now we
assume that given agent is able to assess the reliability of
the information coming from other agents, and eliminates
messages from malicious informants. It’s worth to notice
that being a malicious informant may not come with fail-
ing with delivering as expected. Presented model is to deal
with assessing trust with regard to the agent performance in

delivering merchandise, data, payments . . . and not reputa-
tion valuations (criteria satisfaction levels) associated with
other members of the community.
The next aspect addressed by trust management models is
information being biased by informants own attitude to-
wards assessed situations. This is the problem that pre-
sented model is trying to answer. As mentioned above
satisfaction levels of the selected criteria should be ob-
jectively calculated possibly by the system itself, or nor-
malized in order to establish common view of this val-
ues by all agents. The next problem is how agent may ex-
press his preferences in order to judge whether he can trust
the other or not. This involves comparing calculated trust
value with arbitrary threshold (independent for each agent)
in order to make a decision to go on with the interaction or
to retreat. Setting up preference structure should be as easy
and understandable but at the same time needs to have as
much expressive power as possible to cover possibly wide
range of preferences.

4.4. Weighted Ordered Weighted Average

Weighted ordered weighted average (WOWA) aggrega-
tion operator was proposed by V. Torra [8] as a general-
ization to previous ordered weighted operator proposed by
Yager [5]. Torras conception is based on two weighting
vectors:

– preferential weights vector wi
1, associated with val-

ues permutation from the highest value to the lowest;

– importance weights vector pi associated with each of
the aggregated criteria.

Formal WOWA definition is described below:

WOWA(x1, ....xn) =
n

∑
i=1

ωixi,

while weights ω are constructed as follows:

ωi = w
∗(∑

j≤i

pσ( j))−w
∗(∑

j<i

pσ( j)).

Function w
∗ interpolates points (i/n,∑ j≤i w j) and point

(0,0) if points can be interpolated using linear functions
they should be interpolated in this way. In case when pref-
erential weights pi are equal and sum up to one, WOWA be-
comes standard OWA operator with preferential weights wi.
When preferential weights are equal and sum up to one,
WOWA operator becomes weighted average operator. The
WOWA aggregation generalizes both OWA and weights
average and its actual value are always somewhere in be-
tween those aggregation methods.

4.5. Aggregation of Interactions

We need to consider how information regarding past in-
teraction involving assessed agent is being aggregated. We

1In general case number of preferential weights can be higher than the
number of values aggregated [9].
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should aggregate values for each criterion to present to user
single vector of aggregated criteria satisfaction levels. We
propose to consider use of the WOWA aggregation tech-
nique as well suited approach for this case. As mentioned
above particular agent while assessing reliability of the in-
former can use several techniques. However the problem it-
self is not an easy task and very often agents cannot a priori
assess the reliability of others, especially in environments
when very rarely there exists more than one interaction in-
volving particular pair of agents. If environment/system
allows to monitor reliability of the information, agent can
derive a kind of rating for messages he acquired from other
parties. If no such functionality is available, messages can
be arranged with respect to the date they were created.

In either case derived ratings can be used to establish the
vector of importance weights as described in WOWA def-
inition. WOWA gives us also possibility to express atti-
tude towards values of selected criteria satisfaction levels. If
particular agent requires that all messages regarding inter-
actions with other party should show high level of perfor-
mance with respect of a given criteria, he should set prefer-
ential weights to form an “anding” operator. If he requires
at least one message to be highly satisfactory he should
form more “oring” operator. The question of “orness” and
“andness” are described in [5].

4.6. Aggregation of Criteria

At this point decision maker is presented with a set of
aggregated criteria satisfaction levels. This actually sets up
a multicriteria analysis situation. If the situation would be to
choose counterpart that can be most trusted with regard to
this situation the whole multicriteria analysis methodology
and tools could be used to support decision maker (DM)
at choosing the best alternative. For instance in case of hu-
man DM the reference point method could be successfully
applied. But in most trust management situations there
exists only a pair of agents and for each of them the inter-
action requires binary go/not go decision. Further in many
cases agent (DM) is not human and cannot modify its pref-
erences interactively. Rather it can be equipped with some
a priori set preference structure to filter the available data
and make decisions comparing calculated metrics with ar-
bitrary selected threshold. Again WOWA can be used as
a scalarizing function. Agent, for example user of online
auction service, can establish importance weights to ex-
press tradeoffs between criteria. The preferential weights
in this are case also used to express how many criteria in
general have to be satisfied and to what extent. Calculated
overall value is then compared against individual threshold
and decision to go with the interaction is based upon this.

5. Conclusions and Further Work
This paper presents outline of trust management model
that puts stress on subjective interpretation of information
in decision making process. It shows possible way of set-
ting up preference structure by parameters of WOWA ag-

gregation operator. Model requires that criteria selected to
describe single interaction can be objectively measured and
subjectively assessed. While constructing vector of criteria
satisfaction levels it has to be assured that its components
are commeasurable.
There are still issues that have to be elaborated. Objec-
tive selection and measurement of criteria much depends
on particular system and environment but is crucial for suc-
cessful application of above technique. Some work needs
to be done to check real life scenarios if such criteria can
be monitored with satisfactory level of objectivity. In case
of interaction aggregation setting up importance weights is
much dependent on agents reliability verification method.
If such method is nonexistent or can be compromised easily
it might be good to consider setting all importance weights
to equal value reducing WOWA to OWA operator.
It’s planned to apply this model to a real life situation of
online auction service. If all agents are forced to express
their preferences in a common and understandable form
there arises opportunity to analyze users of such system
with regard to their preference structure and to adopt system
accordingly.
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Paper An Eclectic Approach to Network

Service Failure Detection Based on

Multicriteria Analysis with an Example

of Mixing Probabilistic Context

Free Grammar Models
Paweł Białoń

Abstract—A method of failure detection in telecommunica-

tion networks is presented. This is a meta-method that cor-

relates alarms raised by failure-detection modules based on

various philosophies. The correlation takes into account two

main characteristics of each module and the whole meta-

method: the percentage of false alarms and the percentage of

omitted failures. The trade-off between them is tackled with

aspiration-based multicriteria analysis. The alarms are cor-

related using linear classification by support vector machines.

An example of the profitability of correlating alarms in such

way is shown. This is an example of probabilistic context free

grammars (PCFGs), used to model the proper runtime paths

of network services (and thus usable for detecting an improper

behavior of the services). It is shown that the linearly mixing

PCFGs can add context handling to the PCFG model, thus

augmenting the capabilities of the model.

Keywords— failure detection, linear separation, probabilistic

context free grammars, support vector machine.

1. Introduction

The domain of automatic failure detection in telecommu-
nication and computer networks, becoming an extensively
exploited domain, distinguishes with an exceptional vari-
ety of approaches used [1]. A broad spectrum of statisti-
cal/stochastic methods are used in failure detection, so are
signal processing, discrete time sequence analysis, finite
state machine methods, automatic reasoning, data mining,
various classifiers, e.g., based on neural nets. The mul-
titude of the existing approaches best proves that none of
them is perfect. By choosing one of them, a designer of
a network monitoring tool has to strongly narrow the area
of a successful application of the tool.
This paper presents a concept of a meta-tool capable of
integrating very different approaches known from the liter-
ature.
The proposition assumes an open architecture of the pro-
posed tool – new literature approaches could be imple-
mented as new modules of the tool. The indications of
various modules are correlated, yielding a much more reli-
able assessment of the network state. Interesting is the way
of correlating indications obtained from modules of com-

pletely different philosophies. The correlation uses linear
classification and multicriteria analysis (we describe each
module with two criteria that seem to be common through-
out various approaches: the percentage of overlooked fail-
ures and the percent of false alarms). Several auxiliary
hard optimization and simulation problems: large-scale,
nondifferentiable, nonconvex are obtained. We propose to
simplify some of them before solving, using statistical
methods.

A fundamental question arises whether it is reasonable and
useful to make linear combinations of outputs from various
detection procedures. These procedures themselves may be
described in languages strongly differing from “linear com-
bining” – like some discrete approaches. To support our
approach, we use a very interesting example. We mix indi-
cation from two modules detecting failures based on prob-
abilistic context free grammar (PCFG) analysis of runtime
paths [2]. By mixing them we essentially enlarge the ex-
pressiveness which a single module had: we add a context
to the used grammar!

We have to make the area of application of our proposition
more precise. It includes an automatic failure detection,
where the management tool signalizies that a failure of the
network is present and possibly gives some rough infor-
mation of a type of the failure. The presented methodol-
ogy can be applied to detecting both service failures and
strict network failures. Though the paper more precisely
analyzes some service failure approaches, we will refer
jointly to both the types of failures using the short term
of “network failures”. Also, our tool would be suitable for
a broader domain of anomaly detection, where an anomaly
is understood in a broader sense that a failure (hardware,
network-software or network-service) can express also un-
typical user behavior, connected with malicious activities,
possible intrusions, frauds. Switching to making proac-

tive failure of anomaly detections would be possible, by
making some simple technical extensions, like shifting rel-
evant time sequences within the tool, during its learning
phase. However, there are bold challenges of failure lo-

calization (reasoning about the failure reasons) and auto-

matic or semi-automatic failure repairing in which our tool
would not acquit itself well. These are tasks by nature not
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well-suited for supervised learning methods, to whom our
method ranks. These tasks are solved by expert systems
and other artificial intelligence approaches.
In Section 2 we shall try to show the variety of existing
failure detection approaches. The structure of our tool and
the complex problem of tuning it will be discussed in Sec-
tion 3. A discussion of the soundness of the described
approach, together with the conclusions from our work is
given in Section 4.

2. The Variety of Detection Approaches

We shall give a flavor of the variety of existing literature
approaches to automatic network failure detection.
Various methods use various data about the network, com-
ing from various sources. Let us, however, stress the in-
creasing role of the simple network management pro-
tocol – SNMP (see [1] and the references therein) in ac-
quiring such data. The network state is described by sev-
eral tens of thousands variables (so called management in-
formation base variables – MIB variables), which can be
probed at regular time bases. SNMP delivers variables con-
nected with the traffic in particular network arcs, TCP/IP
(transmission control protocol/Internet protocol) informa-
tion (traffic, number of open connections, number of pack-
ets accompanying opening and closing connections, or ac-
companying some errors). Other useful sources of data are
system logs, e.g., regarding line commands given by users
(the logs are used in intrusion detection).
Let us enumerate some important classes of methods used
in automatic failure detection.

1. Many approaches base on signal processing methods
and stochastic methods. Usually, data about the net-
work traffic in various moments are time sequences,
often treated as realizations of stochastic processes.

Such approaches can be often depicted as systems
with elements like a filter, a statistic estimator, a dis-
criminator, an alarm generator. The “systems” more
or less accurately follow the structure from Fig. 1.

An alarm is understood as a warning about incor-
rectness of the work of the network. An alarm is,

Fig. 1. A typical structure of the tools based on alarms generated
from continuous traffic time sequences.

however, easy to obtain and a rose alarm cannot itself
prejudge that a failure is present. Alarm generation
can be merely caused by exceeding some (lower or
upper) limit value of the traffic intensity in some net-
work arc. Similarly, the excess of some error frames
rate may be examined and, in more advanced meth-
ods, the excess of some thresholds of certain signal
statistics, calculated by an estimator.

A single alarm, when obtained in a simple way, is
not very reliable in detecting failures (e.g., it may be
false). Usually failures cause several alarms (e.g., si-
multaneously, a decrease of the traffic intensity and
an increase of the error rate). The alarm correla-

tor is an element obtaining the information on the
presence of particular alarms and, based on it, de-
ciding whether a failure is present (or localizing the
failure – in systems that are capable of doing it). In
particular, an occurrence of a single alarm at a time,
can be ignored by the correlator.

A pure value of some signal at some time may be not
very relevant in raising or correlating alarms. For
example, we would probably want to ignore some
short-term incorrectnesses of the signal. Thus the
described systems are often equipped with numerous
filters, transforming signals both before and after the
alarm generation.

An example of the class of methods being discussed
is presented in [3]. The traffic intensity in a certain
network arc plays the role of signal s

i(t) at Fig. 1.
This signal is filtered (integrated within some time
window) to reject temporary incorrectnesses. The
obtained integral is some stochastic process; its dis-
tribution is modeled and estimated on a simple basis
of ranking its values into several predefined intervals.
When the signal goes out of a certain confidence in-
terval (the intervals are different for various times of
a day), an alarm is generated (if the situation is not
only temporary – one more low-pass filter is applied).

An interesting approach is presented in [4]. Each in-
put signal s

i corresponds to a different MIB variable,
usually representing traffic in a different layer: TCP,
IP, data link. The idea is that anomalies propagate
through the network layers, thus should be observ-
able from different variables. Filter F is an auto-
regressive (AR) filter of rank 1. The estimator, in
turn, calculates the defection of some simple statistics
of the filter output (which are based on the variance)
from the reference statistics (obtained from observa-
tions made in the immediate past – in some time
window spreading up the present). A big defection
means an “abrupt change” in the statistic properties
of the input signal and thus – a probable occurrence
of a failure. The volume of the defection corre-
sponding to input s

i is expressed by a continuous
alarm a

i from interval [0,1]. (Value 1 means the
strongest defection). So we have continuous alarms,
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instead of zero-one. Correlating alarms is done by
calculating

aBa
T ,

where a =









a
1

a
2

. . .
a

k









, B is a symmetric k× k matrix.

When this value exceeds some threshold, a failure is
ascertained. The presence of matrix A, with O(k2)
coefficients, already allows to model quite complex
correlations between the alarms.

2. An example of failure detection by discrete methods
is given in [5]. The authors have a method of dis-
covering dependencies between two or more discrete
time sequences, called multi-stream dependence de-
tection (MSDD). This method can be applied to the
problem of network failure proactive detection. The
evolution of the network state (some input signal or
some set of trivially obtained alarms) is described
as a sequence of discrete values, corresponding to
consecutive time moments, for example,

1 5 7 3 6

We can have two training sequences: one represent-
ing the presence or absence of a failure, another –
some network signal. Then foreseeing a failure cor-
responds to finding correlation between elements of
the sequences.

Finding correlation in MSDD bases on templates,
e.g., * in a template means “any value”. Continu-
ing our example, in the first sequence let us denote
a presence of a failure by F, a normal network state –
by N. Let us have positive integers in the second se-
quence, coding the values of some quantity measured
in the network. MSDD can, for example, find a rule
of the form:

N N N N N N N N N F

* 2 1 * * * * * * *

The rule says that, the occurrence of the event con-
sisting in an immediate (in one time instance) tran-
sition of the observed quantity from 2 to 1 indicates
a presence of failure in 7 time units.

Certainly, also more realistic, more complicated rules
can be obtained. The algorithm searches for rules
that have an outstanding support in the training data.
The algorithm uses a mere Bayesian apparatus.

3. While the researchers prefering methods of signal
analysis concentrate more on the alarm generation,
the artificial-intelligence experts more willingly deal
with the alarm correlation and also try to point out
the reasons of the failure.

In many works, like [6], dependency graphs are used
to describe the propagation of a failure in the net-
work. Some particular elements of the network are

distinguished (a particular device, protocol, service,
server, etc.). They are drawn as the graph nodes. If
a malfunction of element A causes a malfunction of
element B with probability p, we draw an arrow on
the graph, from A to B, and p is denoted by the arrow.
The propagation of a malfunction may be multi-stage,
ending with an observed failure. Again, using the ap-
paratus of conditional probabilities we can identify
the most probable initial reason of the failure. In the
cited paper, the way to do this leads through solving
a combinatorial-optimization problem.

Instead of using graphs, we can use logical expres-
sions of some canonical form, of a lower nesting
level [7]. Both the approaches need a laborious phase
of obtaining the necessary knowledge from an expert.
Both of them need a relatively hard updating of the
monitoring software as the network changes in time
(e.g., as it grows).

4. Detecting failures in remote databases (and other re-
mote service environments) based on run-time paths

is described in [2].

A runtime path is composed of events happening
in various places of the system. Events must have
a common request identifier to be included into the
same path. For example, an event can be a remote
invocation of a procedure, data flow between remote
components of the system, realization of a database
query, spawning a thread by a Java application, etc.
A request identifier can be a session identifier in the
hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP).

The simplest way to validate the correctness of the
path is the analysis of the delays between events. The
delays can have some reference distributions, build
during an observation of a normal work of the dis-
tributed system. The conformance of delays currently
being measured to these distribution can yield an as-
sessment of the correctness of the system state.

A much more powerful tool, so called probabilistic
context free grammar can assess the correctness of
the order of events on a path. PCFG (see [2] and the
references therein) is an extension of mere context-
free grammars, consisting in defining probabilities of
the productions.

A PCFG is a 5-tuple consisting of:

– set of terminal symbols: T = {T
k

: k = 1, . . .V};

– set of nonterminal symbols: N = {N
i

: i =
1, . . .n};

– starting symbol S ∈ N;

– set R = {R
j} ( j = 1, . . . p) of productions of

the form N → s, where N ∈ N and s is a finite
sequence consisting of elements of T∪N;

– set of probabilities of productions P = {P
j}

( j = 1, . . . p).
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The probabilities of all productions with a given sym-
bol on the left hand side must sum up to 1.

We can try to derive a given word (a sequence of
terminal symbols) from the grammar, starting with
the starting symbol and iteratively applying suitable
productions until we end up with the word. For sim-
plicity we assume that the derivation of any derivable
word is unique.

Example 1: Let grammar G1 be defined by N =
{S,X ,Y}, T = {a,b,c,d}, R = {

S → XY (P = 1)
X → a (P = 0.2)
X → b (P = 0.8)
Y → c (P = 0.5)
Z → d (P = 0.5)
}

The derivation of word bc is following:
S → XY → Xc → bc.
We used the 1st, the 3rd and the 2nd productions, in
order.

The product of the probabilities of the used produc-
tions, 0.4 in the example, is the probability of the

word. If symbols corresponded to events in our sys-
tem (and words – to runtime paths) the probabilities
of the word could be used to assess the correctness
of a path (and of the distributed system state).

5. Certainly, other approaches are present. They may be
based on “standard” methods (neural nets, other clas-
sification algorithms, clustering methods, the Markov
process, etc.). Untypical approaches may prove use-
fulness. In [3], failures are suspected when the net-
work devices are steering the traffic in a “strange”
way, i.e., leading some arcs to an unnecessary satu-
ration. In Fig. 2 the saturation threshold for each arc
is 10 units, variables by arc denote the current traf-
fic intensities. Then the configuration of intensities
x12 = 1, x23 = 1, x13 = 10 is erroneous, arc (1,3) is
unnecessarily saturated, while a bypass exists through
node 2. The reasoning seems simple on this simplistic
example presented but becomes more sophisticated
when we consider longer by-passes and distinguishes
“commodities” in arcs, i.e., parts of the traffic with
a particular sender and receiver.

Another untypical approach uses the machinery of
reference point multicriteria analysis [8].

Fig. 2. An incorrectness of the traffic control.

3. The Idea of the Tool

3.1. Structure

Our hypothetical tool will contain failure detection modules
of various philosophies. The coexistence of modules is
possible due to their uniform treatment in the structure of
the tool (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Structure of the tool.

Each module consists of a preprocessor, into which the
knowledge of a particular detection approach is coded, and
a linear classifier. The input vector of the preprocessor
(representing the current network state) is transformed to
the output vector (preferably, a vector of reals), which de-
scribes the network state according to the knowledge of the
approach. The output from the preprocessor, in the simplest
case, would be the alarm value obtained due to the partic-
ular approach but will be rather some multidimensional
description of the network state, and the role of the linear
classifier would be to transform it into a continuous scalar
representing the “normality level” of the network state.

Let us describe the elements of Fig. 3. We shall use a dis-
crete time t – this variable will take natural values. Some of
the quantities will be parametrized with this discrete time,
thus they may be represented as functions of t. The main
elements are:

1. Input signal vector i(t) ∈ R
ni . Its coordinates may

come, e.g., from MIB variables collected at time t;
in general, they may represent diverse quantities.

2. Selector SEL – simple module selecting coordinates
of i, from which vectors s

i are formed, used by par-
ticular preprocessors.

3. Preprocessors P
i for i = 1, . . .r, their respective out-

puts c
i ∈ R

ηi , respective classifiers LC
0, . . ., LC

r and
alarms a

i(t) ∈R rose by the classifiers for i = 1, . . . r.
In general, each preprocessor remembers its inputs
for at most H time instances, so

c
i(t) = c

i(si(t);s
i(t −1); . . .si(t −H + 1)).

There holds ai = φ i(c(t)), with (operator “;” denotes

the vector/number concatenation), φ : R
η i

being an
affine function:

φ i(x) = ω i⊤
x + γ i , (1)

where ω i ∈R
Hη i

and γ i ∈ R are the classifier param-
eters, tuned in the learning phase, described later.
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We treat the alarm value of −1 as de facto absence
of an alarm, the value of 1 as rising an alarm.

4. Alarm correlator/LC
0. It receives at time t vector

a(t) = (a1(t), a2(t), . . ., ar(t)). It returns a num-
ber greater than 0 (failure) or not greater than 0

(no failure). We do not equip the correlator with
an additional low-pass filter eliminating “short-time
failure indications” in our later reasoning, though it
is desired in implementations.

3.2. The Case of Many Failures or Future Failures

The presented tool could be only simplistically extended to
detect various types of failures, by multiplying the structure
from Fig. 3 for separate failures. As already stated, we
cannot expect great failure localization possibilities from
our tool, which is of supervised learning tools class.
It is easier to augment our tool for the case of proactive fail-
ure detection. It suffices for modifying the learning phase,
by shifting (in time) the teacher information of the state of
the network (failure or no failure).

3.3. Teaching the Classifiers

Finding parameters ω i γ i of ith classifier is done in the
supervised learning phase. We have historical examples
e j ( j = 1, . . . ,n) of network states, where e j is an example
from a historical time t

j, e j = c
i(t j). For every example

we know whether it is positive, i.e., describes a normal
network state, or negative, i.e., describes a failure state.

Parameters ω i γ i, set to the solution of a certain optimiza-
tion problem, are called support vector machine (SVM):

minimize

ω i∈IR
ηi

,γ i∈IR,y∈IR
n
+

1

2
‖ω‖2+Ce

⊤
y , (2)

s. t.

−D · (e j⊤ω−γ)−y + 1 ≤ 0 for j=1, . . .n,e j negative,

(e jω⊤−γ)−y + 1 ≤ 0 for j=1, . . .n,e j positive.

Here e = (1,1, . . . ,1) ∈ IR
n, C,D > 0. For the derivation

of SVM problems see [9] or [10]. Learning parameter C

controls the trade-off between the number of training ex-
amples misclassified by the taught classifier and the sep-
aration margin.1 Learning parameter D is augmentation
of the problem from [9] to control the relative impact
of negative versus positive examples on γ i and ω i being
found (it will mainly affect the later described trade-off be-
tween the tendency of the classifier to raise false alarms
and to overlook failures). For a more thorough description
of the above problem and a solver capable of solving it,
see [11], [12].

1The existence of a (big) separation margin causes that the values of φ i

for the training examples are (much) isolated from 0. With a big separation
margin we can hope for good generalization properties of our classifier.

3.4. Assessing the Modules Performance

Tuning the whole tool will be described in Subsection 3.5.
For this, however, we must be able to assess the quality of
tunnings (C, D) for a single module. This will be achieved
by checking the attained compromise between two criteria:
the number of false alarms and overlooked failures by the
module. This is important because the whole tool will be
assessed by similar criteria.
We divide some historical data about the network state into
two sets: training data and test data. We teach a classifier
with parameters C, D. We test the so taught module on the
test data. We define function q : IR

2 → IR
2 as

q(C,D) =

[

num. of misclassified positive test examples
num. of positive test examples

num. of misclassified negative test examples
num. of negative test examples

]

;

its coordinates are our criteria (the rate of false alarms, the
rate of overlooked failures).
We make a parametric experiment – we teach our classi-
fier for various combinations of C, D, i.e., for (C,D) ∈ X ,
where X is a finite subset of R

2
+. We obtain the following

attainable results set:

Q = {(y1,y2) ∈ IR
2

: ∃(c,d)∈X q(c,d) = (y1,y2)}.

We have to reject clearly unnecessary elements of Q,
i.e., such elements that the classifier for some other setting
of C, D gives one criterion not worse that in this element
and the other criterion – better than in this element. By
rejecting them we obtain the efficient results set (for some
particular Pareto order):

Q
⋆ = {(y1,y2) ∈ Q : ¬∃(z1,z2)∈Q

(z1 < y1 ∧ z2 ≤ y2)∨ (z1 ≤ y1)∧ (z2 < y2)}.
(3)

Since during the later tuning of the whole tool will see the
modules only in terms of elements of Q (attained results
for the module) we shall need to be able to return from
an element of Q to (some) setting (C,D) that yielded it.
For this reason, the tool must now memorize the relation
between the settings and the attained results.
In the further analysis it will be easier to number elements
of Q

⋆ with one variable. Let us number the elements of Q
⋆

with index ϑ , ϑ = 1,2, . . . |Q⋆|, according to the growing
value of the first coordinate.
Such numbering is not ambiguous: there cannot exist two
elements of Q

⋆ with identical first coordinates and different
second coordinates: definition (3) does not allow this.
Now each point in Q

⋆ may be the value of a function κ of
this index:

Q
⋆ = {(y1,y2) = κ(ϑ) : ϑ = 1,2, . . . l},

where l = |Q⋆| and κ : {1,2, . . . l}→ R
2.

Remark 1: The coordinates of function κ are monotone:
κ1 is an increasing function, κ2 is a decreasing function.

The increasing character of κ1 follows from numbering of
the elements of Q by the first coordinate. The decreasing
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character of κ2 follows from the numbering and from the
constriction (3) of set Q

⋆.
Finally, each module is characterized with its function κ.

3.5. Teaching the Alarm Correlator

The alarm correlator yields NSTATE(t)=ω⊤(a1(t), a
2(t), . . .

a
r(t))+γ , where ω ∈ IR

r and γ ∈ R are tunable parame-
ters, (NSTATE(t) ≤ 0 means a failure, NSTATE(y) > 0 – no
failure).
We have been describing some quantities for a single mod-
ule/classifier. Since we now have to consider all the mod-
ules jointly, we equip these quantities with an additional
index i denoting the module number (i will run from 1

to r). So we shall make the following transformation in out
notation:

l → li, ϑ → ϑi, κ j → κi, j, C →Ci, D → Di.

Moreover, C, D and ϑ will be vectors now: C =
(C1,C2, . . .Cr), D = (D1,D2, . . .Dr), ϑ = (ϑ1,ϑ2, . . .ϑr).
We introduce function q(t,ω ,γ) assessing the whole sys-
tem:

q(C,D,ω,γ)=

[

num. of positive test examples misclassified by correlator
num. of positive test examples

num. of negative test examples misclassified by correlator
num. of negative test examples

]

.

The author would like to thank Prof. Wierzbicki and
Dr. Granat for pointing out importance of assessing the sys-
tem by such two criteria (defined by the coordinates of q).
The choice of the compromise can be left to the network
administrator. In the sequel we shall allow this choice with
the apparatus of the reference point methodology [13].

We shall try to minimize both the criteria. To merit the
“levels of achievement” in the minimizations we shall in-
troduce a scalarizing function s ¯̄q,q̄ : IR

2 7→ IR, [13] with

parameters ¯̄q ∈ IR
2 (the vector of so called reservation lev-

els) q̄ ∈ IR
2 (the vector of so called aspiration levels). The

reservation level for a criterion (a coordinate of q) is de-
fined as such that the user does not want the criterion to
deteriorate below the level. The aspiration level is defined
as such that the user does not demand the criterion beyond
the level.
The user can change ¯̄q, q̄ and the system solves the follow-
ing optimization problem:

maximize
C,D,ω,γ

s ¯̄q,q̄(q(C,D,ω ,γ)), (4)

finding the settings C, D, ω , γ .

3.5.1. The Case of a Few Modules

When there are only a few modules, problem (4) can be
solved directly by a parametric experiment. Taking various
combinations of the values of C, D, ω , γ , one can examine
the resulting values of q1 i q2 by a direct simulation of the
work of the modules and based on this one can calculate the
values of the scalarizing function s ¯̄q,q̄, eventually choosing
the combination of C, D, ω , γ that gave the biggest s ¯̄q,q̄.

3.5.2. The Case of Numerous Modules

The number of combinations of the values of C, D, ω ,
γ grows exponentially with the number of modules under
a given sampling density. If there are more than sev-
eral modules, the computations become unrealistic. Then,
however, we can try to compute q with statistical methods,
using the central limit theorem.
For this we must assume that mistakes of particular modules
are independent events. This assumption, a bit disputable,
can be substantiated with the difference of the philosophies
of the modules.
We shall consider two cases.

Some test example corresponds to a failure. We shall
calculate the probability of misclassifying the example by
the correlator (i.e., by the whole system).
We treat ai as independent, discrete probabilistic variables,
where ai = −1 with probability (1− p

′′
i
), and ai = 1 with

probability p
′′
i
. We have denoted p

′′
i
= κi,2(ϑi). Recall that

ϑi is a parameter indexing the set of efficient results for the
ith module. Later ϑi will be made variables for each i –
they will become decision variables in an optimization task
that will serve for tuning the correlator.
We have

Eai = 2p
′′
i
−1 and Varai = 4(p

′′
i
− p

′′2
i
).

So for the probabilistic variable ω⊤
a (i.e., for ∑i(ω · ai))

we have

E(ω⊤
a)=∑

i

ωi(2p
′′
i −1) and Var(ω⊤

a)= 4∑
i

ω2

i (p
′′
i −p

′′2
i ).

We assume that the probabilistic variable ω⊤
a, being a sum

of many independent variables has the distribution of2

N

(

∑
i

ωi(2p
′′
i
−1),

√

∑
i

4ωi(p
′′
i
− p′′

2

i
)

)

,

where N(ε,σ) denoted the normal distribution with ex-
pected value ε and variance σ2.
The probability of overlooking the failure by the system is

P(ω⊤
aγ > 0) = P(ω⊤

a > −γ)

= 1−D

(

∑
i

(ωi(2p
′′
i
−1)),

√

∑
i

4(ωi(p
′′
i
− p′′

2

i
))

)

(−γ)

= 1−D(0,1)

(

−γ −∑i(ωi(2p
′′
i
−1))

4∑i(ω
2
i
(p

′′
i
− p′′

2

i ))

)

, (5)

where D(ε,σ) denotes the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the normal distribution with expected value ε and
variance σ2.

Some test example corresponds to a correct network

state. We put p
′
i
= κi,1(ϑi). Using a similar reasoning as

2Since the variables have different variances, one should assure that
none of the variances dominates the others, so that the conditions of
the Linderberg-Feller theorem are satisfied. At least, the modules should
be tuned similarly, in the sense that they yield misclassification rates of
a similar rank.
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above, we can calculate the probability of misclassifying
this example by the system:

P(ω⊤
aγ ≤ 0) = P(ω⊤

a ≤−γ)

= D

(

−∑
i

(ωi(2p
′
i
−1)),

√

∑
i

4(ωi(p
′
i
− p′

2

i
))

)

(−γ)

= D(0,1)

(

−γ + ∑i(ωi(2p
′
i
−1))

4∑i(ω
2
i
(p

′
i
− p′

2

i
))

)

. (6)

Finally, in order to find the optimal tuning of ϑ , γ , ω we
solve the following optimization problem:

maximize
ϑ ,ω,γ

s ¯̄q,q̄(q1(t,ω ,γ),q2(t,ω ,γ)),

where q1(ϑ ,ω ,γ) is given by (6) and q2(t,ω ,γ) – by (5).
This problem is nondifferentiable due to the nondifferentia-
bility of the scalarizing function s ¯̄q,q̄ and possible nondiffer-
entiability of the necessary representation of κi. It seems,
however, optimistic that it has as quasi-analytical form,
i.e., to compute the value of the goal function for a given
argument one does not need to run preprocessors neither
use the historical examples. Finding an effective technique
of solving the problem is the subject of further research.
It may be helpful that functions κi(ϑi) j and D(0,1)(·) are
monotone and weights wi can be assumed positive (if the
modules are reasonable their votes should be taken with
positive weights).

4. Discussion of the Proposition
Soundness and Conclusions

Implementing and validating the proposition given in this
paper is a large undertaking, involving an implementation
of several of tens of preprocessors and also organizing the
supervised learning, solving quite hard optimization prob-
lems, etc. Thus such undertaking is a subject of the further
research and here we shall only give some partial arguments
validating our approach.
The first, fundamental question is whether it is reasonable
to combine particular methods from the literature (which
can be very complex and subtle) with the quite rough tool
of weighted summing. A very interesting example regard-
ing the runtime path method with PCFGs, supports such
combining. We shall show that by weighted summing of
the “probabilities of the words” we can extend the expres-
siveness of the method using PCFGs by context handling!

That PCFG are context-free can be expressed as follows:
the probability of a parsing subtree depends neither on ear-
lier symbols nor on later symbols (this is a disadvantage of
PCGGs, since many events in reality depend on the con-
text [2]). Let us come back to Example 1 from Section 2.
The probability of the one-node subtree Y → c equals to
0.5 independent of which the 1st symbol in the word is.
So the occurrence of symbol c is independent of what has
happened before (i.e., whether there was a or b in the first

position) and amounts to 0.5. In other words, events “the
1st symbol in the word is a” and “the second symbol of
the word is b” are independent, which can be written as
follows:

PG1
(ac) = PG1

(a⋆) ·PG1
(⋆c),

where ⋆ denotes any symbol allowed by the grammar at the
given position.
Let us define grammar G2, very similar to G1 from Exam-
ple 1 in Section 2 (even identical with G1 in structure):
N = {S,X ,Y}, T = {a,b,c,d}, R = {

S → XY (P = 1)
X → a (P = 0)
X → b (P = 1)
Y → c (P = 0)
Z → d (P = 1)
}

Certainly, for G2 there also holds the independence of the
relevant events:

PG2
(ac) = PG2

(a⋆) ·PG2
(⋆c).

However, under mixed probability, e.g., P(.) ≡ 0.5PG1
+

0.5PG2
, events “a⋆” and “⋆c” are no more independent.

Namely, we have

P(a⋆) = 0.5PG1
(a⋆)+0.5PG2

(a⋆) = 0.5 ·0.2+0.5 ·0 = 0.1,

P(⋆c) = 0.5PG1
(⋆c)+0.5PG2

(⋆c) = 0.5 ·0.5+0.5 ·0 = 0.25,

P(ac) = 0.5PG1
(ac)+ 0.5PG2

(ac) = 0.5 ·0.1 + 0.5 ·0 = 0.5

and finally:
P(ac) 6= P(a⋆) ·P(⋆c).

Mixing the probabilities introduced the desired contextual
information handling to our tool.
Some preliminary experiments with teaching modules have
been also performed (see [12] for details). The main out-
come is an assessment of the form of set Q, giving flavor
of what trade-offs between overlooking failures and raising
false alarms can be obtained.
An experimental module had to detect failures consisting in
breaking one of the arc of the skeleton computer network
of the National Institute of Telecommunications. The mod-
ule had very limited information about the current network
state: as a single example, it had only a sequence of traffic
intensities in some other arc at 20 consecutive time mo-
ments. To make the job of the module more difficult, the
sequence was normalized so as its variance was drawn to 1

and its expected value was drawn to 0 for each example. So
the module could only analyze the most subtle properties
of the 20-element time sequences. It did it using a simple
auto-regressive filter of rank 4 as the preprocessor.
The obtained set Q is shown in Fig. 4. For comparison,
a line representing the behavior of the random classifier

was built in the figure. The random classifier classifies
each testing example as positive with probability p or as
negative – with probability 1− p (independently of the real
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Fig. 4. Attainable results for the AR module.

current network state). By varying p we obtain the whole
line in the graph.
Even under a difficult task posing, the AR module exhibited
an efficiency clearly better than the random classifier. Cor-
relating several tens of modules of a similar quality would
probably be effective.
In conclusion, let us state that it is conceptually possible to
join the efforts of various literature detection methods, of
which no one is perfect. The main idea of the tool, com-
bining even sophisticated detection methods known from
the literature with the mere linear classification seems to
be useful in some cases. The most important matters of
the further research seem to be: solving the resulting opti-
mization problems, incorporating some at least very rough
classification of failures, making a thorough experimental
validation.
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Abstract—In this paper, an approach to evaluate R&D

projects in telecommunications is presented. These projects

have particular features that cannot be properly incorporated

by classical evaluation methods. This approach incorporates

different criteria, both quantitative and qualitative, and also

management flexibility and uncertainty. Thus, it is an ap-

proach that can be applied to real data of R&D projects in

a telecommunications company.

Keywords— multicriteria decision support, R&D project evalu-

ation.

1. Introduction

Research and Development (R&D) projects in telecommu-
nications have particular features that cannot be properly
incorporated by classical evaluation methods. A correct
evaluation of these projects must consider different crite-
ria, both quantitative and qualitative, and moreover, man-
agement flexibility and uncertainty. The purpose of this
paper is to present an approach to evaluate R&D projects
in telecommunications. In these projects, there is much un-
certainty, especially associated with management flexibility:
it is necessary to make decisions under an environment of
uncertainty. For example, it is necessary to decide when
to start a project or when to launch a product. In other
occasions, it is important to decide if there are reasons to
abandon a project. There are several methods that evaluate
R&D projects; in this paper, we present an approach that
takes into account the specific structure of a telecommuni-
cations company.
The approach presented in this paper considers two levels
of decision: the activity and the aggregate. An activity
is a set of tasks with specific objectives and characteris-
tics. It is planned at short term. An aggregate is a set
of connected activities that are oriented towards a specific
product or service. It is planned in the medium term (nor-
mally, 4 or 5 years).
In R&D projects in telecommunications, there are differ-
ent decision levels: top management level; aggregate level
(project managers); or activity level (task managers). To
incorporate and coordinate these decision levels, two struc-
tures were considered: one for activities and another for
aggregates. These structures allow, at each level, the identi-
fication of the relevant criteria and their relative importance
by the decision makers (DMs) of the respective level in the
structure. This approach is inspired on the evaluation pro-
cess developed for the British Aerospace Military Aircraft
and Aerostructures, presented in [1]. To infer the relative

importance of criteria in each level, DMs make compar-
isons among criteria. However, in the present approach,
the number of comparisons is limited in order to avoid
overloading the DMs with excessive information requests.
This process is based on Harker [2] and on Saaty [3]. The
evaluation of aggregates can be made one by one. If just
one aggregate is under evaluation, it is compared against
benchmark aggregates, previously defined by the top man-
agement. If several aggregates are evaluated individually
against benchmark aggregates, the results can give a proxy
of the attractiveness of each aggregate. If several aggre-
gates are compared among themselves, a relative perfor-
mance proxy can be obtained. These proxy values are the
basis for allocating human resources among the aggregates,
providing managers with a global guide when deciding
which projects to pursue and the level of activity in each
of those projects.
The activities structure also has different levels of criteria.
For each level, the respective DMs identify the relevant cri-
teria and its relative importance. Activities are also evalu-
ated in a process based on comparisons among themselves.
These comparisons are made in each criterion. A global
performance index is obtained for each activity. Note that
each activity belongs to an aggregate. This value is used
to help to determine the human resources allocation level
of each activity, taking into account the resources allocated
to the respective aggregate.
To test this approach, a prototype was created with two
files (one to evaluate aggregates and another to evaluate
activities) in “Microsoft Excel” and some aggregates and
activities were evaluated. The results were considered to
reflect the company policy, which was captured through the
information requests along the evaluation process.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, an
overview in evaluation of R&D projects is presented. The
developed approach is presented in Section 3 and Section 4
concludes.

2. An Overview in Evaluation
of R&D Projects

The approach developed in this paper was inspired on the
evaluation process developed for the British Aerospace Mil-
itary Aircraft and Aerostructures, presented in [1]. The
need of a process based on technology management was
recognized by Gregory [4]. This process takes into ac-
count specific areas of technology management, such as
competence analysis, innovation R&D management, among
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others [1]. There are different methods to evaluate R&D
projects, but it is difficult to aggregate all issues that char-
acterize these kind of projects. Some of these methods are
described in [5].
Economic models cannot take into account qualitative fac-
tors and treat each project in isolation [1]. Moreover, they
also require solid financial data. Besides, traditional meth-
ods cannot incorporate management flexibility or some un-
certainty factors. On R&D projects, new information may
arrive and some changes on market conditions may take
place. These aspects may lead to a change of strategy [6].
Real option methods incorporate both uncertainty and man-
agement flexibility [7], but it is difficult to apply them to
real data, because of the complexity of the inference of
some parameters.
There are other evaluation methods, such as the scoring
method that evaluates each project in isolation or the com-
parative method that compares each project with another
one or with a set of other projects. In the comparative
method, different people can provide different comparisons,
and evaluation may change over time [8].
Project evaluation can be made by mathematical program-
ming, but it is difficult to incorporate uncertainty factors.
Other difficulty concerns on the aggregation of different
measures into a single value [9]. Charnes et al. [10] devel-
oped data envelopment analysis (DEA), a method based on
linear programming that can incorporate variables with dif-
ferent units. Nevertheless, this method does not emphasize
economical aspects neither uncertainty factors.
Multicriteria analysis can also be a tool to evaluate projects,
where the projects are the alternatives which are being an-
alyzed. The developed approach was inspired on the eval-
uation process developed for the British Aerospace Mili-
tary Aircraft and Aerostructures, presented in [1]. More-
over, both quantitative and qualitative criteria were used.
Boucher and MacStravic [11] also used quantitative criteria
in a structure they constructed to evaluate R&D projects.

The structure used in this paper to evaluate R&D projects
in telecommunications is based on the analytical hierarchy
process (AHP) [12]. This methodology is used in many
areas, including the evaluation of projects R&D. For ex-
ample, Shin et al. [13] used this methodology to evaluate
the national nuclear R&D projects in the case of Korea.
Other example is given by Poh et al. [8]. They used AHP
to compare methods that evaluate R&D projects.
Nevertheless, in the presented approach, some aspects of
AHP were modified, in order to cope with some prob-
lems, like the number of comparisons and the integration of
quantitative criteria. For a good review of AHP problems,
see [14] and [15].

3. The Approach

The approach here presented results from meetings with
telecommunications company staff. These meetings al-
lowed to identify the information already available in

the company, and the information that can be, reasonably,
expected to be provided by project managers. The results of
these meetings allowed to define the model structure. Af-
ter constructing this structure, other meetings were made to
define criteria and parameters that should be in evaluation
model. Finally, through other meetings, criteria weights
were defined.
Two levels of decision were identified to build the model
and perform the evaluation of projects: the activity and
the aggregate. An activity is a set of tasks with specific
objectives and characteristics. It is planned at short term.
An aggregate is a set of activities which are connected and
guided to a specific product or service. The aggregate is
planned in the medium term (normally, 4 or 5 years).
In the R&D sector of a telecommunications company, there
are different decision levels: there are decisions made by
the top management; project managers have to make deci-
sions about the aggregates (aggregate decision level); task
managers have to decide about activities (activity deci-
sion level). The proposed approach considers two structures
to incorporate and coordinate these decision levels: one
for the evaluation of activities and another for aggregates
evaluation. Relevant criteria and their relative importance
are identified at each level of both structures. These values
must reflect institutional preferences. Thus, the criteria and
their weights must be defined by the DMs of the respective
level of the structure. The weights of the criteria reflect
their importance in the category they belong to.
To infer the weights of criteria in each level, DMs make
comparisons among criteria. However, the number of com-
parisons is limited to avoid requiring excessive information
from the DMs. Thus, the DMs fill out part of a matrix of
comparisons, A = [ai, j]i, j=1,...,n, where n is the number of
the criteria in a level of the structure, and ai j represents
the comparison between the criterion i and the criterion j.
The DMs can fill out the matrix with the values that are
defined in the following scale:

1/9, 1/7, 1/5, 1/3, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,

where ai j = 1/9, means that the criterion i is extremely
less important than the criterion j; ai j = 1, means that both
criterion have the same importance; ai j = 9, means that the
criterion i is extremely more important than the criterion j.

The DMs can also use other numerical values that are not
directly defined in the scale.
Suppose that n = 4 and the DMs filled out the matrix with
the following values:

A =









1 2 1/3 3

1 4

1

1









.

Note that a ji = 1/ai j, which allows the DMs fulfill just
part of the superior (or inferior) triangle of the matrix.
Besides, aii = 1, because it represents the comparison of
one criterion with itself.
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Through this matrix, it is possible to get weights of crite-
ria, wi, i = 1, . . . ,n by minimizing the inconsistency index
of the AHP method [2], [3]. In the case of the example,
the weights obtained were w1 = 0.212, w2 = 0.15, w3 =
0.586, w4 = 0.052.
It is also possible to provide the complete matrix of com-
parisons and the respective inconsistency index. The rest of
the matrix of comparisons is given by ai j = wi/w j, in order
to make the matrix consistent with the judgments already
provided. The weights of the criteria and the complete ma-
trix of comparisons are shown to the DMs, which allow
them to maintain or revise their judgements.
In the case of the example, the complete matrix is

A =









1 2 1/3 3

0.5 1 0.26 4

3 3.89 1 11.29

1/3 0.25 0.09 1









and the inconsistency index is 0.031. If this index was too
high (larger than 0.1), the DMs should revise their judge-
ments.
Once the criteria and their weights have been defined, it
is possible to evaluate both aggregates and activities in
the different criteria. These evaluations are made by DMs
and taking into account data provided by project managers.
With these evaluations, it is possible to aggregate them
into a single value that represents the global evaluation of
an aggregate or an activity.
In a global manner, aggregates evaluation is used to allocate
human resources. Activities evaluation is used to allocate
human resources, inside the corresponding aggregate.

3.1. The Evaluation of Aggregates

The level structure to evaluate aggregates begins by speci-
fying the type of aggregate, because the weights of criteria
may be different for different kinds of aggregates. After
some interviews, it was concluded that there were two types
of aggregates: strategic ones with long term objectives; and
business ones, aiming to obtain profits at a shorter term.
The second level of the structure includes criteria of a supe-
rior level or categories of objectives. After some meetings
and respective analysis, three categories were considered:
strategic, operational and financial. These categories in-
clude different criteria that were identified by top manage-
ment.
The criteria identified in strategic category included the
contribution to the company’s image, strategic partnerships,
market leadership, acquired skills, importance of company
credibility for the client and importance of technology.
In the operational category, the criteria that were identi-
fied are technical, like technological uncertainty, scarcity
of needed resources, solution flexibility, dependence on ex-
ternal entities and client satisfaction.
In the financial category, an indicator that reflects the value
of the aggregate in a perspective of 4 or 5 years was used.
In addition, it was recognized that other factors were im-
portant in this category, like expected loss for abandonment

and postponement possibility. These factors are modeled
as qualitative criteria. Thus, in this category, there are two
qualitative criteria and a quantitative one. Note that the
quantitative criterion can be well represented by net present
value (NPV), because this measure reflects all cash flows
predicted for the following 4 or 5 years.
However, there are aggregates where it is not possible to
make forecasts at a such term, due to uncertainty factors.
In this case, the quantitative criterion (NPV) is replaced by
qualitative factors and by one quantitative factor that re-
flects the aggregate’s value at a short term (1 year). This
quantitative factor can be NPV, but with reference to the
following year. So, in the case that is not possible to es-
timate NPV for 4 or 5 years, this criterion is replaced by
a financial value for short term (NPV for 1 year), plus the
qualitative criteria growth perspectives and market trend.

Figure 1 represents the structure of evaluation. Aggregates
can be evaluated either in isolation or by comparing them
with each other. The evaluation of one aggregate is made
by comparing it with benchmark aggregates. These bench-
marks are previously defined by the company administra-
tion. The financial values are defined in each benchmark
aggregate both at short term and at long term. For the
qualitative criteria, for each benchmark aggregate, the per-
centile relatively to real aggregates in the company is given.
These benchmark aggregates are defined in order to make
it possible to compare them with the aggregates under
evaluation.

Fig. 1. Structure to evaluate aggregates.

For each criterion, the DMs fill out part of a matrix of
comparisons, A = [ai j]i, j=1,...,m, where m is the number of
aggregates that are being evaluated, with values that com-
pare the aggregate under evaluation against the benchmark
aggregates. These values are defined in a scale that is con-
stituted by the values

1/9, 1/7, 1/5, 1/3, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,

where if ai j = 1/9, then aggregate i is extremely worse
than aggregate j in the criterion; ai j = 1, then both aggre-
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gates have the same performance in the criterion; ai j = 9,
then aggregate i is extremely better than aggregate j in
the criterion.

However, DMs can fill out each cell of the matrix with
other values that are not in the scale. The process de-
scribed previously for the inference of weights of crite-
ria is also used in this case (based on [2], [3]). In this
case, the process is used to infer the relative importance of
each aggregate in the criterion. For each qualitative criteria,
the relative importance of the aggregate under evaluation
and of the benchmark aggregates are calculated. These
values of relative importance provide a relative evaluation
of aggregates in the criterion, i.e., a higher relative impor-
tance means a better performance in the criterion. With the
process described on [2], [3], the inconsistency index and
the complete matrix are calculated and shown to the DMs.
This information allows DMs to realize if the comparisons
they have introduced are coherent. If the index of incon-
sistency is very high or the complete matrix is, somehow,
unexpected, the DMs can review their comparisons.

To evaluate the aggregate on the quantitative criterion, the
aggregates (the aggregate under evaluation and the bench-
mark aggregates) are compared, through their financial
values. These comparisons are based on weights of nega-
tive and null financial values defined before.

During the meetings, it was defined that negative and null
financial values are not linear. This happens because, for
example, a loss of 100 (NPV = −100) may not be half
as bad as a loss of 200 (NPV = −200). However, it can
be assumed that there is linearity for positive financial
values.

Thus, company’s representatives compare negative and null
financial values, fulfilling a matrix of comparisons. With
this matrix of comparisons (that is possibly incomplete) and
applying the previous methodology for incomplete matrices
of comparisons, the weights or impacts of those negative
and null values are calculated.

With the aggregates financial values, a global matrix of
comparisons is constructed. The purpose of this matrix
is to compare the values of reference defined before and
the financial values that represent the aggregates. Its con-
struction is based on impacts of negative and null values
defined previously, and on the assumption that there is lin-
earity among positive values.

Thus, this global matrix includes the comparisons among
negative and null values and the linear comparisons among
the positive values.

With this global matrix, it is possible to calculate the
impacts for all values that are being compared. Taking
only values of aggregates (aggregate under evaluation and
benchmark aggregates), it is possible to normalize them
to get impacts or relative importance of aggregates in the
quantitative criterion.

With the relative importance of the aggregate under eval-
uation in all criteria, it is possible to determine a value
for the aggregate, taking into account the relative impor-

tance of the criteria and the importance of the categories
of objectives.
If several aggregates are evaluated individually against
benchmark aggregates, the results of each evaluation can
give a proxy of attractiveness of each aggregate.
To evaluate a set of aggregates, the same methodology de-
scribed before is used, i.e., the aggregates are compared
among themselves in all criteria. After having the rela-
tive importance of the aggregates in all criteria, a global
value is calculated for each aggregate (the value that in-
cludes the relative importance of the aggregates in all cri-
teria weighed by the relative importance of criteria and the
weights of the categories of objectives). So, the evaluation
of a set of aggregates provides a relative performance proxy
for each aggregate. These proxy values will be the basis
for human resources allocation among aggregates, provid-
ing managers with a global orientation about decisions of
human resources allocation. Moreover, it is possible, with
these values, to have a global guide about the level of activ-
ity in those aggregates and an orientation if it is necessary
to decide which projects to pursue.

3.2. Activity Evaluation

Activity evaluation is based on a similar approach to the
one developed to evaluate aggregates. However, the struc-
ture has different levels of criteria. There are activities
very different and, thus, different types of activities were
identified:

• Exploratory research: these activities aim to ex-
plore and study new technologies to know if it is
possible to achieve interesting results.

• Experimental development: these activities have
a defined objective on a defined application. So, the
investigation is guided to advance on a specific ori-
entation.

• Product development and engineer services: the
purpose of these activities is to develop a product for
immediate sale, or to provide support to an existing
product.

The type of activity (see Fig. 2) corresponds to the first
level of the structure. The category of objectives is in
the second level, similarly defined to the one used with
the aggregates: strategic, operational and financial. These
categories and respective criteria were identified through
meetings with members of the company’s administration.
The identified criteria in the strategic category were: contri-
bution to the company image, market leadership, acquired
skills, strategic partnerships, company credibility for the
client and importance of technology. In the operational
category, the criteria that were identified were: technolog-
ical uncertainty, scarcity of needed resources, importance
of the activity to the respective aggregate and dependence
from external entities. In the financial category, the long
term perspective is not considered. In this way, the criteria
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presented and identified in this category were financial
value at a short term, growth perspectives, market trend,
expected loss for abandonment and postponement possibil-
ity.

Fig. 2. Structure to evaluate activities.

The activities that belong to the same aggregate are com-
pared among themselves. Through a process similar to the
one used to evaluate a set of aggregates, a proxy value is
calculated for each activity.
Note that each activity belongs to an aggregate and its eval-
uation is used to allocate human resources inside the ag-
gregate. With the criteria weights and the performance of
each activity on each criteria, it is possible to determine
a global performance indicator or the evaluation of each
activity. This indicator is the basis of human resource allo-
cation decisions within the aggregate. For these decisions,
one of the following procedures can be used.

• Defining global priorities for each activity, and se-
lecting activities according to their priority. Restric-
tions may be used, like minimum and maximum val-
ues for human resources, for each type of activity.

• Mathematical programming to maximize the sum of
priorities, taking into account some constraints, like
limits on the number of human resources in each type
of activity.

The activity and aggregate evaluation can give managers
indications for resources allocation and allow them to gain
sensibility for future decisions in the area.

3.3. The Prototype

A prototype was created, in “Microsoft Excel”, and tested
with data of a telecommunications company. Some aggre-
gates and activities were evaluated, after getting the orga-
nizational preferences.
This prototype has different functionalities relatively to cri-
teria. For the criteria, DMs can introduce new criteria

or categories of objectives. It is possible to treat quanti-
tative criteria (which are, mostly, financial) and the pro-
totype guarantees their compatibility with the qualitative
criteria.
The prototype computes the weights of criteria, through
comparisons among them.
To evaluate aggregates or activities, the prototype allows to
compare them with each other, in order to get their global
evaluation. In addition, it is possible to introduce new ag-
gregates or activities in the evaluation. If DMs want to
evaluate one aggregate in isolation, they may use bench-
mark aggregates, which are defined in the prototype.
The evaluation provides a relative priority index for each
aggregate or activity under evaluation. If one aggregate
is being evaluated in isolation, a global priority index is
calculated.
These indexes provided by the prototype allow DMs to sup-
port or justify the resources allocation of the aggregates and
of their activities.
Some aggregates and activities were evaluated, taking into
account the preferences of the company. The results of
evaluation reflected these preferences and the company
policy.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, it was presented an approach to evaluate
telecommunications projects, taking into account two dis-
tinct levels: the activity and the aggregate. In each level,
there are different types of decision, allowing the construc-
tion of a structure. These structures (one for the activi-
ties, another for the aggregates) allow the incorporation and
coordination of the different decision levels presented in the
activities and aggregates evaluation. In each level of the
structure, different criteria are used. The decision makers
responsible for each level define its criteria and respective
weight.
The evaluation of aggregates can be made individually,
through comparisons between the aggregate under evalu-
ation and benchmark aggregates. If several aggregates are
evaluated individually, the results can give a proxy of at-
tractiveness of each aggregate. The evaluation of a set of
aggregates may be made by comparing themselves with
each other. The evaluation gives a global performance in-
dicator for each aggregate.
The evaluation of activities is made through comparisons
among a set of activities which belongs to a specific ag-
gregate. A global priority index is given for each activity
under evaluation.
A prototype was created to evaluate both aggregates and
activities. These evaluations were based on data from
a telecommunications company. In general, the results re-
flected the company policy. This policy was integrated in
the evaluation process through the requested information.

The evaluation of aggregates and activities supports man-
agers decisions on resources allocation. The presented ap-
proach may detect incoherences in evaluation when DMs
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have to compare criteria, aggregates or activities. On
the other hand, this model may integrate new decisions
when new opportunities arise that were not foreseen when
the projects began. This integration also gives an orien-
tation for resource reallocation. Finally, it is possible to
identify the sources of evaluation errors, when such errors
are detected.
With this approach, it is also possible to provide incen-
tives to the identification of strategic opportunities and
operational flexibility, through the definition of multiple
criteria.
To conclude, the tool here presented may help to achieve
better resource allocation decisions in a telecommunica-
tions company.
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Paper Ontology Creation Process

in Knowledge Management Support System

for a Research Institute
Cezary Chudzian

Abstract—Though the issue of knowledge management is

a hot subject of interest in nowadays market companies, inte-

grated solutions fit to the specific needs of research institutes

still require more attention. This paper documents a part

of the research activities performed at National Institute of

Telecommunications, related to development of research insti-

tute knowledge management support system. The ideas lying

in the background of the system come from the recent the-

ories of knowledge creation and creativity support and from

experience with everyday practice of knowledge management

in market companies. Main focus is put here on the issue

of creation of a research topics ontology that is meant to be

a semantic backbone of the system. Three-stage approach is

proposed, aiming at the construction of ontologies for different

levels of organizational hierarchy, from individual researcher,

through group or unit, up to the whole institute. Created on-

tologies are linked to knowledge resources and support diverse

activities performed at those levels.

Keywords— creativity support, knowledge creation, ontological

engineering, scientific knowledge management.

1. Introduction

Knowledge management has become recently a hot topic
not only in many research communities all over the world
but also increasing interest may be noticed in market com-
panies getting lost in their own information sources of dif-
ferent kind. At the same time arising concept of Business
Intelligence 2.0 is moving towards proactive approach to
problem solving in business environments, instead of reac-
tive, latter being implemented as searching for patterns in
collected information to improve future decisions (knowl-
edge discovery and data mining). In order to act before an
event occurs, one must have a rapid access to the sources
of knowledge critical to his decisions. Not only written
documents, but also multimedia content [1] and domain
experts are the subjects of knowledge management as im-
portant explicit and tacit knowledge resources. Our ex-
periences with work in a big telecommunicatins market
company, shows that the issues of knowledge management
are in a very immature stage in there, but at the same time
there is quite a big need to implement some adequate so-
lutions in the area.
Even more complicated sounds a question of how to man-
age knowledge in a research company or institute, where
problems being solved are usually more complicated than

those in the commercial environments. Moreover, the fi-
nal product of a research institute is the knowledge itself.
Thus there is a strong need to organize and support devel-
opment of creative environments [2] to improve the quality
of research.
Ontologies as a knowledge representation method became
very popular1 in recent years, especially in computer sci-
ence community after popularizing the idea of semantic
web [3] as the future of the Internet. Number of standards,
tools and languages supporting the idea has been devel-
oped since then. But on the other hand, it is hard to name
a set of mature, well-established and widely used software
implementations of knowledge management for market or
research use2.
Ambition of our research group in National Institute of
Telecommunications (NIT) is to create the research institute
knowledge management system (RIKMS) fit to the needs
of a research institute, based on ontology engineering tools
and methods and employing the ideas of creative space
described in [2], [4].
This preliminary paper is mainly devoted to the problems
of generation and maintenance of research topic ontology
and is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses differ-
ences between two main ontological views on activities of
a research institute. Some remarks on the way an ontol-
ogy of research topics shall be structured are presented in
Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the general framework
proposed for ontology creation and maintenance while Sec-
tion 5 summarizes the paper and gives some directions of
future development.

2. Organizational and Topic Ontology

The RIKMS reflects two different, but interrelated, perspec-
tives on the knowledge maintained in a institution. The
former is concentrated on the organizational aspects or on
how to organize knowledge intensive processes and the lat-
ter is focused on research topics lying in the field of interest
of the institution, or on how to refer to research areas and
topics.
Building blocks of the organizational ontology reflect
the structure of an organization, its working regime, ac-
cepted standards, policies and procedures, worked out prod-

1At least judging from the number of books and publications in this
area.

2Contrarily to, e.g., knowledge discovery and data mining tools.
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ucts, etc. Organizational ontology is usually hardwired in
a software system dealing with its concepts, taking form of
relational tables with fixed structure and hard-coded pro-
cedures expressed in some chosen language. On the other
pole would be a software system storing and processing or-
ganizational ontologies in more general form as constructs
of one of the ontology engineering languages3. However
this is a completely different subject lying rather in the
scope of software engineering methods and will not be dis-
cussed here.
By topic ontology we mean here a set of interrelated topics
researched by the institute. It creates a different point of
view on the activities performed within the institute. Orga-
nizational ontology may be seen as orthogonal to topic one
and consequently they intersect each other. Projects may be
indexed with keywords taken from the topic ontology of the
institute, similarly employees will manifest competences in
some topic labelled research areas.
Research and scientific institutions usually tend to form
a hierarchical organizational structure constituted of de-
partments, divisions, laboratories or working groups, cen-
tered around some research issues. Every unit of an in-
stitute has its own leader and employs people with similar
educational and scientific background. Furthermore intel-
lectual heritage and common sense of every group of this
kind has been formed by its history, tradition, shared values,
cooperation with external partners, long-term project expe-
rience. Such a group is thus thematically homogeneous to
some extend and hermeneutic horizons4 of its members are
more coherent with respect to one another than to members
of the other organizational units.
Reverse influence of research topics on organizational struc-
ture may be observed as well when we consider the origins
of units within an institute. They are often formed around
charismatic leader, transformed from successful working
groups or answer a need to undertake a research in some
previously uncovered area.
Summing up organizational and topic ontologies are closely
bounded and one cannot drop any of them when dealing
with the subject of knowledge management in a research
institute. Our approach to ontology construction utilizes
organizational structure as a framework for topic ontology
creation and maintenance.

3. Topic Ontology Representation
for a Research Institute

There are several motivations for creating a topic ontol-
ogy for a research institute. Ability of viewing processes
and their outcomes from the perspectives of projects, their
products or people involved in them is attainable as all

3Many standards have been developed. Let us mention web ontology
language (OWL), or lower-level resource description framework (RDF).

4Hermeneutic horizon following H.-G. Gadamer [5] is “The totality of

all that can be realized or thought about by a person at a given time in

history and in a particular culture”.

they are distinguishable concepts of organizational ontol-
ogy and thus might be somehow reflected in the structure
of knowledge management software system. But the ques-
tions immediately arise of how an overview of the activities
from the research topics perspectives may be achieved or
what the set of all topics researched by the institute con-
sists of. Possibility of taking topic centered perspectives on
projects, products, employees and documents has a mean-
ingful importance for people involved in management of
a research institute and heads of its departments. It sup-
ports many decision making tasks. Lets enumerate some
of them.

• Reporting the achievements in particular fields of sci-
entific activity entails a reflection on appropriateness
and up-to-dateness of current organizational structure
and enables build-up of development strategies.

• When applying for a new project or analyzing re-
search trends, topic ontology centered view helps to
determine whether an institute has enough expertize
in related thematic fields.

• Knowing the competences of individual employees
is a key prerequisite for building up interdisciplinary
working groups capable of dealing with complex
problem with many diverse research threads.

• Analysis of structure of topic ontology may lead to
identifying the germs of new research topics.

On the other hand, topic ontologies may be useful at the
individual researcher level as the important input for the
tools supporting creativity. The idea of hermeneutic EAIR
(enlightenment, analysis, hermeneutic immersion, reflec-
tion) spiral of searching through rational heritage of hu-
manity and reflecting on the object of study has been
presented in [4] with experiments on ontology supported
hermeneutic agent, helping a user in search for knowledge
sources related to object under research, reported in [2].
The ontology is used there to define researcher semantic
profile that machine is able to process and use in order to
help in finding relevant knowledge resources on the world
wide web.
Textual and multimedia information is not the only source
of knowledge in the research institute. Having an access
to semantic profiles of institute employees, software agent
might locate a person with strong competences in the sub-
ject of study. It could be a hard task for someone not
familiar with everyone’s research interests, but a computer
fed with profiles of individuals can be very helpful.

3.1. Local versus Global Ontology

Different applications of topic ontology demand different
views on set of concepts and relations. Intuitively, at the
individual level, granularity is to be greater and ontology
more detailed, as it supports actions performed during ev-
eryday work, at rather operational level. Higher in the or-
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ganizational hierarchy of the institute, more general views
on topics are needed as the horizon of group activities is
more strategic.
Not every concept and relation is meant to be visible at the
higher levels, some of them may remain private, but those
of higher levels must be more reliable, commonly agreed
and formal.
Distinctions mentioned above, along with general remarks
on orthogonality of organizational and topic ontologies
(see Section 2) lead to conclusion that it seems to be
more reasonable to maintain distributed ontologies associ-
ated with different levels of organizational hierarchy, from
individual, through group, ending up with an overall ontol-
ogy of the institute.
As the responsibility for communication of an organiza-
tional unit with its environment lays on unit or, more gen-
erally, group leader, his or her role in ontology construction
and maintenance processes should be superior. The leader
is to be especially involved in the mechanism of keeping
ontology of his group consistent and integrated with those
of higher levels. We shall emphasize the role of the leader
in proposed framework.
What must be decided next is whether there should be one
ontology defined globally for the whole domain5 and then
adapted by its constitutive units or the better solution is
rather to develop local ontologies for all individuals and
combine them into higher level ontologies. We believe
that the bottom-up strategy is a better solution. The intu-
itive justifying argument is that in the top-down procedure,
there must be overall ontology defined, detailed enough to
help in creativity support processes and, at the same time,
covering all possible topics lying in the field of interest of
the institute. Lets assume, we wish to adapt some kind
of telecommunications ontology defined by ITU6. Saying
that, e.g., National Institute of Telecommunications cov-
ers the whole universe of telecommunication related issues
as defined by ITU, and nothing more, is not neccessarily
a true statement7. From the one point of view that would
be a nice property as it could enable adaptation of single,
global view on activities of all telecommunication institutes
all over the world. But at the same time it introduces in-
formational mess, by importing to institute’s research field
concepts that are out of its scope and forgetting those which
are applicable. The question of topic map for the whole
institute would remain unanswered.
Attemps to build up a NIT ontology ([6] and further work),
showed that the institute is active in a variety of diverse
and advanced research fields, including typical low and
high level telecommunications problems like electromag-
netic compatibility, radiocommunications and mobile tele-
phony, optoelectronics, network infrastructure and manage-
ment, but also law, social and market issues like regulatory
problems, customer satisfaction surveys and decision sup-

5Here: research institute.
6International Telecommunication Union – United Nations agency for

information and communication technologies.
7Where is the place for this paper in such a case?

port problems including knowledge discovery and manage-
ment, game theory and logic.
Having above considerations in mind, it seems to be much
more promising approach to build an ontology starting from
individual level, promote their local concepts to higher lev-
els of department and institute in some manner and in-
tegrate them to achieve the global picture of institute ac-
tivities. Such an idea of heterogeneous ontologies in dis-
tributed environment has been discussed in [7]–[9].
We stated above that every individual and group hold their
own ontology. Group has been defined as an organizational
unit, like department or laboratory. However within an in-
stitute there may exist a number of task teams, interdisci-
plinary groups with people primarily affiliated with differ-
ent organizational units. Research institute as the whole
may be seen as a group too. All those meanings of a group
should be enabled to have their own common ontologies.
In such a context, group leader is a head of an unit, or
director of the institute, but also informal group leader or
a person designated to take care of public image of, and
knowledge management in his or her group.

3.2. Light versus Heavyweight Formalism

The word ontology has been being present in the com-
mon vocabulary for several centuries. Following is the
Wikipedia’s definition of its philosophical connotations:

... the oldest extant record of the word
itself is the Latin form ontologia, which ap-
peared in 1606, in the work Ogdoas Scholastica
by Jacob Lorhard (Lorhardus) and in 1613 in
the Lexicon philosophicum by Rudolf Göckel
(Goclenius). The first occurrence in English
of “ontology” as recorded by the OED appears
in Bailey’s dictionary of 1721, which defines
ontology as “an Account of being in the Ab-
stract”.

Next search on the word ontology in Wikipedia, but this
time in the context of computer science, gives next defini-
tion:

... an ontology is a formal representation
of a set of concepts within a domain and the
relationships between those concepts.

The key word above is “formal”. Increasing the amount
of formalism gives many different realizations of ontol-
ogy. Classification framework has been proposed in [10],
while referring paper [11] discusses, also interesting from
our point of view, issues of ontology based documents
annotation. Lets enumerate definitions taken from [10] in
a light-heavy order:

controlled vocabulary – finite list of terms,

glossary – list of terms and their meanings,

thesauri – list of terms with synonym relationship
defined (but not an explicit hierarchy),

is-a – hierarchy of classes and their instances,
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frames – classes having properties (including rela-
tions to the other classes),

value restrictions – characteristics of properties
(e.g., type/class, value) restricted,

disjointness, inverse, part-of – additional relations
between classes with well-defined semantics,

general logical constraints – arbitrary logical state-
ments on classes, properties and instances.

Most of people require at least “is-a” level definition to be
achieved to consider specification of the domain to be an
ontology.
In our case it is still unclear how formal the model will be.
We initially assume it to be at “is-a” level with possibility of
defining additional, other than “is-a”, somehow restricted,
relations between classes. Nevertheless this setup may be
significantly modified while the system evolves.

4. Topic Ontology Creation
and Maintenance Process

in a Research Institute

In this section a general framework of the process of on-
tology creation and maintenance for a research institute is
presented. Must be stated that the work documented below
is at the early stage and only limited number of details may
be provided apart from the general idea.
In the following, for the sake of brevity, a set of interre-
lated ontological concepts associated with person, unit or
institute will be called an ontological or semantic profile or
simply a profile.
The basic scenario for ontology construction starts with
submission of the new knowledge resource to the RIKMS.
It is then analyzed by some automatic concept extraction
method from text8.
Then phase of individual9 reflection is initialized, with
querying an user on a relevance of discovered topics to
his or her individual profile, their relations to existing top-
ics in the profile and profiles of other people or higher level
profiles and thus stimulate user to take a reflection on the
profile and modify it accordingly. This step may be viewed
as a limited form of analysis transition in EAIR spiral [4]
as a localization of the new concepts in the context of ex-
isting semantic profiles.
Submitted document will be then indexed with new top-
ics signatures and may serve as a proof of user’s compe-
tence in the field characterized by those topics. Moreover, if
submission occurred in some specific context, as a final re-
port from project or part of some other activity, then system
stores the relation of topics, document and context for fur-
ther use.

8At the moment we assume knowledge resources to be textual docu-
ments.

9Local or in other words happening between software system and its
user.

Final cross-level agreement stage starts with identifying
those parts of ontology which could be promoted to one
of the higher levels of organizational hierarchy. During the
process of system guided debate between all interested par-
ties, concepts and relations are delegated up the hierarchy
on the basis of common agreement, but with the decid-
ing vote of a group leader. Cross-level agreement stage in
the context of knowledge creation theories may be seen
as a counterpart of debating transition of EDIS (enlighten-
ment, debate, immersion, selection) spiral [4].

4.1. Topic Ontology Generation

This section describes document-based concept extraction
method, being automatic step of ontology construction pro-
cess. Different methods of automatic ontology construction
have been surveyed in [12]–[14]. The approach proposed
in this paper is similar to those used in On-To-Knowledge
project for retrieval of relations between concepts from doc-
uments [15], [16].
In [6] a number of tools for automatic concept extraction
have been outlined and the results of experiments conducted
on publications from International Journal for Telecom-

munications and Information Society have been presented.
Special attention has been paid to OntoGen system [17].
The reader is encouraged to refer to [6] for more details.

OntoGen generates an ontology in a semi-automatic pro-
cess on the basis of a corpus of documents describing spe-
cific domain or subdomain of interest. Document clustering
based method is used which needs some minimal number
of documents to be available. It is rather designed for at-
taining a global view of a domain under investigation.

Chosen for our framework topic generation routine utilizes
the well-known idea of frequent itemsets discovery in trans-
actional data [18].
In preliminary step document is being transformed into
transactional data by decomposing it into a set of sets of
words (wordsets). Each wordset is roughly equivalent to
a sentence in a grammatical sense.
Frequent wordset is defined as follows. Having a set of
wordsets D = {Si}i=1,..,N frequent wordset is a set of
words S

∗ = {wk}k=1,...,M simultaneously contained in at
least Supp% of wordsets from D, where Supp is called
a support of a wordset:

S
∗

is frequent ⇐⇒
|{Si ∈ D | Si ⊇ S

∗}|

|D|
≥ Supp .

The motivation behind searching for frequent wordsets in
a document is rather straightforward. If the same group of
words has been used by authors in a number of sentences
it may designate a concept or a set of related concepts.
After frequent wordsets are discovered, second operation
is performed, so called pruning step. It is obvious that if
a wordset S

∗
i

is frequent then every wordset S
∗
j

being a sub-
set of S

∗
i

is frequent as well, as it is at least contained in
the same set of sentences as S

∗
i

is. For the sake of brevity,
all wordsets being subsets of frequent wordsets are removed
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from the result in a pruning phase. All, but not those which
exist in significantly greater fraction of sentences than their
supersets and thus might indicate more general concept.

Algorithm 1: Frequent word sets mining for ontology
construction

Data: document
Result: nondominated frequent groups

norm document = ConvertAndPreprocess(document)1

transactions = MakeTransactions(norm document)2

frequent groups = Apriori(transactions)3

nondominated frequent groups = Prune(frequent groups)4

Table 1
Example of frequent word groups

Words Count

Paper I

theory, rational, intuition 16
normal, creation, knowledge 14
spiral, creation, knowledge 13
creation, knowledge 51
seci, spiral 19
humanity, heritage 16
space, creative 16
civilization, knowledge 15
dimensions, creative 14
shinayakana, systems 13
approach, systems 13
tacit, knowledge 13
heritage, knowledge 13

Paper II

triple, helix, creation, knowledge 6
processes, creation, knowledge 10
indicators, quality, reference 9
spirals, creation, knowledge 8
normal, creation, knowledge 7
academic, creation, knowledge 7
spiral, creation, knowledge 7
minimized, maximized, indicators 6
units, sets, data 6
maximized, indicators, quality 6
best, sets, data 6
sets, data 14
profile, reference 12

Paper III

nakamori, wierzbicki, spiral 10
academic, creation, knowledge 9
technology, management, knowledge 9
science, systems, knowledge 9
science, management, knowledge 9
creation, knowledge 34
management, knowledge 27
science, knowledge 18
nanatsudaki, model 16
seci, spirala 12
processes, knowledge 12
academic, spirals 10
processes, creation, knowledge 10

Paper IV

representation, multiple, aggregation, criteria, knowledge 13
coefficients, weighting 19
integration, knowledge 15
form, knowledge 15
sum, weighted 14
reservation, aspiration 13
aspiration, levels 13

The four steps procedure starts with the preparation of doc-
ument to make it fit to input requirements of the word
groups searching routine. Format conversion to plain text,
font encoding translation, removal of stop words, lower-
casing and stemming are the main steps in preprocessing
phase. After accomplishing that part, document is trans-
formed into transactions that are fed to a frequent wordsets
discovering algorithm. Finishing pruning step reduces the
number of word groups and gives the final result.
Table 1 shows frequent word groups with cardinality greater
than two for some papers thematically located in the field
of knowledge science.

4.2. Individual Reflection

The purpose of the next stage is to populate individual
profile with newly discovered topics and to define relations
to the concepts found in both individual and neighbour-
hood profiles. It takes form of interaction between user
and software system driven by word groups discovered in
previous step and current structure of profiles. Sovereignty
of the user is a superior principle. He or she decides on
the final shape of individual profile. The role of software
system is in stimulation of user’s reflection by requesting
advice about a local hierarchy of ontology. It might be
seen as an engine searching for new topics and relations
in both new source of knowledge and already established
semantic structures. The final decision is always left to
the user.
System is detecting whether any of basic indicators of new
concept or relation existence arise and should be reported
to the user providing a new source of knowledge.

Frequent word groups. Automatic topic generation phase
proposes a number of words – candidates for new topics
and indicates their coincidence in contexts of sentences.
The n-grams for n > 1 are expected to be more informa-
tive than unigrams. They may carry two meanings. One
is that there exists a concept in the domain identified by
the name consisting of more than a single word. Second
interpretation is a set of related concepts. Mix of those
two is possible as well. Such a hypothesis of distributional
semantics10 lies in the basis of, e.g., some of the text sum-
marization systems [19]. Scenario for this step is to present
frequent groups to the user and let him decide whether they
can contribute to his individual semantic profile and if so
then whether they form single concept or group of inter-
related topics. This may be enhanced by presenting some
additional information like showing the quotations from the
submitted document in which they appear.

Super- and sub-wordset. If user designate word groups
being in a subset-superset relation, as bases for new con-
cepts, it may be an indicator of existence of one of im-
portant relations “is-a” or “part-of” between corresponding
concepts. System should suggest such a solution.

10Context has a strong influence on the word meaning.
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Integration with existing profiles. New topics and rela-
tions evolve in the semantic context of person and neigh-
bourhood. Thus during questioning process, system should
take into consideration existing concepts and ask the user
to localize newly discovered ones in the whole semantic
profile. Searching for counterparts of ontological concepts
is a subject of research in the area of ontology matching
and alignment [20]–[22]. Variety of techniques are avail-
able from simple matching by name ending up with more
sophisticated methods. This issue still needs to be investi-
gated in more detail.

User invention. System should be able to process any other
modifications proposed by the user at this stage. However
some kind of constraint for user’s freedom should be ap-
plied. It might be an obligation to provide an explanation of
why the modification had been made. System may ask for
a reference to a source of information on the new topic as
a kind of evidence or to place new elements in the current
ontological structure by linking them to existing topics.

4.3. Cross-Level Agreement

As mentioned in Subsection 3.1 the framework we are aim-
ing at shall generate global view of the topics researched
in the institute by aggregating individual profiles of em-
ployees. Special role is granted to a group leader, who has
a final deciding vote as a person responsible for the overall
picture of activities performed by his or her group.
Software system is engaged in two aspects of creating an
agreement on ontology structure. First, it again stimulates
a reflection on how the higher level structure should look
like, by informing individual users on existence of poten-
tially promotable concepts and relations. A number of in-
dicators might be considered. Below a couple of exemplary
ones are listed.

Shared concept. Sharing a concept between two or more
individual profiles seems to be a good reason to promote it
to the higher level. Both profile holders should be notified
about the match found and decide together whether publish
the concept or not.

Shared relation. One meaning of relations sharing is anal-
ogous to concept sharing. The second one is that relation
linking concepts that had been promoted to the higher level
should get high score as well.

Superconcept. Some of the relations are distinguished
among others. For instance “is-a” associating super- and
subconcept play a special role in any system as it intro-
duces a hierarchy into it. Therefore superconcept of a con-
cept promoted to the higher level should get a high score.

Strongly supported by the sources. Concepts from a in-
dividual profile having many knowledge sources associated
are more likely to be promoted.

Existing ontology. Relations and concepts imported from
another, especially widely recognized ontology are desir-
able. However they first should appear in at least one indi-
vidual profile to justify their relevance to the institute.

User invention. Again system should give its users free-
dom to promote concepts and relations they consider to be
important.

The second task for software system within a process of
achieving cross-level agreement is assistance in debating on
the shape of higher level structure. After a part of individ-
ual ontology is proposed to be promoted by the user, system
should notify group leader and provide him or her with all
acquired information about new ontological findings. Af-
ter the final decision is made system should propagate up-
dated ontology among all parties that may be interested
in it and, in case of need, initiate a debate leading to the
agreement.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper the framework for ontology construction for
a research institute has been proposed. The framework is
organized in a distributed hierarchical structure, with lo-
cal ontologies associated with individual employees and
an integrated higher level group ontologies with concepts
and relations promoted from individual profiles. Three main
steps of ontology construction have been outlined, namely
topic generation from documents, individual reflection on
ontological profile and cross-level agreement between in-
terested parties. Special, superior role of group leader has
been emphasized. Some preliminary results for simple, but
robust topic generation method have been presented.
We believe the framework may be a better choice for a re-
search institute trying to develop its own ontology of re-
search topics for integration and management of knowledge
resources than adaptation of any well-known domain on-
tology or creation of global ontology by domain experts.
Reflection and agreement stages have themselves an addi-
tional value as they are driving processes of exploring sci-
entific neighbourhood (individual reflection) and exchang-
ing knowledge through debate (cross-level agreement). As
such they may be seen as supporting creativity in scientific
environment.

What must be stressed here is that development is at the
early stage and far from complete. There is still much of
work to be done. More sophisticated methods for topic ex-
traction from documents are to be tested, detailed specifica-
tion of reflection and agreement phases and implementation
of software component with appropriate human-computer
interface is still to be worked out.
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Abstract—This paper presents some elements of architecture

of planned knowledge management system dedicated to re-

search institutions. Main contributions include social exten-

sion of the idea of adaptive hermeneutic agent and prelim-

inary implementation of domain specific language for devel-

opment of knowledge management systems. Work described

here concentrated on practical verification of viability of pro-

posed ideas and took form of a prototype software system,

which can be used by a group of researchers to easily find

and recommend relevant information.

Keywords—creativity support, knowledge management, model-

driven software development, tagged collaborative filtering.

1. Introduction

One of the possible definitions of knowledge manage-
ment [1] is:

“Knowledge Management is the discipline of enabling indi-

viduals, teams and entire organisations to collectively and

systematically create, share and apply knowledge, to better

achieve their objectives.”

The tasks of knowledge management can be summarized
by a checklist often used by journalists to verify that they
present the whole picture of a situation. This list, known as
Five Ws and H, consists of six interrogatives, which when
applied to knowledge management [2] roughly correspond
to:

• “when”’ – time management,

• “what” – task management,

• “how” and “where” – information management,

• “who” – people management,

• “why” – goal management.

As can be seen, this list encompasses a wide range of dif-
ferent fields and potential techniques. Very often the solu-
tions tend to be tailored to the needs of commercial enti-
ties, since they are created by large software corporations,
which need to recoup their investment. The needs and ex-
pectations of research institutions are, to a significant de-
gree, different and were only partially explored by theorists

and especially by practitioners of knowledge management.
One of the possible reasons for this disparity is a fact that
processes of knowledge creation in academia are quite dif-
ferent to the ones at commercial institutions [3].
Our group at National Institute of Telecommunications, mo-
tivated to a significant degree by local practical need, de-
cided to explore the topic of knowledge management in
research institutions. Our main goal is creation of an in-
tegrated system which will merge traditional approaches
to knowledge management with theories of creativity sup-
port [3]. Secondary requirements include architectural flex-
ibility, which should simplify planned future deployments
in other institutions, and low cost of proposed solution, to
expand the group of potential users.
This paper presents results of an experiment conducted to
investigate feasibility of proposed approach to development
of knowledge management systems. We decided to limit
the scope of this study to a small, but none the less use-
ful part of the complete system, and focus our attention on
the creativity support component. Section 2 presents three
topics relevant to the presented application outlining, re-
spectively, theory of knowledge creation, representation of
preferences and interests, and integrated approach to devel-
opment of information systems. Section 3 justifies some of
design decisions and describes structure of the prototype.
Section 4 summarizes main results presented in this article
and details potential further enhancements and directions
of future research.

2. Background

2.1. Creative Environment

Creative environment [3] is a comprehensive theory de-
scribing a place, where knowledge is created, shared and
used. One of the most important aspects of this idea is
identification of various knowledge creation processes and
description of ways to support them.
The basis of this theory is formed by a model of knowl-
edge creation called Nanatsudaki. The name is a Japanese
phrase meaning seven waterfalls, and corresponds to the
structure of this model. It is composed of seven so called
knowledge creation spirals, which describe processes of
knowledge creation typically encountered in both research
and industrial institutions. The cyclic nature of the spirals
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reflects the fact, that knowledge creation is a perpetual and
self-propelled (positive feedback) endeavour.
One of these processes, called hermeneutic spiral, describes
the activity of gathering sources, most often in a form
of publications by other researchers, analyzing them and
reflecting on them in search of new research ideas. It
forms the very basis of a large part of scientific work.
The hermeneutic spiral is also known as EAIR (enlight-
enment-analysis-hermeneutic immersion-reflection) spiral,
an acronym derived from the four phases of this knowl-
edge creation process.

• Enlightenment is a phase that starts with having an
idea, which is considered to be worthy of further
involvement and during which potential sources of
information are explored and research materials are
gathered.

• Analysis is a phase of rational study of relevant ma-
terials.

• Hermeneutic immersion is a phase during which con-
cepts and ideas rationally explored in previous stage
are absorbed into one’s intuitive perception.

• Reflection is a phase during which new research ideas
are intuitively considered and explored.

Another related concept is that of adaptive hermeneutic
agent (AHA), a software system designed to support the
knowledge creation process represented by the EAIR spi-
ral. The original idea [3] described a system, which helped
individual researcher to find relevant materials on the web
and which was largely based on algorithmic analysis of
document content. We decided to replace this mechanisms
with framework for cooperation, motivated to some degree
by growing importance of social web sites. This approach
encourages collaboration and will hopefully lead to a more
comprehensive realization of the idea of creative environ-
ment.

2.2. Tagged Collaborative Filtering

Knowledge representation is another important aspect of
the architecture of knowledge management system. Here,
we describe the representation of preferences and interests,
since this information forms the basis of the proposed sys-
tem.
Nowadays, Internet stores routinely use so called recom-
mender systems [4] which propose goods the customer
might be interested in buying. Generally, approaches to
construction of these systems fall into two broadly defined
categories.
First of them, called content based, concentrates on cre-
ating profiles which aim to explicitly describe both users
and products. This technique relies on additional domain
specific information, which could be hard to gather.
Alternative approach called collaborative filtering [5] or so-
cial information filtering relies only on past user behavior,

predicting future interest based on preferences that were
expressed by a preferably large group of users. These pref-
erences could have been specified explicitly, taking form
of ratings which quantify level of satisfaction, or could
be extracted from more implicit sources, such as histories
of purchases or page views. Generally such information
is more readily available which partially explains relative
popularity of solutions based on collaborative filtering. Ad-
ditionally, it is a more versatile approach, since it does not
depend on content being recommended.
Formally, let U and I denote, respectively, sets of users
and items, with |U | = nU and |I| = nI . Rating function r :

U × I → S is a mapping of user-item pairs into a rating
scale S which is most often represented as a sequence of
natural numbers, usually of length 5 or 10. Values of this
function for a given sets of users and items can be tabu-
larized to form a matrix R = [rui]U×I , where rui is a rating
given by user u to item i. This formulation of the prob-
lem allows us to alternatively define collaborative filtering
(or at least its most common form) to be an algorithm for
estimation of missing entries of a matrix.
Tagging is another method commonly used for knowl-
edge representation. The idea is to associate short phrases,
known as tags, to provide additional information about
some data. This is closely related to a concept of keywords
used by librarians to index textual resources.
This two approaches can be merged to form what we have
called tagged collaborative filtering which can be viewed as
a multicriteria variant of collaborative filtering. Standard
formulation of multicriteria analysis requires all values of
the criteria to be specified, so a different name better re-
flects the fact that in this case they are optional. This
approach is also quite similar to some of the methods used
for content based recommendation systems, though one sig-
nificant difference is that the tags can be used to not only
describe content, but also, for example, preferences of the
users.
Formally, we introduce another dimension into domain of
the rating function which now becomes r : U × I ×T → S,
where T is a set of tags. Both of the constituent ideas can
now be expressed by imposing some limits on the dimen-
sionality of sets used in its definition. Tagging is equivalent
to reduction of rating scale S to a binary alternative, col-
laborative filtering is equivalent to reduction of tag set T

to a single implied value which can be called quality or
satisfaction.
Since collaborative tagging can be viewed as an approach
to ontology construction, it should be possible to further
extend this idea, and apply more sophisticated semantic
structures to describe relations between tags, which could
be then used for collaborative filtering.

2.3. Model-Driven Software Engineering

Software development is a complex process. One of the
most common approaches to dealing with complexity is an
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idea of splitting the problem into parts and dealing with
them on an individual basis, also known as divide and con-

quer. When it is applied on a conceptual level, the parts
are often called layers. This approach, when applied to
software engineering, usually splits the process into three
phases (analysis, design and development) corresponding
to semantic, structural and technological aspects of the
problem.

Duplication is probably one of the most pervasive prob-
lems in software development. It is usually considered
harmful to the quality of the affected systems, though
there are some specific cases when it is actually helpful,
e.g., loop unrolling which repeats statements in the body
of the loop to reduce the number of tests and jumps, of-
ten leads to a faster execution of the program and is one
of the techniques used for code optimization. The advice
of avoiding duplication was expressed by a pragmatic rule
of software development [6], known as DRY (don’t repeat
yourself).

The risks of duplication of information were recognized,
for example, in a field of relational databases, where a de-
sign technique called normalization [7] aims to minimize
structural problems associated with having multiple sources
of the same data. Designs which do not follow this prac-
tice are more susceptible to the occurrence of so called data
anomalies, which can lead to a loss of data integrity.

Canonical layered approach to software development does
not have any mechanisms which prevent duplication. It can
be seen as one of the tasks of project manager. This ar-
rangement can fail, especially since higher layers of this
process often produce only design documents, which are
often perceived only as a direction for future work. Addi-
tionally, since lower levels build upon previous steps, they
tend to rephrase at least some of the work that was already
done, which can introduce inconsistencies.

Model-driven software development (MDSD) is one of the
possible techniques, which help to reduce duplication. It
is a design philosophy emphasizing the role of models as
a cornerstone of process of software creation.

Structure of model is determined by another model, called
metamodel, which can be seen as a specification of vocab-
ulary that can be used to define models. This class-instance
relationship can be extended indefinitely, though in practice
there is usually no need to go beyond three levels, with the
most generic one defined in a recursive way. Model level
is application specific, metamodel level provides a general-
ized view of a problem domain, and metametamodel level
is associated with software development environment al-
lowing it to access lower level constructs in a standardized
way.

Individual models can be connected with transformations
(see Fig. 1), which describe methods of converting one
model into the other. Usually, conversion of models to/from
their textual representation is treated separately using tech-
niques, which facilitate text parsing and generation.

The process of software development can be seen from
a global perspective as a directed graph, whose nodes are

Fig. 1. Context of model transformations. Explanations: M2M –
model to model, M2T – model to text, T2M – text to model.

models and edges are model transformations. The sources,
that is the nodes which are not a destination of any trans-
formation, represent models which need to be specified by
the developer. The transitions are another part which needs
to be defined. The output of the process is represented by
sinks, that is the nodes which are not a source of any trans-
formation. They correspond for example to source code,
documentation or user interface definitions.

One important consequence of imposing this kind of struc-
ture is that, the process of software development can be
easily split into parts, which reflect certain perspectives,
or ways of looking at the resulting system. For example,
the process of development of data warehouse, can be split
into several pieces: one that defines a transformation of
domain specific model into a domain independent repre-
sentation, the other one describes a way of implementing
that representation in a specific runtime environment and
yet another one specifies configuration information. This
decomposition can reflect the structure of the development
team, when the first transformation is defined by a business
analyst, the second one by a software engineer, and the last
one by maintenance staff.
Some of the other advantages of this approach include for-
malization of knowledge and greater potential for reusabil-
ity. It forces the developer to formalize the approach used
to solve the problem. From a point of view of future main-
tenance of the system it is a great advantage, since it docu-
ments all the decisions made by the developer and bridges
the semantic gap that often arises between concept repre-
sentations at different levels.
This technique is foremost a way to introduce static struc-
ture to the problem, so it won’t be of much use in situations
where the complexity is mostly of algorithmic nature. It
will be of great help mostly in large heterogeneous infor-
mation systems characterized by high structural and low
algorithmic complexity, such as data warehouses or knowl-
edge management systems.
We have decided to use probably the most popular approach
to model-driven software development, namely model-
driven architecture (MDA) [8]. It was developed under the
auspices of Object Management Group (OMG), a widely
known organization, which has, for example, standardized
the Unified Modeling Language (UML).
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The specific tool we have used is known as openArchi-
tectureWare (OAW). It’s a modular code generation frame-
work, nicely integrated with Eclipse development environ-
ment and based on Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF).
One of the distinguishing features of this tool is its
support for text to model transformations, which en-
ables the developer to easily define domain specific lan-
guages (DSL).

3. Prototype

Primary goal of the work presented here was to explore
the ideas and techniques described in Section 2. This exam-
ination took a form of a prototype software system, whose
primary function is the ability to catalogue and search for
various objects related to the field of research. On one
hand, it can be viewed as a greatly simplified knowledge
management system dedicated to research institutions, on
the other hand, it is a social incarnation of an adaptive
hermeneutic agent.
Social aspect of the system is emphasized by its approach
to editing the data. It mimics wiki-like systems in that re-
gard, allowing any user to add, edit and delete content from
the database. With this freedom comes the disadvantage of
increase in maintenance work, since information stored in
the system needs to be protected from willful destruction.
On the other hand, it lowers barriers to participation ex-
panding the potential group of contributors. Wikipedia is
a proof that this approach is both feasible and has a lot of
potential.
Since semantic profile information needs to be stored on
a per-user basis, to fully use the system one has to create
an user account. The need to do this can be viewed as
cumbersome, and potentially discourage some of the likely
users. Therefore, we decided to make the registration pro-
cess optional, and allow users to use the system without
providing any additional information. Such passive users
do not contribute to collaborative filtering, though hope-
fully if they find it useful, they will become more active
participants. This reflects our philosophy that it is better to
encourage than to force.
Another aspect that emphasizes this laissez-faire user ex-
perience is approach to ontology creation. Basically, there
are two generic ways of building ontologies, known, respec-
tively, as top-down and bottom-up approach. First of them
is a more formalized process, where a group of experts
progressively specializes the vocabulary used to describe
the problem domain. Somewhat similar technique, known
as mind mapping, is often utilized for brainstorming and
note taking. The other approach starts with a collection
of items describing the problem domain. They are ana-
lyzed to extract the most specialized concepts, which are
then repeatedly generalized. This approach is susceptible
to automation, where first step can use keyword extraction
algorithms, followed by a series of clusterizations, to form
the final ontology.

Ours is basically a bottom-up approach, though with one
crucial difference, when compared to automatic method
described above. It replaces computer algorithms with
a framework for cooperation, which should allow inter-
ested parties to form the ontology as a byproduct of their
evaluation of source material. This approach is known as
folksonomy, which is portmanteau made by combining folk
and taxonomy, and is often used to describe the emergent
process of ontology creation happening in a group of col-
laborating people.

As was already mentioned, we decided to investigate the
feasibility of using model-driven approach to construction
of knowledge management systems. Thus, the backbone
of prototype presented here is formed by a definition of
a metamodel (Fig. 2), which formalizes vocabulary used to

System:

"system" ":"

(options+=Option | classes+=Class)*;

Option:

"option" name=IDIDID "=" value=STRINGSTRINGSTRING;

Class:

"class" name=IDIDID ":"

(options+=Option | attributes+=Attribute)+;

Attribute:

name=IDIDID ":" type=Type (options=TypeParams)?;

EnumEnumEnum Type:

string="String" | m2o="ManyToOne" |

m2m="ManyToMany";

TypeParams:

"(" TypeParam ("," TypeParam)* ")";

TypeParam:

IDIDID | INTINTINT;

Fig. 2. Specification of model parser.

describe the structure of this system. It is a simple object-
oriented representation, composed of classes, which besides
having attributes for storing values, can also be connected
to each other with one of the two relations, namely many-
to-one and many-to-many. Additionally both system and
classes definitions can be annotated with metadata, which
are called options here, that have a textual form and were
used to specify labels displayed in the user interface. While
not very elaborate, this metamodel is sufficient to describe
a wide range of practical applications.

Based on the metamodel definition, we constructed a sim-
plified model (Fig. 3) of publications catalogue. It con-
sists of four classes, which represent respectively person,
publication, institution and journal, connected with some
self-explanatory relations. Thorough description of this par-
ticular application was not our goal, but it is something,
that can be easily achieved. Thanks to chosen approach,
what needs to be done from a technical point of view
is a simple change of model definition. It is also possible
to completely change the focus, and create, for example,
a social bookmarking application or a movie database.
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Again, all that is strictly necessary is a change of model de-
finition.

systemsystemsystem:

classclassclass Person:

first name: StringStringString(100)

last name: StringStringString(100)

affiliation: ManyToOneManyToOneManyToOne(Institution)

classclassclass Publication:

title: StringStringString(200)

authors: ManyToManyManyToManyManyToMany(Person)

journal: ManyToOneManyToOneManyToOne(Journal)

classclassclass Institution:

name: StringStringString(200)

classclassclass Journal:

name: StringStringString(100)

Fig. 3. Model of the prototype system.

The prototype took a form of a web application devel-
oped using Django framework. This allows it to be used
on a variety of platforms, including, for example, mobile
phones. Basic functionality focuses on providing create-
read-update-delete (CRUD) interface to a catalogue de-
scribing some objects. User interface (Fig. 4) follows
a common three-pane design. The central one displays
information about object or a list of objects, the left one
allows browsing specific classes of objects, and the right
one provides interface for searching the database.

Fig. 4. User interface.

Functionality related to recommendation is at the moment
limited to tagging. Every object can be annotated with
keywords, which are then displayed in two separate lists.
First of them shows tags of a logged in user, second one
of all the other users aggregated to form a tag cloud. Key-
words used by user to describe objects form a profile, also
displayed as a tag cloud, which enables easy access to re-
lated content. Without logging in user cannot associate key-
words with objects, and can only see a list of tags added by
other people.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented some elements of architecture
of planned knowledge management system dedicated to re-
search institutions. Main contributions include social ex-
tension of idea of adaptive hermeneutic agent and early
stage of implementation of domain specific language for
description of knowledge management systems. Work de-
scribed here was preliminary, and its main goal was verifi-
cation that proposed approach is viable direction of future
efforts. The results of this feasibility study were encourag-
ing, and we intend to build upon them in our forthcoming
projects.
One of the more evident directions of future work
is extension of adaptive hermeneutic agent component,
which was only partially implemented. Especially, to fully
utilize it, the profile needs to be directly editable and al-
low for more direct specification of preferences. Also meta-
model, even though it is sufficient to describe a wide range
of real world applications, needs to be extended, if it is
to be used for construction of more comprehensive knowl-
edge management applications. One simple, yet very power-
ful, addition would be introduction of processes [9], which
are widely used for description of sequences of actions
and, thus, well suited to support many of management
tasks.
Other more long-term possibilities include addition of dif-
ferent algorithms for constructive manipulation of data
gathered in presented system. For example, network struc-
tures could be analyzed, to compute impact factor of ob-
jects [10]. Similar approach is used by some search en-
gines [11], and would extend scope of potential applica-
tions. Also interesting would be formalization of semantic
structure of this system, built upon work done in fields of
ontological engineering and semantic web [12], [13]. This
would make the data amenable to more intricate automatic
processing.
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Abstract—In this paper we present the multicommodity auc-

tion model BCBT-I that allocates indivisible network resources

among bidders. The approach can be considered as a gener-

alization of the basic multicommodity model for balancing

communication bandwidth trade (BCBT). The BCBT model

assumes that offers concerning inter-node links and point-to-

point bandwidth demands can be realized partially. However,

in the real-world trade there might be a need to include ca-

pacity modularity in the market balancing process. Thus we

state the model for balancing communication bandwidth trade

that takes into account the indivisibility of traded bandwidth

modules. This requires to solve a mixed integer problem and

increases computational complexity. Furthermore, the pricing

issue appears nontrivial, as the dual prices cannot be longer

used to set fair, competitive market prices. For clearing the

market, we examine the multicommodity pricing mechanism

based on differentiation of buy and sell market prices.

Keywords— bandwidth allocation, indivisible commodities, mod-

ularity, multicommodity trade, pricing.

1. Introduction

In this paper the bandwidth trading is considered from the
viewpoint of network operators, service providers and other
wholesale active market players, buying and selling band-
width. For the purpose of modeling trade of bandwidth
resources in the communication networks, the network con-
sists of nodes connected by links. The capacity of an
inter-node link is the elementary commodity on the band-
width market. However, network resources being traded
can be more complex and can be composed of many links,
i.e., paths, subnetworks.
It is well recognized that the base for bandwidth trading can
be standardized contracts, that use prespecified amount of
bandwidth [1]. This requires to take into account mod-
ularity of capacity in the trading models. Indivisibility
can be associated with bandwidth sell offers concerning
links or/and bandwidth buy offers concerning end-to-end
network paths. Modularity requirements can be applied in
trading resources of any layer of a communication network
architecture (for example, optical links and synchronous
digital hierarchy (SDH) containers). The size of indivisi-
ble unit of bandwidth may differ depending on the market
considered or even depending on individual offers. For
example, there may be portfolio of synchronous transport
module (STM) contracts. Moreover, buyers may need to
buy a set of different bandwidth links to establish connec-
tions. They should not be exposed to risk of buying some

but not all links or risk of buying different quantities of
bandwidth on different links.
Requirements of bandwidth market participants are diffi-
cult to satisfy using bilateral agreements, which are cur-
rently the most popular form of communication bandwidth
trading. Other mechanisms, such as simple auctions and
exchanges aim mainly in facilitating buyer-seller contacts.
Thus, the efficient bandwidth trade requires development of
advanced business tools [2], [3].
To cope with the problem of providing bidders with the
possibility to submit offers for bundles of elementary com-
modities when auctioning indivisible units of bandwidth,
researchers have proposed various rules and approaches.
They can be assigned into two classes: simultaneous,
single link auctions [2], [4]–[6]; and combinatorial auc-
tions [7]. In simultaneous, separate auctions for individual
links a user that wants to buy a certain path must put simul-
taneous bids at all relevant auctions. Then special, itera-
tive mechanisms are required to coordinate individual links-
auctions. This aspect, as well as possible suboptimality are
the main roots of our criticisms for these methods. Combi-
natorial auctions based approaches may be seen as the best
suited approaches for bandwidth trading. However they are
proved to be NP-hard (non-deterministic polynomial-time
hard) which is the main disadvantage pointed out also by
other researchers. Lastly, all the over mentioned approaches
require buyers to specify the particular links that constitute
a desired path. This may lead to welfare inefficiency, as
was shown in [8].
In this paper we state a multicommodity auction model
BCBT-I that allocates indivisible network resources among
bidders and provides efficient allocation of indivisible units
of traded bandwidth resources. The model falls into a class
of the multicommodity exchange models, that can provide
efficient resources allocation by solving global economic
surplus (welfare) maximization problem. The basic bal-
ancing communication bandwidth trade (BCBT) model pro-
posed in [8] was the preliminary step in designing efficient
multicommodity bandwidth exchange. The distinguishing
feature of BCBT is that it allows bidders to place buy offers
not for bundled links, but rather for end-to-end connections.
This model is in the form of a linear programming problem
in which many elementary buy and sell offers are simul-
taneously considered. Prices in BCBT model can be set
according to values of appropriate dual prices. However,
the basic BCBT model treats bandwidth as fully divisible
commodity.
In the paper we provide a generalization of BCBT model,
allowing us to consider capacity modularity requirements.
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The issue is nontrivial, as the new model BCBT-I allows
participants to declare different sizes of indivisible units of
bandwidth to be traded. Moreover, the pricing issue appears
as dual prices can not be longer used to set fair, competitive
market prices. We examine application of multicommodity
clearing mechanism based on differentiation of buy and sell
competitive market prices.
The paper is organized as follows. The description of the
BCBT-I model is given in Section 2. Section 3 discusses
application of multicommodity balancing mechanism to fair
distribution of social welfare. Section 4 presents simple
examples illustrating the main features of BCBT-I model.
Section 5 is the summary of the paper.

2. The BCBT-I Model

The BCBT-I model falls into a class of the multicommod-
ity exchange models. It provides a considerable functional
extension to the BCBT model [8], which treats bandwidth
as fully divisible commodities. Buy and sell offers consid-
ered state capacity (appropriately demanded or supplied)
and unit price (appropriately sell or buy). Realization of
sell and buy offers is given by a non-negative variable less
or equal to offered capacity.
Contrary, the BCBT-I model assumes that bandwidth is
traded in indivisible amounts. Besides capacity and unit
price, market participant may declare the size of indivisible
unit of bandwidth in which the submitted offer should be
realized, for example, 155.52 Mbit/s corresponding to one
STM-1 contract. Such a feature may be very valuable in
real trading practises, however it was not addressed by other
researchers dealing with bandwidth indivisibility (see, for
example, [5], [9]).
Market clearing with indivisible bandwidth requires to
solve a mixed integer problem. This leads to integer
variable problems, increasing computational complexity of
the model comparing to simple BCBT model, as prob-
lem changes character from P to NP-hard. Thus applying
BCBT-I for large networks with many market participants
may require some aggregation mechanisms – an issue in-
troduced in [10]. Below we give the statement of mixed
integer formulation of BCBT-I model.

2.1. Mathematical Programming Formulation

The BCBT-I model defines three sets: network nodes (V ),
buy offers (D) and sell offers (E). Each buy offer d ∈ D

defines maximum capacity to be bought hd , unit price Ed

and size of indivisible unit in which bandwidth has to be
purchased Md . Each buy offer d ∈ D concerns end-to-end
path, described by the source node sd and sink node td .
Similarly, each sell offer e ∈ E defines maximum capac-
ity ye, unit price Se and size of indivisible unit in which
bandwidth is offered for sale Me. Sell offers concern partic-
ular links. This relationship is reflected by parameters ave

defined for each pair (v,e) ∈ V×E . Parameter ave accepts
three values: 1 if a link connected with offer e originates in

node v, –1 if a link connected with e terminates in node v

and 0 otherwise.
It is assumed that offers can be realized in the indivisible
units of bandwidth, thus xd is the integer variable stating
the number of units Md realized for buy offer d, xe is the
integer variable stating the number of units Me realized for
sell offer e. Non-negative variable xed is continuous and
denotes the bandwidth capacity allocated to sell offer e to
serve buy offer d. The model BCBT-I is formulated as
a mathematical linear program presented below:

Q̂ = max

(

∑
d∈D

EdMdxd − ∑
e∈E

SeMexe

)

, (1)

0 ≤ Mdxd ≤ hd , ∀d∈D, (2)

0 ≤ Mexe ≤ ye, ∀e∈E , (3)

∑
d∈D

xed ≤ Mexe, ∀e∈E , (4)

0 ≤ xed , ∀e∈E,d∈D, (5)

∑
e∈E

avexed =







Mdxd v = sd

0 v 6= sd ,td
−Mdxd v = td

, ∀v∈V,d∈D, (6)

xd ∈ Z, ∀d ∈ D, (7)

xe ∈ Z, ∀e ∈ E. (8)

The aim of the BCBT-I model is to maximize the economic
welfare, which is the market surplus defined as a differ-
ence between buyers incomes and sellers costs – objec-
tive function (1). First and second group of constraints
set upper and lower bounds on accepted volume of supply
constr. (2) and demand constr. (3). Next two group of
constraints ensure that total bandwidth flow at particular
link will not be greater than realization of sell offer con-
cerning this link constr. (4) and that bandwidth flow at all
links will be non-negative constr. (5). Constraints (6) assert
appropriate bandwidth flow for demand realization of each
buy offer at each node and can be seen as an analogue
to the Kirchhoff’s current law. Two last groups of con-
straints impose indivisibility of demand (7) and supply (8)
realization.
The general BCBT-I model (1)–(8) can be considered in
a few versions, depending on the indivisibility require-
ments, that may appear only on supply or demand side.
For example, if we discard (7) and set Md = 1, for each
d ∈ D, then obtained variant of BCBT-I model considers
bandwidth indivisibility only from supply point of view,
allowing for fully divisible demands realization. Of course,
a symmetrical variant can be created by removing con-
str. (8) and assigning Me = 1, for each e ∈ E . One can
notice then, that BCBT-I is an extension of BCBT model,
as it would result in the same statement if constrains (7)
and (8) would be discarded and all parameters Me and Md

would be set to 1.

2.2. Main Features of the Model

The BCBT-I is an effective model of bandwidth exchange.
Effectiveness is here conceived in the sense of maximizing
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global economic surplus (market surplus). It is achieved
by joint optimization of all submitted buy and sell offers.
For given offers the BCBT-I chooses the best allocation of
bandwidth determining volumes of accepted offers.

For profit maximizing market players, very important in-
dividual goals are the values of economic profits (surplus)
they could get. Moreover, from individual player points
of view, an important feature of the exchange is the “trans-
parency” and fairness conditions of clearing, which encour-
age players to place sincere offers and to use truthful bid-
ding strategies reflecting their underlying values. The basic
linear BCBT model provides transparent and fair conditions
of clearing, since the dual prices in the optimal solution
enables setting the competitive market prices for all band-
widths resources on individual links.

In the case of BCBT-I model, the optimal solution deter-
mines the realizations of offers that provides efficiency by
maximizing the global surplus. However, the MILP (mixed
integer linear programming) optimization problem BCBT-I
does not provide prices to distribute the surplus between
market participants. Thus, a special pricing mechanism for
fair economic surplus distribution should be provided. For
this purpose the multicommodity balancing mechanism is
applied. It is presented in the section below.

3. Multicommodity Balancing
Mechanism

A good market mechanism should fulfill many different re-
quirements. From the viewpoint of individual market player
several desired properties can be claimed: maximization
of individual outcome, individual rationality, impartiality,
fairness and simplicity in available strategies [11]. Also
from the global point of view, some features of market
mechanism are strongly preferable: maximization of social
surplus, enabling high competitiveness, budget-balancing,
limiting market power, preventing entry deterrence and pre-
dation, incentive compatibility. Meeting all these require-
ments is impossible, what was already proofed in the field
of mechanism design theory (Myerson-Satterthwaite im-
possibility theorem [12]).

In [13] a novel generic approach for clearing and fair so-
cial welfare distribution in general multicommodity auc-
tions with indivisibility and non-convexities was developed.
The method is based on considering two vectors of com-
petitive market clearing sell prices and buy prices of com-
modities and services. The sell and buy prices are dif-
ferentiated to share the (non-negative) costs of necessary
compensations paid to unfairly priced participants. Shar-
ing of the compensation costs allows the market operator
to treat all market participants without discrimination and is
justified by incentives that should be given to market partic-
ipants to bid fairly. The aim is to offset the financial losses
and to provide profit optimality to market participants so
that they break even. The total compensation cost is cal-

culated in addition to the profit (social welfare) objective
function.
The balancing mechanism consists of two steps: allocation
and pricing. In the first step a quantity balancing model of
the multicommodity auction is solved – the BCBT-I model
in our case. In the second step of a balancing mechanism,
in order to obtain the best sell and buy competitive prices,
the compensation cost is minimized by solving a payment
problem.

3.1. Allocation and Payment Rule

Both phases of multicommodity balancing mechanism are
performed consecutively. The quantitative balancing is
done first. In terms of auction theory it can be treated
as a provider of allocation rule that determines an optimal
selection of sell and buy bids to realization. The opti-
mal solution maximizes the social welfare and assures zero
global profit-optimality loss.
The price determination model can be applied as a separate
pricing step of the market clearing procedure, after allocat-
ing the resources. It allows the market operator to fairly
redistribute the social welfare among market participants,
by computing the best buy and sell prices that minimize
the costs of necessary (non-negative) compensations. As
it was mentioned before, these compensations should be
paid to some market participants to avoid individual profit-
optimality losses, that may occur due to non-convexities
existing in the market.
Problem of setting sell and buy market prices can be for-
mulated as a linear programming task which can be found
in [13]. In this article we only present the basic concept of
this mechanism.

3.2. Cost of Compensations

There are conflicts between the centralized maximum wel-
fare goal and the profit-driven goals of independent market
participants. In particular, the centrally imposed allocation
may require some costly offers to be accepted, while reject-
ing other competitive offers, even though these would have
make profit selling the bandwidth under market prices. The
rationality assumption of self-interested market participants
under competition is that neither buyer or seller can will-
ingly accept a loss of profit, if such loss can be avoided,
for example, by reducing consumption, or by making some
links unavailable.
On some markets there may exist constraints that signif-
icantly limit the trade. In such a case rejecting all non-
competitive offers and accepting all competitive offers may
lead to suboptimal solutions according to global welfare
criterion. In order to maximize social surplus there may
be reasonable to impose acceptance (rejection) of some of-
fers that would be rejected (accepted) in the case of market
without constraints.
In the analyzed mechanism, there may happen that a market
participant is forced by the market operator to buy (sell)
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Fig. 1. Supply and demand charts in two cases: equality of sell and buy market price – zero system cost (a); differentiation of sell and
buy market prices – non-zero system cost (b).

bandwidth when the market price is higher (lower) than its
offered price. To offset the financial losses under market
conditions, and to provide the profit optimality to assure
break even, the market participant gets the compensation
equal exactly to the deficit he or she would have under the
market conditions.
Analogously, if a buyer (seller) is competitive with offered
price greater (lower) than the market price, but, due to the
market operator decisions, the allocated amount of band-
width is less then expected, then the market participant
should get compensation equal to the lost opportunity of
gaining surplus.
The overmentioned (non-negative) compensations paid
to some market participants to avoid individual profit-
optimality losses are minimized in the optimization model,
that determines also differentiated market sell and buy
price. The prices are differentiated to cover the costs of
compensations and to assure budget-balanced property of
market mechanism.

3.3. Differentiation of Buy and Sell Market Prices

Different values of sell and buy market price determine
which part of social surplus is dedicated for covering the
compensations system cost. If system cost of fair global
market distribution is zero, then sell and buy market price
are the same, corresponding to uniform price at perfect
market without any constraints. However, if system cost
is non-zero, then buy market price should be greater than
sell market price in order to fix appropriate part of social
welfare for covering this cost.
In Fig. 1 the supply and demand chart of single commod-
ity is presented. Two different situations are considered:
zero system cost and non-zero system cost. In the first

case whole social surplus is divided between buyers (Qb)
and sellers (Qs). There is no need for differentiation of
sell and buy market prices, so only one uniform price is
set. In the second case system cost of compensations C is
not equal zero. Therefore global welfare should be divided
for three parts: buyers surplus (Qb), sellers surplus (Qs)
and surplus dedicated for covering system cost (Qc). In
order to balance the budget, condition Qc = C must be
meet. Determining appropriate size of Qc can be achieved
by differentiation of sell and buy market price of each
commodity.

4. Case Study

In this section we present simple examples illustrating the
main features of BCBT-I model. Let us consider network
with four nodes and four links – Fig. 2. For each link

Fig. 2. Network resources with sell and buy offers.

depicted by solid arrow there is one sell offer. Parameters
of sell offers are given in the square bracket. First number
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is an unit price and the second number is a maximum ca-
pacity. For example, sell offer with unit price 2 and max-
imum volume 5 is submitted for link connecting nodes A
and B. There are also three buy offers, each connected
with path depicted by dotted arrows. Parameters of buy
offers are given in the parenthesis. First number is an of-
fered price and the second number is a maximum capac-
ity. For example, buy offer with unit price 8 and maxi-
mum capacity 3 is submitted for path connecting nodes A
and D.
Proposed bandwidth exchange model will be considered in
three variants, depending on the bandwidth indivisibility
requirements. In order to solve particular variant we use
the BCBT and BCBT-I, accordingly.

4.1. Fully Divisible Bandwidth

This variant considers bandwidth as fully divisible com-
modity. For market balancing, the BCBT model is used.
Obtained solution is presented in Fig. 3. For each sell offer
the unit price at which seller has sold the bandwidth and
accepted volume are given in the brackets – first number
denotes price and the second accepted volume. For each
buy offer the unit price buyer has to pay and accepted vol-
ume are given in parenthesis – first number denotes price
and the second accepted volume.

Fig. 3. Solution obtained by the BCBT model in the case of
fully divisible bandwidth.

Global welfare obtained in this variant equals 22.5. Its di-
vision among market players is fair. Offer at link C-D is
partially accepted, therefore price of that link equals market
price. Market prices of other links are higher than appro-
priate offered prices because offers connected with them
are fully accepted. All buy offers are partially accepted.
Thus, prices that buyers have to pay equal their offered
prices.

4.2. Indivisible Bandwidth

This variant considers bandwidth as commodity comprised
of several indivisible units. It is assumed that all buy and
sell offers are realized in the multiple of unit of size 1,

hence all parameters Me and Md are set to the value of 1.
The solution is presented in Fig. 4. Notation of results is
the same as in Fig. 3. Differences between this solution
and solution given in previous variant are marked by the
bold fold.

Fig. 4. Solution obtained by the BCBT-I model in the case of
indivisible bandwidth.

Global welfare obtained in this variant equals 21. It is
lower than in the previous variant, due to bandwidth in-
divisibility requirement. Market price of link A-B is differ-
entiated: sell market price equals 3.2 and buy market price
equals 3.5. Because volume of offer submitted for that link
equals 4, the part of social welfare dedicated for covering
system cost equals 4 · (3.5−3.2)= 1.2. It is used to pay
compensation to owner of link A-B. Note that although the
offered sell price (2) is lower than market sell price of that
link (3.2), the sell offer is not fully accepted. The maximum
volume is 5 while accepted volume is 4. Owner of this offer
faces profit opportunity loss equals (5−4) · (3.2−2)= 1.2.
The multicommodity balancing mechanism results in max-
imal global welfare achieved with relatively small system
cost.

4.3. Indivisible Bandwidth on the Supply Side Only

This variant assumes that the constraint of bandwidth in-
divisibility is required only on the supply side. All sell
offers are realized in the multiple of unit of size 1, hence
all parameters Me equal 1. Modified variant of BCBT-I,
without constraints (7) and with all parameters Md set to 1,
gives the solution presented in Fig. 5. Notation of results
is the same as in Fig. 3. Differences between this solution
and solution given by the BCBT model are marked by the
bold fold.

Global welfare obtained in this variant equals 22. It is
lower than in the first variant considering fully divisible
bandwidth and greater than in the second variant consider-
ing indivisible bandwidth on both supply and demand side.
When we compare the allocations, we can see that the ac-
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cepted volume at link C-D equals 2.5 in case of the BCBT
model and 3 in this case. All others values of volumes are
the same in both cases. As total demand equals total supply
in the case of the BCBT model, then in this case supply of
bandwidth is higher than bandwidth demand. The cost of
the excessive supply equals (3−2.5) ·1 = 0.5.

Fig. 5. Solution obtained by variant of the BCBT-I model as-
suming indivisible bandwidth on the supply side only.

When we compare market price of link A-B we can see
that in the first variant price equals 3.5. In this variant
market price of that link is differentiated: sell market price
equals 3.4 and buy market price equals 3.5. Although there
are no system cost of fair global welfare division, the dif-
ferentiation of buy an sell market price allows to cover cost
5 · (3.5−3.4)= 0.5 of superfluous supply.

5. Summary

In this paper we presented the multicommodity auction
model BCBT-I for indivisible network resource allocation.
It is an extension of the BTBT market model that considers
bandwidth as fully divisible commodity. Constraints assur-
ing bandwidth indivisibility causes that the BCBT-I model
is formulated as a mixed-integer problem. The BCBT-I
model ensures determining optimal (according to global
welfare) volume of accepted offers. For fair distribution
of social surplus additional mechanism, we examined the
balancing mechanism based on differentiation of sell and
buy market price. Illustrative examples confirm the pro-
posed model accuracy. Further works are needed to analyze
the computational complexity of the proposed model. The
pricing issues introduced in this paper needs also further,
comprehensive studies.
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Abstract—We analyze the new principle of multichannel spec-

tral division of optical fiber passband using controllable nar-

rowband integrated optical filters composed of two-coupled

ring microresonators made of different semiconductor mate-

rials. It is shown that appropriate selecting the semiconductor

material and optimizing the design factors of selective optical

element allows creating the simple and economical integrated

optical filter with bandwidth 0.1 nm, frequency separation

between adjacent optical carriers 0.2 nm and signal-to-noise

ratio 50 dB. Utilizing such filters in optical fiber communica-

tion lines makes it possible to increase the number of trans-

mitted in parallel optical carrier wavelengths up to 160 and

even more, i.e., to provide the traffic transmission with the

speed up to 1.6 Tbit/s in one direction and in single optical

fiber.

Keywords—carrier injection, controllable optical filter, coupled

waveguides, optical passband, resonance wavelength, resonator

optical length, ring microresonator.

1. Introduction

The rapid growth of the needs of modern society in large
data streams, and first of all the Internet, stimulates the
research oriented on increasing the carrying capacity of
optical communication channels. Wavelength division mul-
tiplexing (WDM) and dense wavelength division multiplex-
ing (DWDM) technologies are increasingly effectively used
for construction of high-speed main lines and optical com-
munication networks. The permanent extension of carrying
capacity of optical fiber communication lines on that way
arises due to application of the latest achievements of the-
oretical and experimental research from the one hand, and
new achievements of optical technology time division mul-
tiplexing (TDM) from the other hand [1–4].
The parallel transmission of N data streams on correspond-
ing carrier optical wavelength λ1 . . .λN allows extending
the carrying capacity of optical communication lines based
on WDM/DWDM technologies by adding progressively the
new optical channels as the network develops. The nar-

rowband optical filter with the passband controllable with
the high speed is the key element of such devices and
is used for spectral multiplexing/demultiplexing of optical
channels.
In present paper we consider the multichannel spectral di-
vision of optical fiber passband on the base of microres-
onators made from different semiconductor materials. The
physical essence of the method is in shifting the microres-
onator resonance wavelength because of the changing its
optical length by varying the free charge carriers density
influencing on the material refractive indices [5].

2. Structure of the Filter and Method of
Calculation of its Parameters

The structural diagram of the proposed narrowband con-
trollable integrated optical filter is shown in Fig. 1. The
filter constitutes two sequentially optically coupled ring
waveguide microresonators with band radius of tens of mi-
crons, which disposed on the distance 200 nm from each
other and from straight input and output optical waveg-
uides. The interaction length and gap width between the
waveguides define their optical coupling coefficient. The
narrow optical frequency bands corresponding to the reso-
nance frequencies couple from the input waveguide to the
microresonator [6, 7]. By changing the resonance condi-
tions (for instance, by changing the resonator optical length,
i.e., its geometrical length or waveguide effective index) one
can vary the frequency band coupled into resonator. The
effective index of the waveguide made from semiconductor
materials can be changed by optical or electrical injection of
the free carriers [5, 8]. For electrical injection the n-doped
regions are created outside the ring microresonators while
the p-doped regions are disposed inside the rings. When
the electrical voltage is supplied on such diode structure the
electrons and holes penetrate into the waveguide material
and change its effective index and thereby the resonance
frequency.
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Fig. 1. The structural diagram of controllable integrated op-
tical filter on the base of two optically coupled waveguide ring
microresonators.

We implement the numerical simulations for analysis of
the parameters of controllable integrated optical filter on
the base of ring waveguide microresonators. In order to
obtain the electromagnetic fields distribution on the filter
input and output corresponding to different time points,
resonance and transfer characteristics of the resonator we
solve the wave equation written for Borgnis’ electrical
function [9]. That allows us to content only the consid-
ering Ez component of transverse magnetic-wave for the
structure composed of two straight waveguides and op-
tically sequentially coupled ring microresonators and in
this way to apply the d’Alembert’s equation in Cartesian
coordinates [10]
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for ring microresonators, where nS and nR are the effective
refractive indices of the input and output waveguides and
ring microresonators, respectively.

The input and boundary conditions complete the equa-
tions (1, 2). For solving the wave equations (1, 2) with
three variables we use the explicit numerical model of the
“cross” type [11]. In accordance with this model the spatial
and time derivatives of the second order in wave equation

in Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates Eqs. (1, 2) are sub-
stituted for

∂ 2
Ez

∂x2
≈

Ez(xi+1,y j,tn)−2Ez(xi,y j,tn)+Ez(xi−1,y j,tn)

(∆x)2
, (3)

∂ 2
Ez

∂y2
≈

Ez(xi,y j+1,tn)−2Ez(xi,y j,tn)+Ez(xi,y j−1,tn)

(∆x)2
, (4)

∂ 2
Ez

∂ t2
≈

Ez(xi,y j,tn+1)−2Ez(xi,y j,tn)+Ez(xi,y j,tn−1)

(∆t)2
, (5)

∂Ez

∂ρ
≈

Ez(ρi+1,ϕ j,tn)−Ez(ρi,ϕ j,tn)

∆ρ
, (6)

∂ 2
Ez

∂ρ2
≈

Ez(ρi+1,ϕ j,tn)−2Ez(ρi,ϕ j,tn)+ Ez(ρi−1,ϕ j,tn)

(∆ρ)2
,

(7)

∂ 2
Ez

∂ϕ2
≈

Ez(ρi,ϕ j+1,tn)−2Ez(ρi,ϕ j,tn)+ Ez(ρi,ϕ j−1,tn)

(∆ϕ)2
,

(8)

where ∆x, ∆y, ∆ρ and ∆ϕ are the spatial differences, ∆t is
time difference, i, j and n are integer numbers.
The input and boundary conditions complete the equa-
tions (1, 2). The calculations are carried out for definite
region, thus the wave function on the region boundaries is
set equal to zero.
The signal on the waveguide input is set as

Ez(x0 = 0, y, t) = E0 exp

(

−
(y− y0)

2

a2

)

sin(2π f t) , (9)

and the distribution of the Ez component of the electromag-
netic field in interaction region of the input waveguides and
ring microresonators is calculated as

Ez(ρ ,ϕ ,t) = E1 exp

(

−

(

(ρ−ρ0)cosϕ
)2

a2

)

sin(2π f t),

(10)

where E0 is the amplitude of the input signal in the first
waveguide, E1 is amplitude of the signal passing into the
ring microresonator from input waveguide, f is carrier fre-
quency, values x0, y0, ρ0, ϕ0 (ϕ0 = 0) and a define the
shape and spatial position of input Gaussian functions.
The spatial intervals ∆x and ∆y on coordinate axes is set
less than the input radiation wavelength, and for the choice
of discretization time step the Courant’ generalized stability
condition [11]

∆t ≤
1

c

√

(1/∆x)2 +(1/∆y)2
(11)

is taken into account. The relation of variables for solving
the wave Eq. (2) in cylindrical coordinates is set the similar
way.
The coupling coefficient between input/output waveguides
and ring microresonators is kS and the one between two
ring waveguides is kR.
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The resonance characteristic of the structure under consid-
eration is defined as

T (λ ) =
Iout

Iin

=
E

2
z out

E
2
z in

, (12)

where Ez in and Ez out are the amplitudes and Iin and Iout

are the intensities of the filter input and output signals,
respectively.
In numerical modeling we use the next waveguide param-
eters: the length of straight input and output waveguides is
13 µm, the waveguides thickness and width are 0.3 µm,
separation of input/output waveguides and ring microres-
onators is 0.2 µm.

3. Results and Discussion

We have applied the algorithm described above to analyze
the switching and resonance characteristics of the filter pro-
posed. The results are plotted in Figs. 2–4.
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the FWHM (full width
at half maximum) ∆λ of single resonance line on ring ra-
dius for filter with one (Fig. 2a) and two (Fig. 2b) ring

Fig. 2. Dependence of the FWHM ∆λ of the filter with one (a)
and two (b) ring microresonators made from Si (1), GaAs (2) and
InP (3) on ring radius R.

microresonators calculated for three semiconductor ma-
terials: Si (n = 3.483, curves 1), GaAs (n = 3.2, curves 2)
and InP (n = 3.172, curves 3).
The passband FWHM of the filter made from GaAs on the
base of one ring microresonator with radius R = 2.5 µm is
1.04 nm (curve 1 in Fig. 2). This result is in a good agree-
ment with the one reported in [10]. The passband width
of the same filter on the level of 0.1 of the maximum is
1.72 nm. Thus for effective switching the resonance band
it is necessary to shift the wavelength of its maximum on
the spectral interval of the order of 1.7 nm. Our calcula-
tions show that for such shifting the passband of the filter
with ring radius R = 2.5 µm it is necessary to change the
waveguide material index in second digit after comma, that
is practically unrealizable [5, 8]. In practice, in controllable
integrated optical filters from GaAs the real changing the
free carrier density can be as high as 2.5 · 10

18 cm−3 [5].
This results in variation of waveguide material index on
the value up to ∆n = 0.003. For filter with ring ra-
dius R = 10 µm the passband width on the level of 0.1
of the maximum is 0.48 nm. That means that in order to
shift the resonance passband on the value comparable with
its width the waveguide effective index has to be changed on
the value ∆n≈ 0.002, which can be realize in practice [5, 8].
The similar conclusion is valid for the filter made from Si
and InP, in which the change of free carrier density on the
value 5 ·10

18 cm−3 [12] and 3 ·10
18 cm−3 [13], respectively,

leads to index variation ∆n approximately equal 0.004
and 0.003 [13, 14].
The passband control efficiency of the integrated optical fil-
ter based on one and two optically coupled microresonators
is estimated by the value of the ratio η of maximal inten-
sities of its output signals in two positions: η = Ion/Io f f ,
where Ion and Io f f are the maximal intensities correspond-
ing the open and closed filter conditions, respectively. Our
calculations show that the filters with one resonator with
the radius in the range R = 2.5 . . . 10 µm can’t be used
in the most of practical applications because of the small
value of η .
Figure 3 shows the dependence of the ratio η on ∆n

value for the filters composed of single-ring resonator
with R = 14 µm (Fig. 3a) and two-ring resonator with
R = 10 µm (Fig. 3b) made from Si (n = 3.483, curves 1),
GaAs (n = 3.2, curves 2) and InP (n = 3.172, curves 3).
The single-ring microresonator and two-rings filter of such
size occupies the same substrate area.
The modeling of the spectral characteristic of the filter com-
posed of two-coupled microresonators on the base of GaAs
and Si shows that their resonance passband width is nar-
rower in more than 4 times as compared with single-ring
filter made from the same materials and with the same radii
(see Fig. 2).
Figure 4 shows the calculated resonance passbands of
the filters composed of two similar optically coupled mi-
croresonators from Si (Fig. 4a), GaAs (Fig. 4b) and InP
(Fig. 4c) in initial condition (curves 1) and in switched
condition (∆n = 0.004, curves 2). The dependence of
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the ratio η on the variation of the material indices ∆n for
cases of Fig. 4 is presented on Fig. 3b by curves 1, 2 and 3,
respectively. For the filters under consideration the high
value η exceeding 10

5 is achieved for ∆n equal 4 · 10
−4

(curve 3) for R = 10 µm.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the ratio η on ∆n value for the filter with
one ring microresonator with R = 14 µm (a) and two (b) ring
microresonators with R = 10 µm made from Si (1), GaAs (2) and
InP (3).

The speed of response of the filter under consideration is
defined by the sum of the transition time of the output sig-
nal and relaxation (recombination) time of the charge car-
riers. The signal establishing in single-ring microresonator
is accomplished in approximately 29 passing the radiation
through the microresonator ring with radius R = 10 µm
and coupling coefficients between straight and ring waveg-
uides equal 0.5 [7]. That amounts approximately 20.4 ps
for GaAs, 18.8 ps for Si and 18.6 ps for InP. The output
signal establishing in the filter from two coupled microres-
onators is accomplished in 26.3, 24.1 and 23.9 ps for GaAs,
Si and InP, respectively.

The relaxation (recombination) time of charge carriers in
Si, GaAs and InP is 23 ps [15], 0.4 ps [16] and 0.2 ps [17],
respectively. Thus the maximal signal-repetition frequency

Fig. 4. Resonance passbands of the filters composed from two
similar optically coupled microresonators with R = 10 µm made
from Si (a) for n = 3.483 (1) and n = 3.4833 (2); GaAs (b) for
n = 3.2 (1) and n = 3.2004 (2); and InP (c) for n = 3.172 (1) and
n = 3.1724 (2).

for optical filter on the base of one microresonator ring
is equal to 12.0 GHz for silicon waveguide, 24.0 GHz
for gallium arsenide waveguide and 26.6 GHz for indium
phosphide waveguide. For the filter composed of two opti-
cally coupled rings with radius 10 µm the maximal signal-
repetition rates are smaller: 10.8, 19.3 and 21.3 GHz for
Si, GaAs and InP, respectively.
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4. Conclusions

We propose the numerical modeling the controllable opti-
cal filter composed of two optically coupled semiconduc-
tor waveguide ring microresonators disposed between two
straight input/output waveguides. We compare the pass-
band width and shift of maximums of resonance bands
of the filters made of different semiconductor materials in
dependence on variation of their refractive indices. It is
shown that the signal-to-noise ratio on the output of the fil-
ter proposed could be as high as 50 dB for index variation
0.004, which can be realized in practice.
Speed of response of the filter made from GaAs or InP
is about 20 GHz and in two times larger that the pulse-
repetition rate of silicon filter (about 10 GHz). However,
Si is relative cheap material and its technology is well
developed with low rejection rate. Therefore, gallium ar-
senide or indium phosphide filters could be used for high-
performance information processing while in mass pro-
duction optoelectronic interfaces one can apply the silicon
filters.
The filter passband width on the level of 0.1 of maximum is
of the order of 0.1 nm. The bandwidth of element base of
modern optical fiber communication lines is 32 nm. Thus
the use of such filters allows realizing the parallel data
transmission over the 160 channels in single fiber. When
the speed of response of single channel is 10 Gbit/s the
communication line capacity could achieve 1.6 Tbit/s.
The proposed optical filter can contribute to advancing the
optical fiber communication lines using WDM and DWDM
technologies and operating on multigigabit and terabit ve-
locities.
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Paper On the Effects of Code Cardinality

for TH-PPM Ultra Wideband Systems
Mohammad Upal Mahfuz, Kazi M. Ahmed, and Nandana Rajatheva

Abstract—This paper demonstrates the effects of code cardi-

nality at transmitter section on bit error rate (BER) perfor-

mance of time hopping pulse position modulation (TH-PPM)

based ultra wideband (UWB) indoor radio communication.

In the transmitter, different code cardinality values have been

chosen and correspondingly the effects on BER of the system

have been investigated. The recently accepted IEEE 802.15.3a

model of the UWB channel has been used as the propaga-

tion channel model in indoor environment. Results show that

the system BER performance is significantly dependent on

the code cardinality value of time hopping code. For such

higher code cardinality values as in the range from 30 to 50,

the BER performance degrades severely. Finally, code car-

dinality in the range from 10 to 15 has been recommended

for TH-PPM system in UWB indoor communications provid-

ing better BER performance for the same system data rate

requirement.

Keywords—code cardinality, multiple-user interference, TH-

PPM, ultra wideband.

1. Introduction

Ultra wideband (UWB) transmission systems are seen as
very promising solutions for many wireless indoor and
short-range communication environments such as ad hoc,
home, personal and body area networks, since they can ex-
ploit the 3–10 GHz unlicensed spectrum [1]. Impulse radio
UWB (IR-UWB) systems are one of the two main streams
of UWB technology. In IR-UWB systems, subnanosecond
pulses are transmitted in the wireless medium. For time
hopping (TH) UWB radio, it is indicated that both modula-
tion method and TH code influence the bit error rate (BER)
performance of the system [2]. However, the effect of TH
code properties directly on the BER performance still lacks
enough research attention. Code cardinality is an important
characteristic in case of TH code used for time hopping
pulse position modulation (TH-PPM) systems. This is why
the effect of code cardinality on BER is a significant inves-
tigation in this field. Time hopping is a popular multiple
access scheme used especially with pulse position modu-
lation (PPM). For a typical time hopping format employed
by an energy normalized impulse radio signal, the output
signal of the kth transmitter can be expressed as

s
(k)
tr

(

t
(k)

)

=
∞

∑
j=−∞

wtr

(

t
(k) − jTf − c

(k)
j

Tc − δd
(k)
⌊ j/Ns⌋

)

, (1)

where c
(k)
j

is the distinct time hopping sequence, t is the
transmitter clock time, wtr is the transmitted monocycle

waveform, Tf is the pulse repetition time or the frame
time, Tc is the chip duration, δ is the modulation in-
dex used to distinguish between pulses carrying the bit 0
and the bit 1 for PPM scheme and d j is the information
symbol [3].
To eliminate catastrophic collisions due to multiple access,
each user (indexed by k) is assigned a distinctive time shift
pattern called a time hopping code. This provides an ad-

ditional time shift of c
(k)
i

Tc seconds to jth monocycle in
the pulse train. The modulation index δ can be chosen
to optimize system performance. For performance predic-

tion purposes, the data sequence
{

d
(k)
j

}∞

j=−∞
is modeled

as a wide-sense stationary random process composed of
equally likely symbols. In TH multiple access scheme, the
“pulse repetition time” or “frame time” between two con-
secutive pulses is divided into a number of smaller time
slots, the length of each slot being called as “chip dura-
tion”. Code cardinality, denoted as Nh, is the total number
of such time slots within each frame time. Moreover, each
information bit is transmitted using NS consecutive pulses,
leading to (NS, 1) repetition code. The resulting informa-

tion bit rate is thus Rb =
(

NS Tf

)−1
. In this paper, the effect

of code cardinality on BER performance of the system has
been investigated and corresponding results have been pre-
sented. The effect of pulse repetition rate, NS for different
code cardinality values is also shown. The simulations have
been performed for a typical 16.6 Mbit/s indoor UWB sys-
tem, however, the nature of how the system performance
would deviate in case of increased data rate requirements
is also indicated by showing results for 50 Mbit/s and
100 Mbit/s TH-PPM systems.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
a brief description of the specific pulse shape used. The
discussion is followed by Section 3 describing briefly the
system model. Results obtained in this investigation have
been presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2. Ultra Wideband Pulse Shape

The selection of the most appropriate pulse shape for UWB
transmission requires that it match the Federal Communi-
cations Commission (FCC) regulated power spectral den-
sity (PSD) mask in a reasonably good manner and at the
same time increases signal bandwidth. Considering the nth
derivative of Gaussian pulse as the transmitted pulse of
UWB transmission, where Amax is the peak power spec-
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tral density that has been set as limit by the FCC in USA,
the PSD of the transmitted signal can be expressed as [4]

|Pt( f )| ≡ Amax|Pn( f )| =
Amax(2π f σ)2n

e
{−(2π f σ)2}

nne(−n)
. (2)

Based on normalized PSD of nth order Gaussian deriva-
tive pulse, applying bisection method as shown in [4],
the fourth order derivative of Gaussian pulse with pulse
shaping factor of 0.168 ns has been chosen in our simu-
lations. This is because as shown in Fig. 1 this specific

Fig. 1. PSD of 4th order derivative of Gaussian pulse fulfilling
indoor UWB PSD requirement for indoor systems.

condition fulfills the FCC regulated PSD mask in the most
appropriate manner. Figure 1 also presents the effect of
higher order Gaussian derivative pulses on FCC regulated
PSD mask for UWB indoor communications. The basic
fourth order derivative of Gaussian pulse has been illus-
trated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Fourth order derivative of Gaussian pulse.

3. System Model

In this paper, the effects of different code cardinality val-
ues on bit error rate have been studied with the most recent
IEEE 802.15.3a [5] UWB channel model. The overall sys-
tem model is shown in Fig. 3 and is described in detail in
the following.

3.1. Transmitter Section

Time hopping multiple access has been used along with
PPM modulation scheme in the transmitter. The transmitter
specifications along with the remaining parameters used
in simulation of the complete system have been presented
in Table 1. The fourth derivative of Gaussian pulse with
a power decay factor of 0.168 ns best satisfies the FCC
regulated PSD mask and so it has been used in this paper.

Table 1

Parameters used in simulation of the complete system

Parameter Value used in simulation

Source data rate 16.6 Mbit/s

Processing gain 20.79 dB

Average transmitter power –30 dBm

Sampling frequency 30 GHz

No. of pulse per bit 1, 2, 4, 8

Frame time 60.1 ns

Periodicity of the TH code 2000

Chip time 1 ns

Multi-user interference Single user and multiple
user scenarios

Receiver Selective RAKE, 8 arms

Channel model IEEE 802.15.3a,
CM-3: 4–10 m, NLOS

Modulation scheme PPM

Multiple access TH

Time shift for PPM 0.5 ns

Pulse shape Gaussian 4th derivative

Pulse width 0.5 ns

Pulse decay factor 0.168 ns

Code cardinality 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50

3.2. IEEE 802.15.3a UWB Channel Model

In IEEE 802.15.3a UWB multipath channel model, a mod-
ified Saleh-Valenzuela model has been adopted on the basis
of observed clustering phenomenon in several channel mea-
surements. Log-normal distribution rather than a Rayleigh
distribution for the multipath gain magnitude has been rec-
ommended. In addition, independent fading is assumed for
each cluster as well as each ray within the cluster. There-
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Fig. 3. The system model.

fore, the discrete-time impulse response of the multipath
channel model can be described as [6]

hi(t) = Xi

L

∑
l=0

K

∑
k=0

α i

k,lδ
(

t −T
i

l
− τ i

k,l

)

, (3)

where {α i

k,l} are the multipath gain coefficients, {T
i

l
} is

the delay of the lth cluster, {τ i

k,l} is the delay of the kth
multipath component relative to the lth cluster arrival time
(T i

l
), {Xi} represents the log-normal shadowing and i refers

to the ith realization.
So, according to the model, Tl represents the arrival time
of the first path (ray) of the lth cluster; τk,l is the de-
lay of the kth path (ray) within the lth cluster relative to
the first path arrival time, Tl . The IEEE 802.15.3a channel
model has been already explained in several available lit-
erature, e.g., in [6], for four special cases depending on
transmitter to receiver distance and the availability of line
of sight (LOS) path between them. In this paper, CM-3
(4–10 m, NLOS) condition of the channel has been used
because CM-3 represents a typical indoor environment in
the transmitter-receiver distance of 4–10 m. The corre-
sponding channel parameters are shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Model parameters in IEEE 802.15.3a UWB channel [6]

Model parameters CM-3
NLOS at 4–10 m

Cluster arrival rate, Λ [1/ns] 0.0667

Ray arrival rate, λ [1/ns] 2.1

Cluster decay factor, Γ 14

Ray decay factor, γ 7.9

Std. dev. of cluster log-normal
fading, σ1 [dB]

3.3941

Std. dev. of ray log-normal fading,
σ2 [dB]

3.3941

Std. dev. of total multipath
log-normal fading, σx [dB]

3

3.3. Receiver Section

In the receiver section, selective RAKE receiver has been
used. The received signal is the sum of replicas of the trans-

mitted signals. The received signal is, therefore, expres-
sed as

r(t) = X

L

∑
l=1

K

∑
k=1

αk,l str(t −Tl − τk,l)+ (n(t)+ n f (t) , (4)

where str(t) is the transmitted signal which suffers from
attenuation and time delay in multipath propagation,
n(t) is zero mean AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise)
and n f (t) is the multiple user interference signal. The re-
maining symbols are as described in Subsection 3.2.
For simulation of this study RAKE receiver with 8 arms has
been chosen. This is because in our simulation 8 RAKE
arms have shown to give better results providing a trade-off
between number of RAKE arms and desired BER of the
system. First arm is locked to the first multipath compo-
nent, m1. Multipath component, m2 arrives τ1 time units
later than m1 and is captured and so on. All decision statis-
tics are weighted by a weighting factor, α to form overall
decision statistics. The signals are then integrated over the
entire period. The integrated signal is then compared with
the appropriate threshold value to receive the better esti-
mate of the transmitted signal. Hard decision detection
(HDD) has been chosen at the receiver section because in
our simulation results HDD has been found to be more
efficient than soft decision detection (SDD) for TH-PPM
UWB systems.

4. Results

Code cardinality (Nh) has a significant effect on the sys-
tem bit error rate in case of TH-PPM UWB system using
IEEE 802.15.3a UWB channel model. Code cardinality
influences BER performance at the receiver quite signifi-
cantly if its value is as large as in the range from 30 to 50.
As shown in Fig. 4 the system BER performance is almost
unchanged when code cardinality value is low, e.g., in the
range from 5 to 20. In this range BER performance is al-
most independent of the code cardinality for up to an Eb/No

value of 12 dB, but beyond that point the BER performance
degrades for higher code cardinality values. For instance,
the condition of Nh = 20 gives comparatively worse perfor-
mance compared to that of Nh in the range from 5 to 15.
On the other hand, our simulation results show that when
code cardinality value (Nh) is set at 30, the BER perfor-
mance degrades significantly. Also, if code cardinality is
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Fig. 4. BER performance for various code cardinality values, at
a distance between transmitter and receiver of 5 m, with 8 selective
RAKE arms, one pulse per information bit, NS = 1, no multiple
user interference.

again increased to 50 the performance is the worst of all.
It is important to note that all of the above cases have been
simulated for a TH-PPM system of a data rate capacity of
16.6 Mbit/s with the number of pulses to represent one bit
(NS) set as NS = 1. For our study, the frame time (TS) of
the TH-PPM transmitter has been chosen as 60.1 ns, which
makes the overall data rate 16.6 Mbit/s. The chosen val-
ues of NS and TS pair determine and limit the maximum
number of elements in the code cardinality vector, i.e., the
value of code cardinality (Nh) in TH-PPM transmitter sec-
tion. In view of the above discussions it is evident that the
effect of code repetition rate (NS) and the frame time (TS)
should also be investigated along with the effects of code
cardinality on BER performance of TH-PPM system.

Fig. 5. BER performance for different code repetition rates
at distance between transmitter and receiver of 5 m, 8 selective
RAKE receiver arms, code cardinality, Nh = 5, no multiple user
interference.

Figure 5 shows the effect of code repetition rate (NS) of
TH-PPM transmitter on overall system BER performance.
Again, the system is considered as a 16.6 Mbit/s TH-PPM
system with a constant value of code cardinality set at
Nh = 5. In order to keep the data rate constant all through,
the chosen values of (NS, TS) pair as used to generate the
results in Fig. 5 have been illustrated in Table 3.

Table 3
Chosen values of (NS, TS) pair for Fig. 5

Code repetiition
rate, NS

Frame time, TS

[ns]
Data rate = 1/(NSTS)

[Mbit/s]

1 60.1 16.6
2 30 16.6
4 15 16.6
8 7.5 16.6

As presented in Fig. 5 at a code cardinality value of Nh = 5

for a 16.6 Mbit/s TH-PPM UWB system, higher code rep-
etition rates result in severe performance degradation. For
example, for a desired BER of 2 ·10

−2, one pulse per infor-
mation bit condition (i.e., NS = 1) provides Eb/No gains of
5 dB, 6.5 dB and 7.5 dB over the performances of NS = 2,
NS = 4 and NS = 8 cases, respectively. However, this is also
important to note that these results are not the results for
the effects of data rate on BER of TH-PPM system, which
is usually done by varying any or both of code repetition
rate, NS and frame time, TS.
As mentioned earlier, the results presented so far have been
obtained from simulations based on a 16.6 Mbit/s TH-PPM
UWB system. However, the effect of higher system data
rate requirements on BER performance has also been shown
in Fig. 6. It is clearly illustrated in Fig. 6 that if the sys-
tem data rate requirement is increased from 16.6 Mbit/s to
50 Mbit/s or 100 Mbit/s, the BER performance degrades

Fig. 6. BER performance of TH-PPM UWB system at different
system data rate requirements, at distance between transmitter and
receiver of 5 m, 8 selective RAKE receiver arms, no multiple user
interference.
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Fig. 7. BER performance of TH-PPM UWB systems with: (a) 1; (b) 5; (c) 10; (d) 20 interfering users for various code cardinality
values, at a distance between transmitter and receiver of 5 m, with 8 selective RAKE arms, one pulse per information bit, NS = 1.

enormously. In view of the simulation results so far ob-
tained in our work, a code cardinality value of 10 to 15
is recommended for a 16.6 Mbit/s TH-PPM UWB system
with no multiple user interference, because such a condi-
tion provides the best BER performance for TH-PPM UWB
indoor communication system.
Moreover, system BER performance for different multiple
user scenarios of 1, 5, 10 and 20 interfering users has
also been shown in Fig. 7. Results in Fig. 7 suggest that
BER performance is almost the same for all code cardi-
nality values unless it is as high as Nh = 50. As a result,
a code cardinality value of 10 to 15 can also suit well for
TH-PPM UWB systems with multiple user interference. It
is also noted that TH-PPM UWB system suffers serious
performance degradations in the presence of multiple user
interference.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the effect of code cardinality on the BER
performance of TH-PPM UWB communication system has

been presented. TH-PPM scheme has been chosen to inves-
tigate into this effect because TH-PPM is the most widely
used scheme for impulse radio systems. The simulations
in this study considered both single and multiple user sce-
narios. Separate results have also shown the effect of pulse
repetition rates along with those of code cardinality. This is
because in simulating the effect of code cardinality only one
pulse per bit transmitted has been used and so investigation
into multiple pulses per bit transmitted is worth-considering
in TH-PPM UWB systems. Another important implication
of investigating into code cardinality in case of TH-PPM
UWB systems is that the PSD of the TH-PPM transmitter
signal is related to code cardinality. That is why an appro-
priate analysis of code cardinality and its influence on BER
of the system needs much research attention.
This paper concludes that a code cardinality value in the
range from 10 to15 can be recommended as the most ap-
propriate code cardinality value for 16.6 Mbit/s TH-PPM
UWB systems with both single and multiple user scenarios,
especially in view of BER performance. However, for other
systems the code cardinality value must be chosen giving
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much attention to code repetition rate and frame time as
well as to the data rate requirement of the system.
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Paper High-Frequency Power

Amplitude Modulators with Class-E

Tuned Amplifiers
Juliusz Modzelewski and Mirosław Mikołajewski

Abstract—A high-frequency power amplifier used in a drain

amplitude modulator must have linear dependence of output

HF voltage VoVoVo versus its supply voltage VDDVDDVDD. This condition

essential for obtaining low-level envelope distortions is met

by a theoretical class-E amplifier with a linear shunt capaci-

tance of the switch. In this paper the influence of non-linear

output capacitance of the transistor in the class-E amplifier

on its Vo(VDD)Vo(VDD)Vo(VDD) characteristic is analyzed using PSPICE sim-

ulations of the amplifiers operating at frequencies 0.5 MHz,

5 MHz and 7 MHz. These simulations have proven that distor-

tions of the Vo(VDDVo(VDDVo(VDD) characteristic caused by non-linear output

capacitance of the transistor are only slight for all analyzed

amplifiers, even for the 7 MHz amplifier without the external

(linear) shunt capacitance. In contrast, the decrease of power

efficiency of the class-E amplifier resulting from this effect can

be significant even by 40%.

Keywords— high-efficiency amplitude modulators, non-ZVS op-

eration, optimum operation, PSPICE simulations, sub-optimum

operation.

1. Introduction

Power amplitude modulators are commonly used as the out-
put stage of broadcasting and radio-communication trans-
mitters with amplitude modulation (AM) as well as in spe-
cial high-efficiency linear amplifiers utilizing the envelope
elimination and restoration (EER) method.
In the basic power AM modulator the amplitude of its
high-frequency (HF) output signal is modulated by varying
the supply voltage of a HF power amplifier. This method
of amplitude modulation is called the drain (collector or
anode) modulation. The HF power amplifier applied in the
drain modulator must fulfil two important requirements.
First of all, to avoid non-linear distortions of the output-
signal envelope, the amplitude Vo of the output voltage in
this amplifier must be directly proportional to its supply
voltage VDD:

Vo = k ·VDD , (1)

where k = const., vo(t) = Vo sin(2π fc t) is the output volt-
age, fc is the carrier frequency. The relationship Vo(VDD)
of the amplifier is called the amplitude-modulation char-
acteristic. Another highly desirable feature of such the
AM-modulated amplifier is its high efficiency in the whole
range of output voltage 0−Vomax to decrease power losses
in the AM modulator. Thus, cost, dimensions, and weight
of the modulators can be reduced, which is very impor-
tant particularly in mobile, battery-operated transmitters.

Therefore, the dependence of efficiency on the supply volt-
age η(VDD) is also a very important characteristic of the
AM-modulated HF amplifier.
Similar problems arise in industrial electronics when
HF power regulation is needed, e.g., in inductive or dielec-
tric heaters. In these applications high-efficiency is a basic
feature of the regulated power amplifier. The linearity of
Vo(VDD) is desirable but not required.
The class-E tuned power amplifier (Fig. 1a) with its high
efficiency as well as a highly linear amplitude modula-
tion characteristic theoretically satisfies the condition (1),
which makes it an attractive choice for a high-efficiency
amplitude-modulated transmitter. However, in the real-
world class-E amplifiers there are phenomena disturbing
the drain amplitude modulation [1], [2]. Above all, the
quality of the amplitude modulation by varying the supply
voltage deteriorates with the increase of the modulating sig-
nal frequency. It results from the fact that, firstly, the large
(theoretically infinite) inductance of the RF power-supply
choke LCH limits the available rate of change of the output-
HF-voltage envelope. Therefore the modulation depth m

decreases with increase of the modulating-signal frequency
(linear distortion). Secondly, the envelope of the output HF
signal is non-linearly distorted because the lower and upper
sideband components of the AM signal are transmitted by
the series resonant branch Lsr, Csr, RL (Fig. 1) with differ-
ent gains and phase shifts. This effect is caused by the fact
that the branch Lsr, Csr is not in resonance at the carrier
frequency fc and its impedance is inductive. The non-linear
distortions become worse with the increase of the loaded
quality factor of the Lsr, Csr, RL branch, with the increase
of the ratio of the modulating-signal bandwidth to the car-
rier frequency fc, and with the depth of modulation m [3].
These distortions can be high, up to 12% [1].
The non-linear distortions of the envelope can be also
caused by non-linearities of the static characteristic of the
drain modulation Vo(VDD) in real class-E amplifiers. For
small values of the supply voltage VDD the non-linearity
of Vo(VDD) is caused by direct transmission of the input
HF signal to the output by the reverse drain-gate capac-
itance Crss of the transistor [3]. Hence, the amplitude Vo

is non-zero for VDD = 0. This effect increases with the
operating frequency of the amplifier.
For a high operating frequency the non-linearity of the
amplifier characteristic Vo(VDD) can be also caused by
the non-linear output capacitance Coss of the transistor be-
cause this capacitance forms most of the shunt capacitance
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Fig. 1. Class-E tuned power amplifier: (a) basic circuit; (b) components of the shunt capacitance of the switch (C = Cext +Coss).

C = Cext +Coss in the class-E amplifier (Fig. 1b). Then
the variations of the supply voltage VDD cause substantial
changes in the value of C, which increases considerably
with decreasing drain-source voltage (Fig. 2). This modifies

Fig. 2. Capacitances Ciss, Coss, Crss of transistor IRF530 versus
drain-to-source voltage [4] and the values of Coss extracted from
the modified PSPICE model (•).

in a significant way the operation of the class-E amplifier
because both decrease and increase of the supply voltage
mistune this amplifier changing shapes of the drain volt-
age and current waveforms. Hence, the function Vo(VDD)
of the class-E amplifier without external shunt capacitance

may be non-linear. Besides, for certain ranges of VDD the
class-E amplifier may not operate optimally and its effi-
ciency become worse. Moreover, the resonant frequency
of amplifier parallel resonant circuit C−Lsr −Csr −Rl also
changes with VDD causing unwanted amplitude and phase
modulation of the amplifier output signal.
The aim of this paper is to analyze effects of non-lin-
earity of the transistor output capacitance Coss for the
drain-modulation static characteristic Vo(VDD) and drain-
efficiency static characteristic ηD(VDD) of the HF class-E
amplifier. It is necessary to compare these characteristics
determined for amplifiers with the same transistor but op-
erating at different frequencies, i.e.:

– low-frequency amplifier with approximately linear
shunt capacitance (Cext ≫Coss);

– medium-frequency amplifier with noticeably non-
linear shunt capacitance (Cext ≈Coss);

– high-frequency amplifier with maximally non-linear
shunt capacitance (Cext ≈ 0).

This analysis can be done by PSPICE (Personal Computer
Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) sim-
ulations. In the analyzed class-E amplifiers the transistor
IRF530 has been applied.

2. Modes of Operation
of the Class-E Amplifier

The class-E amplifier is a high-efficiency switch-mode res-
onant amplifier. Its high efficiency results from very much
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Fig. 3. Optimum (a) and sub-optimum (b) operation of the class-E amplifier.

reduced power losses in the transistor. To achieve high ef-
ficiency, firstly, the transistor in the amplifier operates as
a switch to reduce power losses caused by its conducted
current. Secondly, switching losses resulting from a finite
transition time between on and off states of the transistor
switch are also reduced. The decrease of switching losses
is obtained by shaping the drain current and drain voltage
waveforms of the transistor by the resonant circuit in the
amplifier to achieve so-called zero-voltage switching (ZVS)
and/or zero-current switching (ZCS) operation of the tran-
sistor switch. The ZVS and/or ZCS operation means that at
the switching moments the drain-source voltage of the tran-
sistor is zero and/or its drain current is zero as well. Then
the instantaneous value of drain power loss in the transistor
switch at its switching moments is zero or is very much
reduced.

The class-E amplifier (Fig. 1) consists of a choke LCH sup-
plying a DC current IDD to the circuit, transistor switch T

and a parallel-series resonant circuit C−Lsr−Csr with load
resistance RL. When the switch T is on it conducts the sup-
ply current IDD and a sinusoidal current io of the series
resonant circuit Lsr −Csr −RL. Then the power losses in
the transistor depend on its conducted current iD = IDD− io

and the transistor on-resistance. When the switch is off,
the current IDD − io, at first charges (for IDD − io > 0) and
then discharges (for IDD− io < 0) the parallel capacitance C

shaping the vDS waveform. The maximum value of vDS oc-
curs for IDD − io = 0.

In the operation of the amplifier three different modes can
be identified, which are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 [5].
Figure 3a shows the waveforms in the class-E amplifier
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for its optimum operation. The switch T turns on at zero
drain voltage and zero drain current (i.e., vDS(t = 0) = 0

and CdvDS/dt

∣

∣

t=0
= iD(t = 0) = 0). Therefore there is no

switching loss at the transistor turn on. When the switch T

turns off there is a jump change in the drain current iD, but
the drain voltage rises slowly from zero, which results in
low switching losses. This mode is characterized by the
highest efficiency (practical values of 98% are achieved),
and the amplifier is usually designed to work in this mode.
The maximum value of drain current and drain voltage are
then typically IDmax = 2.78 IDD, VDSmax = 3.61 VDD, respec-
tively (for loaded quality factor of the Lsr−Csr−RL circuit
equal to Ql = 5 [6]).

Waveforms for the sub-optimum operation of the class-E
amplifier are given in Fig. 3b. In this mode of operation
the shunt capacitor C is discharged to zero before tran-
sistor T is turned on by the driving signal vGS. Then the
voltage vDS becomes negative and the anti-parallel diode D

of the transistor turns on conducting the negative current
iD = IDD − io and maintaining vDS voltage close to zero
till the turn-on instance of the transistor. Thus, the transis-
tor T turns on and off at ZVS and non-ZCS conditions.
The use of diode D allows avoiding a significant nega-

Fig. 4. Non-ZVS (non-optimum) operation of the class-E ampli-
fier.

tive drain voltage appearing across the transistor, which
would cause high turn-on switching losses. The amplifier
efficiency in the sub-optimum mode is lower then in the op-
timum mode but still can be high up to 95%. This operation
mode can be obtained by decreasing load resistance Rl .
The maximum values of drain current and drain voltage
in the sub-optimum mode are higher then in the optimum
mode (VDSmax can 4.6 times exceed VDD) even though the
output power is lower.
Figure 4 illustrates non-ZVS operation of the class-E am-
plifier (so-called non-optimum operation). In this mode of
operation the transistor turns on when the drain voltage vDS

is non-zero. This results in high turn-on switching losses
due to the current spike in the drain current iD caused by
rapid discharging of the shunt capacitor C. The efficiency
in this mode of operation can be much decreased and power
losses in the transistor can be high requiring proper cooling
of the transistor if one expects the non-ZVS mode to occur
in the amplifier operation. This mode of operation of the
class-E amplifier is be obtained by, e.g., increasing load
resistance above its optimum-mode value. The maximum
values of IDmax and VDmax as well as the output power are
lower than in the optimum mode.

3. Model of the Output Capacitance
of Power MOSFETs

The parasitic output capacitance Coss of power MOSFETs
is mainly the capacitance of the reverse biased p-n junction
body diode. Therefore the small-signal value of Coss can
be expressed by:

Coss
∼= C jO

(

1 +
vDS

VBI

)−MJ

, (2)

where: C jO is the zero-bias capacitance, VBI is the built-
in potential of the body-diode junction, MJ is the grading
coefficient of this junction (MJ = 0.5 for the step junc-
tion) [7]–[10]. In the basic PSPICE models of power
MOSFETs [11] it is assumed MJ = 0.5 and value of C jO is
adjusted to obtain correct values of Coss for medium values
of vDS. Thus, these models cannot be used for exact simula-
tions of the class-E amplifier without external drain-source
shunt capacitance of the transistor.
In [8] it was proven that the PSPICE model can de-
scribe correctly the power-MOSFET output capacitance as
a function of vDS if the grading coefficient is increased
to MJ = 0.77. Therefore we modified the basic PSPICE
model of the transistor IRF530 [11] assuming MJ = 0.77.
For the drain-body junction zero-bias capacitance increased
to Cbd = 2 nF (instead of 1.151 nF) the function Coss(VDS)
extracted from PSPICE model is approximately equal to the
data published by the manufacturer [4] – see Fig. 2.

4. Analyzed Class-E Amplifiers

It was assumed that the analyzed low-, medium- and high-
frequency class-E amplifiers have the following parameters:
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– switch duty cycle D = 0.5;

– maximum supply voltage VDDmax = 12 V;

– maximum output power Pomax = 12 W;

– loaded quality factor of the series resonant circuit
Q1 = 5.

For Ql = 5 the load resistance of these amplifiers is
equal to RL = 0.5249(VDDmax)

2/Pomax [6]. Values of the
resonant-circuit components (see Fig. 1a) for a given
operating frequency fo are: Lsr = 5.673RL/(2π fo), Csr =
0.2269/(2π foRL), C = 0.2067/(2π foRL) [6]. The operat-
ing frequency fo of the low-, medium- and high-frequency
class-E amplifiers with the chosen transistor IRF530 can
be assumed as 0.5 MHz, 5 MHz, and 7 MHz, respectively.
The calculated values of RL and Lsr, Csr, C are presented
in Table 1.

Table 1
Components of the analyzed class-E amplifiers

fo Lsr Csr C RL LCH Cext

[MHz] [µH] [nF] [nF] [Ω] [µH] [nF]

0.5 11.374 11.47 10.45 6.299 430 10.1

5 1.1374 1.147 1.045 6.299 43 0.497

7 0.8124 0.8193 0.7464 6.299 30.7 0.020

5. PSPICE Simulations

For PSPICE simulations it was assumed that the analyzed
class-E amplifiers are driven by the 0.5 duty cycle square-
wave generator consisting of the 10 V-peak-to-peak unipo-
lar voltage source and the 3.5 Ω internal resistance. This
source and resistance are an equivalent circuit of the inte-
grated driver MIC 4423 applied in experimental amplifiers.

In the first step of simulation of the each amplifier
(0.5 MHz, 5 MHz, and 7 MHz) the external shunt capac-
itance Cext (Fig. 1b) was adjusted to ensure the optimum
operation (i.e., with ZVS and ZCS turn on of the transis-
tor IRF530) for VDD = 12 V. The obtained values of Cext

are presented in Table 1. It should be noted that in the
7 MHz class-E amplifier (with the very low Cext and non-
linear shunt capacitance of the switch) to ensure the opti-
mum operation (Fig. 3a) it was necessary to adjust the duty
cycle of the driving generator to D = 52% [12]. Inductance
of the choke LCH (Table 1) was chosen to obtain approx-
imately constant supply current of the amplifiers. Drain
voltage and current waveforms in the 0.5 MHz, 5 MHz,
and 7 MHz amplifiers for VDD = 12 V are presented in
Figs. 5a, 7a, and 9a, respectively.
The carried out simulations have confirmed that for the
sufficiently low supply voltage VDD the each of the an-
alyzed class-E amplifiers operates in the non-ZVS mode
(Figs. 5b, 7b, and 9b). It results from the fact that the out-
put capacitance of IRF530 strongly increases for low VDS

(Fig. 2). Obviously, in the 0.5 MHz amplifier this ef-
fect can be observed only at the very low supply volt-
age (VDD ≤ 1 V). In contrast, in the 7 MHz amplifiers

Fig. 5. Drain-source voltage vDS and drain current iD in the
0.5 MHz class-E amplifier (PSPICE simulation): (a) full supply
voltage VDD = 12 V; (b) reduced supply voltage VDD = 1 V.

Fig. 6. Characteristic curves (a) Vo(VDD) and (b) ηD(VDD) of
the 0.5 MHz class-E amplifier obtained by PSPICE simulations.
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Fig. 7. Drain-source voltage vDS and drain current iD in the
5 MHz class-E amplifier (PSPICE simulation): (a) full supply
voltage VDD = 12 V; (b) reduced supply voltage VDD = 1 V.

Fig. 8. Characteristic curves (a) Vo(VDD) and (b) ηD(VDD) of
the 5 MHz class-E amplifier obtained by PSPICE simulations.

Fig. 9. Drain-source voltage vDS and drain current iD in the
7 MHz class-E amplifier (PSPICE simulation): (a) full supply
voltage VDD = 12 V; (b) reduced supply voltage VDD = 1 V.

Fig. 10. Characteristic curves (a) Vo(VDD) and (b) ηD(VDD) of
the 7 MHz class-E amplifier obtained by PSPICE simulations.
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the non-ZVS operation appears already for VDD ≤ 6 V. It
should be noted that in the 7 MHz amplifier for the suffi-
ciently low VDD the transistor turns on in very adverse con-
ditions: at vDS ≫ VDD (Fig. 9b). Therefore the efficiency
of the 7 MHz class-E amplifier decreases significantly with
the supply voltage.
To determine the drain-modulation static characteristic
curve Vo(VDD) and drain-efficiency static characteristic
curve ηD(VDD) the PSPICE simulations were carried out
for VDD = 0, 0.1, 0.3 V and from VDD = 0.5 V to 12 V
every 0.5 V for each amplifier. The obtained results show
that the curves Vo(VDD) and ηD(VDD) of the 0.5 MHz
class-E amplifier (Fig. 6) are almost perfectly linear with
a nearly constant slope: Vo/VDD ∈ [0.696, 0.714] for
VDD ∈ [0.1 V, 12 V], ηD ∈ [97.44%, 97.90%] for VDD ∈
[0.3 V, 12 V].
For the 5 MHz amplifier, the characteristic curve Vo(VDD)
is acceptable: the ratio Vo/VDD increases from 0.681 for
VDD = 1 V to 0.744 for VDD = 12 V (Fig. 8a). Typical non-
linearity can be observed for VDD < 1 (similarly as in [3]).
Unfortunately, efficiency of the 5 MHz amplifier decreases
from about 95% for VDD > 2 V to 70.5% for VDD = 0.1 V
(Fig. 8b).
For the 7 MHz class-E amplifier non-linearity of the char-
acteristic curve Vo(VDD) is higher (Fig. 10a) but harmonic
distortion of the AM-signal envelope caused by this non-
linearity is acceptable (THD = 1.64% for full drive). In
contrast, the efficiency characteristic ηD(VDD) of the 7 MHz
amplifier (Fig. 10b) is not so good, because efficiency of
this amplifier decreases sharply with supply voltage (for
VDD < 3 V). Additionally, its efficiency decrease consider-
ably also for VDD > 7 V.

6. Experimental Results

A class-E 12 W/0.5 MHz amplifier (Table 1) was built
to verify experimentally the influence of non-linear out-
put capacitance of the transistor on the circuit operation.
The measured waveforms of currents and voltages in the
amplifier are presented in Fig. 11 for two values of the
supply voltage: VDD = 12 V and VDD = 1 V. It can be no-
ticed that the drain voltage and current waveforms mea-
sured for VDD = 12 V are in a very good agreement with
the PSPICE-simulation results (Fig. 5a). The amplifier op-
erates in the optimum mode and the measured efficiency is
high (96%) although it is limited by finite quality factor of
the applied coil Lsr = 11.4 µH with ferrite core.
In contrast, for the very low supply voltage VDD = 1 V only
the measured waveform of vDS is exactly compatible with
the simulation result (Figs. 11b and 5b). The output ca-
pacitance Coss of the transistor is large but the total shunt
capacitance of the switch increases only a little (Fig. 2,
Table 1). Therefore the transistor turns on at non-zero
but very low voltage and the measured efficiency of the
amplifier is still high (93%). The measured drain-mod-
ulation static characteristic curve Vo(VDD) of the amplifier
is perfectly linear. Unfortunately in the measured wave-

Fig. 11. Waveforms measured in 12 W/0.5 MHz class-E ampli-
fier: (a) VDD = 12 V (CH1 – 10 V/div. – vGS, CH2 – 1 A/div. – iD,
CH3 – 10 V/div. – vDS, CH4 – 20 V/div. – vo); (b) VDD = 1 V
(CH1 – 10 V/div. – vGS, CH2 – 100 mA/div. – iD, CH3 –
1 V/div. – vDS, CH4 – 1 V/div. – vo).

form of iD high-level parasitic oscillations are observed
(Fig. 11b). These oscillations result from the use of the
current probe necessary to measure the drain current. The
current probe requires connecting a short wire in series
with the drain electrode of the transistor, which effectively
introduces a series parasitic inductance in the circuit.
This effect makes difficult the experimental verification
for the class-E amplifiers operating at 5 and 7 MHz in
which the parasitic inductance caused by the current probe
significantly distorts the non-optimum, sub-optimum and
even the optimum operation. Therefore the measurement
of the class-E amplifiers operating at 5 MHz and 7 MHz
will be a subject of separate research. However, the mea-
sured characteristics Vo(VDD), η(VDD) of built 5 MHz and
7 MHz class-E amplifiers are very close to the simulation
results (Figs. 8 and 10).

7. Conclusions

Simulated results obtained for class-E amplifiers operat-
ing at 0.5 MHz, 5 MHz and 7 MHz have shown that all
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the amplifiers can be applied in power amplitude modula-
tors. The non-linear output capacitance of the transistor in
the class-E amplifier does not cause significant distortions
of the output-signal envelope in such modulators. However,
at high operating frequencies when the transistor non-linear
output capacitance becomes a major part of the amplifier
shunt capacitor a significant reduction of amplifier power
efficiency has been observed for both low and high val-
ues of the supply voltage. This phenomenon results from
the fact that the range of change of the non-linear transistor
output capacitance during operation of the class-E amplifier
increases significantly with the supply voltage. Therefore
normalized current and voltage waveforms of the class-E
amplifier without external shunt capacitance depend on its
supply voltage. Thus, the class-E amplifier tuned at a given
supply voltage (ensuring ZVS and ZCS turn on) is mis-
tuned for other values of the supply voltage, which is an
important issue in HF AM modulators. The problem will
be a subject of further research.
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Abstract—The article illustrates distinctions between impor-

tant concepts of game theory, which support understanding

the relation between subjects on competitive and regulated

telecommunications services market. Especially it shows that

often used distinction between retail and wholesale market

that treat them respectively as competitive and cooperative

can be misleading or even wrong.
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games, integrative and distributive processes, non-cooperative

games.

1. Introduction

Liberalization of the telecommunications services market
transformed so far monopolistic market into competitive
one. However it is a specific competition because market
players are also forced (by the telecommunications low and
decisions of the regulators) into cooperation: networks of
the operators ought to be interconnected. For these rea-
sons telecommunications market is not only competitive,
but also cooperative.
Cursory analysis leads us to conclusion, that the boundary
between the issues of competition and cooperation runs
the same way as the boundary between the retail and the
wholesale market. However more careful analysis shows
that it should not be true. In fact competition is not an
opposing part to the cooperation: these concepts comes
from different “layers” of interaction between players.
The article discusses three layers, that defines the complex-
ity of interaction between players in market games: pos-
sibility of concluding enforceable agreements outside the
formal rules of the game, the structure of the payoff ma-
trix, the goals of the players, and explains the essence of
the important phenomenon that occurs on each of them.

2. Simple Theoretical Model
of a Market Game

Let us describe the market game in the concepts of game
theory. Every market participator can be treated as a player,
which has his own strategy of playing (e.g., prices on
the retail market, interconnection fees on the wholesale

market, etc.). The players evaluate their decisions (set
strategies) by the single-criteria or aggregated, multiple-
criteria goal function, which can be called as their payoff
function. The value of the payoff function depend on the
strategies set by each player in the game.

Table 1
Relationship between concepts of strategy

and outcomes of payoff function

Strategies b1 b2 b3b3b3 b4

a1

...

a2a2a2 . . . . . . . . . . . . [V A

3
V

A

3
V

A

3
(a2a2a2),V

B

2
V

B

2
V

B

2
(b3b3b3)] . . . . . .

a3

...

a4

...

For the case of two players it is useful to illustrate relation
between strategies and payoff functions in the form of the
so called payoff matrix. Table 1 illustrates a simple payoff
matrix for two market players – A and B. Player A chooses
one of four strategies: a1, a2, a3, a4, and player B one
of b1, b2, b3, b4. Choosing the strategy ai by player A

and b j by player B results in obtaining V
A

j
(ai) by player A

and V
B

i
(b j) by player B.

3. Distinction for the sake of the Way
of Setting a Solution

From the early work of John Nash [1] differentiation be-
tween cooperative and non-cooperative games starts in
game theoretical analysis. In non-cooperative games play-
ers are unable to conclude enforceable agreements outside
the formal rules of the game. Cooperative games allow
such agreements1. Actually, Nash also assumed that in
a non-cooperative game, the players will be unable to com-

1Nash suggests that non-cooperative games are more basic, that coop-
erative games may fruitfully be analyzed by reformulating them as non-
cooperative ones and by solving for the Nash equilibria [2]. This approach
has come to be known as the Nash program [1]. It allows unification of the
theory and enables better understanding of the different solution concepts
that have been proposed in cooperative theory.
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municate with each other. Yet, as it was noticed by Harold
W. Kuhn [1], this would be a needlessly restrictive assump-
tion. For if the players cannot enter into enforceable agree-
ments, then their ability to communicate will be of no real
help toward a cooperative outcome.
Such differentiation – differentiation on the level of pos-
sibility to conclude enforceable agreements – explains us
most of all the way of setting the result of the game.
Such two different ways – with and without agreements
– have found reflection into two different theoretical meth-
ods of solving games which are now called Nash solution
(for cooperative games) [2] and Nash equilibrium (for non-
cooperative ones) [3], [4].
Competition is the relation between two or more sub-
jects (players) which arises when such players strives for
the same and limited goods. So in terms of game the-
ory such relation is well described by model of zero-sum
(or constant-sum) game [2]: the more one player gets the
more the other (others) should loose. An example of such
game we have in Table 2.

Table 2
Competitive, zero-sum game

Strategies b1 b2

a1 [–1, 1] [4, –4]

a2 [2, –2] [–3, 3]

So using the above mentioned concepts we should say
that popular distinction: cooperative – wholesale market

and competitive – retail market is not too precise. Rather
we should say: cooperative – wholesale market and non-

cooperative retail market2.

4. Distinction for the sake
of the Structure of the Payoff Matrix

Another concepts useful for understanding discussed issues
comes from the theory of negotiations [4]. Negotiations
are in fact cooperative game (as on the wholesale telecom-
munications services market). In every negotiations, where
are discussed at least two different issues, and where pref-
erences of the parts are not strictly the same, it is possible
to engage the negotiators into a process which is called in-

tegration. During it parts tries to find such correlation be-
tween their preferences which enables increasing the size
of the “cake” before dividing it. In fact such process bases
on mutual exchange less preferable issues (or their parts)
on more preferable ones. Process of dividing such “cake”
(occurring during the integrative process or not) is called
distributive, and so in fact it is exact competitive process.

Saying in terms of game theory or decision support inte-

grative process means seeking for effective, Pareto-optimal

2If really decisions on the retail market are made by players without
making any (public or tacit) agreements.

solutions [5], whilst distributive process means making ac-
tions for choosing one of two different (and differently
preferable by players) solutions (effective or not). It is
interesting to notice, that zero-sum game is a game, where
every result is Pareto-optimal, and so there exist a place
only for distributive process.
In negotiations distributive process is the only if negotia-
tions concern only one issue [4]. In such situations there
is no place for any integration, for increasing the size of
the “cake”. Such “cake” can be only divided and the more
one part gets the more the other looses. So every solution,
every division is Pareto-optimal. However it is true only
if the whole “cake” was divided, if “no gold was left on
the table” [6], [7] (strictly speaking only such situations
can be modeled as a zero-sum games). If it is possible to
exclude some part of the “cake” from the division (from
the distributive process), then we have place for some-
thing like de-integrative process which is strictly opposite
to the integrative one. An example of such game we have
in Table 3.
Let us assume, that the values of outcomes corresponds
to the share of the divided (distributed) object. In this
game there are three effective solutions, that “divide the
whole cake”: [0.3, 0.7], [0.7, 0.3] and [0.5, 0.5]. The re-
sult [0.4, 0.4] is not effective, and means “leaving on the
table some gold” (0.2 part of the object), and so choosing it
(if players does know the effective results) can be treated
as a result of a de-integrative process.

Table 3
Game with possibility of de-integration

Strategies b1 b2

a1 [0.4, 0.4] [0.5, 0.5]

a2 [0.3, 0.7] [0.7, 0.3]

Is there any opposite process to the distribution in such
games? Generally we say that this is concentration, but in
a game it means no decision, giving up any solution, and so,
from our point of view it is not an interesting case. However
as we have games where there is only place for distributive

process (zero-sum games), so we have games where there
is no place for any distribution, only an integration (and
de-integration) can take place. An example of such game
we have in Table 4, where – assuming that both players aim

Table 4
Game with no place for distributive process

Strategies b1 b2

a1 [1, 1] [4, 4]

a2 [2, 2] [3, 3]

only at maximizing their own payoffs – preferences of both
players between individual solutions are exactly the same.
If we assume that players aims at choosing an effective
result, and are able (during the integrative process) to doing
so, there is no place for distributive process, because there
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is only one effective result in this game. More over making
a comparison between any two different solutions we have
that always one of them is betters for both players.
In some cases the place for distributive process can arise
if integrative process finishes without finding the only ef-
fective solution. An example of such game we have in
Table 5.

Table 5
Game with a place for distributive process only if

integrative process finishes without finding the only
effective result

Strategies b1 b2

a1 [1, 1] [4, 4]

a2 [3, 2] [2, 3]

If for example during a negotiations, assuming that play-
ers aims at maximizing their own payoffs players didn’t
find (during an integrative process) a solution [4, 4], than
a place for distributive process would arise: players would
bargain on selections one of two, differently preferable so-
lutions: [3, 2] and [2, 3].
Analogically it is also possible that there would be no place
for a distributive process because of the same reason. We
have this in a game as in Table 6.

Table 6
Game without a place for distributive process if players

didn’t find all effective solutions

Strategies b1 b2

a1 [1, 1] [2, 2]

a2 [3, 4] [4, 3]

If, for example during the negotiations players found only
two or three results (but only one effective: [3, 4] or [4, 3]),
then there would be no place for a distributive process.
It seems to be useful to define a single type of integrative-
distributive games, encompassing three before mentioned
cases:

– game with possibility of de-integration,

– game with a place for distribution only if integrative
process finishes without finding the only effective re-
sult,

– game without a place for distribution if players didn’t
find all effective results.

In fact an integrative process can occur if there exists
a place for improving a given solution for every of the
players at a given stage of a game. Starting from any inef-
fective result always such possibility exists. In every above
mentioned cases there exists at least one ineffective result,
so such situation occurs. Also in every cases there are at
least two incomparable solutions – solutions, that any of
them is better for every of the players – so there exists
a place for a distributive process (it’s true even if there

exists only one effective result in a game, because players
should not know, which result is effective, an can decide
to finish integrative process after finding two different and
incomparable ineffective results).
So, respectively to the structure of the payoff matrix of
a given game we can distinguish the following different
types of games:

– distributive games: games with no place for integra-

tive process (strictly competitive games, zero-sum or
constant-sum games),

– integrative games: games with no place for distribu-

tive process (not competitive games),

– integrative-distributive games.

Having this we can say that wholesale telecommunications
services market, respectively to structure of the payoff ma-
trix can be treated as distributive, integrative or integrative-

distributive cooperative game. Analogically retail telecom-
munications services market, can be treated as distributive,
integrative or integrative-distributive non-cooperative game.
So we see that as on the retail (non-cooperative) so on the
wholesale (cooperative) market a place for a distributive

process – a real competition – can exist. Also we see,
that on the retail (non-cooperative) market there can exist
a place for something like integration, for increasing the
size of the “cake”, for finding such solution which would
be better for every of the players than another accessible
solution.
However there is a difference between integrative and dis-

tributive processes on retail and wholesale markets. Such
difference comes from the way of setting a result: coop-

erative on the wholesale markets and non-cooperative on
the retail markets. On the wholesale markets integrative

and distributive process can proceed during one, single
game (during a one round of the negotiations by making
temporary decisions). On the retail markets such process
proceeds only if a game is repeated (by making real deci-
sions). Moreover, on the wholesale markets integrative and
distributive processes can proceed independently. On the
retail markets such integration and distribution are realized
simultaneously: by making a decision by the last mover in
the game3.

5. Distinction for the sake of the Aims
of the Players

Until to the first works of John C. Harsanyi on the
games with incomplete information (so called I-games

[8]–[11]) it was generally assumed, that in any games play-
ers have all information, necessary to define the strategic
form of a given game (its basic mathematical structure).

3Partially integration and distribution are realized also by a decisions of
the first (and eventually next, but not last) mover, whose decisions creates
the finale alternatives to the last mover.
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Harsanyi showed that in many real situations this is too
hard assumption. Players often does not know: the form of
their own or the other player’s payoff function, the set of
the accessible strategies, the scope of information that the
other player possess, etc.
In real situations there exists one thing, that really can be
interpreted as a part of a strategic form of a game, yet
seems to be simple to pass over. General assumption in
game theory is that players aims at maximizing their own
payoff functions. These functions – interpreted as utility
functions – are formulated in such way, that their maxi-
mization leads to obtaining the appointed goal. Such utility
function describes how good for a given player (under his
subjective preferences) is the obtained objective state. Here
arises very subtle problem.
Let us consider simple example. In a given game there
are only two different results [3, 4] and [1, 3]. The values
reflects the profits in money of players A and B. Let us
assume, that both players prefer to get more money than
less, and that their utility is proportional to the amount of
gotten many. So such results expressed in terms of utility
have the same form: [3, 4] and [1, 3]. The answer, which
result should be chosen by players seems to by simple:
effective [3, 4]. However it is true only, if – as it is usually
assumed in game theory analysis, and us during formulation
of utility function for these results – players evaluate the
results only by the value of money, they get themselves.

This assumption can be called as assumption of neutral

way of playing, by players: players are interesting only in
evaluation the values gotten by themselves.
In market games such assumption is too hard. Evaluation
solely the values gotten by itself is a good approach only
in short term. In long term players should take into con-
sideration relative values, because after crossing a certain
distance between the positions of the players on the market,
such distance can increase very quickly: strong player be-
comes stronger, weak becomes weaker. So in our example
we could assume, that players evaluate the obtained results
not by the values of money obtained by themselves but as
a difference between the values gotten by both players. So
for player A the result [3, 4] may have utility 3− 4 = −1,
and for result [1, 3]: 1− 3 = −2. For player B the utili-
ties would be exactly opposite: for [3, 4]: 4− 3 = 1, and
for [1, 3]: 3−1 = 2. These new utility function defines in
fact different solutions (in terms of utility): for the val-
ues [3, 4] now the result in terms of utility is [−1, 1]
and for [1, 3] – [−2, 2]. Both of them are effective.
Such aspirations of players can be called as antagonistic.
Generally, when we say antagonism of the player, we mean
of the situation, when the player aims not only in maximiza-
tion of his own payoff function (defined as an evaluation
only his own vale), but also in minimization of the other
player’s payoff function (defined in the same way). As an
opposition we can formulate an aspiration which can be
called as altruistic. In such a case a given player would
aspire to maximize the payoff function of the other player.
Now we formulate in mathematical form some examples of

the antagonistic and altruistic way of playing, which can we
called antagonistic and altruistic aims. For the simplicity
we formulate them only for the player B.

5.1. Examples of Antagonistic Aims

Antagonistic aim of player B reflects his approach to his
own payoff function and to player’s A payoff function.
There could be many of such aims. Below we will present
some of them.
Let’s b̆k be the (kth) antagonistic strategy (move) of
player B. The most antagonistic move of player B is such,
that B aims first of all at minimization of the A’s payoff
function, and he considers his own payoff function only in
a case of ambiguity (two or more different strategies give
the same and the smallest outcome to player A). This can
be expressed as follows:

b̆k(ai) = arglexmin
j

{

V
A

j (ai),−V
B

i (b j)
}

. (1)

The least antagonistic move of player B is such, that B aims
first of all at maximization of his own payoff function and in
the case of ambiguity (two or more different strategies give
the same – and the highest – outcome to him) he chooses
this, that gives the smallest outcome to player A. This can
be expressed as follows:

b̆k(ai) = arglexmax
j

{

V
B

i (b j),−V
A

j (ai)
}

. (2)

Strategies (1) and (2) determine (for a given strategy of
player A) the range of outcomes that player A can obtain in
a situation that player B plays in an antagonistic way. Below
some other antagonistic aims of player B are described.
Player B can aim at maximizing of his own payoff func-
tion and at minimizing of player’s B payoff function with
different power to both of them expressed by a weight co-
efficient α . In such a way a general form of a formula (1)
can be obtained4:

b̆k(ai) = argmax
j

{

α ·V B

i
(b j)− (1−α) ·VA

j
(ai)

}

. (3)

Strategy (3) can be interpreted as aiming at maximizing the
difference between the outcomes of player B and A.
Player B can also aim at obtaining assumed value of the
difference – δ between the outcomes of the players, and
after that at maximizing of his own payoff function. This
can be expressed as the following lexicographic optimiza-
tion task:

b̆k(ai) = arglexmax
j

{

∆i j,V
B

i
(b j)

}

, (4)

where:

∆i j = min

{

δ ,α ·V B

i
(b j)− (1−α) ·VA

j
(ai)

}

.

Another kind of antagonistic strategy can be expressed as
aiming at maximization of an own payoff function with si-
multaneous aiming at ensuring that the other player’s payoff

4The formula (1) can be generalized to (3) by assumption α ≫ (1−α).
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function does not exceed assumed threshold value ν . This
can be expressed as the following optimization task:

b̆k(ai) = argmax
j

{

V
B

i
(b j)

}

, (5)

under constraint:

V
A

j (ai) ≤ ν.

There is a possibility to make an opposite approach: min-
imization of the player’s A payoff function, under assump-
tion that the outcome of player B would not be smaller then
the threshold value ν:

b̆k(ai) = argmin
j

{

V
A

j (ai)
}

, (6)

under constraint:

V
B

i
(b j) ≥ ν.

In the case of using strategy (5) or (6) it is important to
asses correctly the value of the threshold ν in order to
assure that the appropriate optimization problems will have
a solution.
It is possible to express the antagonistic approach of the
player B with using the concepts of reference point method
[5], [12] by introducing reservation and aspiration point for
the payoff functions of the player A and B. Payoff func-
tion of the player A will be treated here as the minimized
criterion and the player’s B as the maximized criterion. Par-
tial achievement function for player B is then expressed as
follows:

ηB

(

V
B

i
(b j)

)

=



























β (VB

i
(b j)−V

B)

V
B
−V B

for V
B

i
(b j) < V

B

V
B

i
(b j)−V

B

V
B
−V

B
for V

B ≤V
B

i
(b j) ≤V

B

1+
α(V B

i
(b j)−V

B
)

V
B
−V B

for V
B

< V
B

i
(b j) ,

(7)

where V
B represents reservation point, and V

B
represents

aspiration point for the payoff function V
B

i
(b j) of player B.

Partial achievement function for player A is expressed as

ηA

(

V
A

j (ai)
)
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1+
α(V A

j
(ai)−V

A
)

V
A
−V

A
for V

A

j
(ai) < V

A

V
A

j
(ai)−V

A

V
A
−V

A
for V

A
≤V

A

j
(ai) ≤V

A

β (V A

j
(ai)−V

A)

V
A
−V A

for V
A < V

A

j
(ai) .

(8)
In such a case antagonistic response (antagonistic strategy)
of player B can be defined as the following formulae:

b̆k(ai) = argmax
j

{

min

{

ηA

(

V
A

j (ai)
)

,ηB

(

V
B

i (b j)
)

}

+ρ ·

(

ηA

(

V
A

j (ai)
)

+ ηB

(

V
B

i (b j)
)

)

}

. (9)

5.2. Examples of Altruistic Aims

Let’s ̂bk be the (kth) altruistic strategy (move) of player B.

The most altruistic move of player B is such, that B aims
first of all at maximization of the A’s payoff function, and
he considers his own payoff function only in a case of am-
biguity (two or more different strategies give the same and
the highest outcome to player A). This can be expressed as

̂bk(ai) = arglexmax
j

{

V
A

j
(ai),V

B

i
(b j)

}

. (10)

The least altruistic move of player B is such, that B aims
first of all at maximization of his own payoff function and in
the case of ambiguity (two or more different strategies give
the same – and the highest – outcome to him) he chooses
this, that gives the highest outcome to player A. This can
be expressed as follows:

̂bk(ai) = arglexmax
j

{

V
B

i
(b j),V

A

j
(ai)

}

. (11)

Strategies (10) and (11) determine (for a given strategy of
player A) the range of outcomes that player A can obtain in
a situation that player B plays in an altruistic way. Below
some other altruistic moves of player B are described.
Player B can aim at maximizing of his own payoff func-
tion and at maximizing of player’s B payoff function with
different power to both of them expressed by a weight co-
efficient α . In such a way a general form of a formula (10)
can be obtained5:

̂bk(ai) = argmax
j

{

α ·V B

i (b j)+ (1−α) ·VA

j (ai)
}

. (12)

Strategy (12) can be interpreted as aiming at maximizing
the sum of the outcomes of player B and A.
Another kind of altruistic strategy can be expressed as aim-
ing at maximization of an own payoff function with simul-
taneous aiming at ensuring that the other player’s payoff
function will be not smaller than the assumed threshold
value ν . This can be expressed as the following optimiza-
tion task:

̂bk(ai) = argmax
j

{

V
B

i (b j)
}

, (13)

under constraint:
V

A

j (ai) ≥ ν.

There is a possibility to make an opposite approach: maxi-
mization of the player’s A payoff function, under assuming
that the outcome of player B would not be smaller then the
threshold value ν:

̂bk(ai) = argmax
j

{

V
A

j (ai)
}

, (14)

under constraint:
V

B

i
(b j) ≥ ν.

5The formula (10) can be generalized to (12) by assumption α ≫ (1−α).
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In the case of using strategy (13) or (14) it is important
to correctly asses the value of the threshold ν in order to
assure that the appropriate optimization problems will have
a solution.

It is possible to express the altruistic approach of the
player B with using the concepts of reference point method
by introducing reservation and aspiration point for the pay-
off functions of the player A and B. Payoff functions of the
player A and B are treated here as the maximized criterion.
Partial achievement function for player B is then expres-
sed as follows:
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(15)

where V
B represents reservation point, and V

B
repre-

sents aspiration point for the payoff function V
B

i
(b j) of

player B.

Partial achievement function for player A is expressed as
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(16)

In such a case altruistic move of player B can be defined
as the following formulae:

̂bk(ai) = argmax
j

{

min

{

ηA

(

V
A

j
(ai)

)

,ηB

(

V
B

i
(b j)

)

}

+ρ ·

(

ηA

(

V
A

j (ai)
)

+ ηB

(

V
B

i (b j)
)

)

}

. (17)

5.3. Examples of Irrational Aims

As an irrational way of playing we mean such, that a given
player aims most of all at minimizing his own payoff func-
tion. It should be stressed that as in antagonistic so in
altruistic ways of playing there is a place for deteriorating
of the own payoff. However it is rather a consequence of
the main goal: decreasing (in antagonistic) or increasing
(in altruistic) the payoff of the other player. If such deteri-
orating of the own payoff couldn’t find any justification in
such mainly antagonistic or altruistic aims, than we should
treat it as irrational.

Here we present some examples of irrational aims:

b̃k(ai) = arglexmin
j

{

V
B

i (b j),V
A

j (ai)
}

, (18)

b̃k(ai) = arglexmin
j

{

V
A

j (ai),V
B

i (b j)
}

, (19)

b̃k(ai) = arglexmax
j

{

V
A

j (ai),−V
B

i (b j)
}

, (20)

b̃k(ai) = arglexmax
j

{

−V
B

i
(b j),V

A

j
(ai)

}

, (21)

b̃k(ai) = arg min
j

{

V
A

j (ai)
}

, (22)

under constraint:
V

B

i
(b j) ≤ ν ,

b̃k(ai) = arg max
j

{

V
A

j (ai)
}

, (23)

under constraint:
V

B

i
(b j) ≤ ν.

5.4. Context Relative Aim

Let us look once again on two before defined strategies:

b̆k(ai) = argmax
j

{

α ·V B

i (b j)− (1−α) ·VA

j (ai)
}

(24)

and

̂bk(ai) = argmax
j

{

α ·V B

i (b j)+ (1−α) ·VA

j (ai)
}

. (25)

It was said that antagonistic strategy (24) can be interpreted
as aiming at maximizing the difference between the out-
comes of player B and A. Altruistic strategy (25) can be
interpreted as aiming at maximizing the sum of the out-
comes of player B and A.
Looking on these we can simply formulate a strategy which
in fact can’t be unambiguously classified as antagonistic or
altruistic, and which is not a irrational one. We mean of
a strategy defined as minimization of the difference between
payoffs:

bk(ai) = argmin
j

{

α ·V B

i (b j)− (1−α) ·VA

j (ai)
}

. (26)

Minimization of the difference between payoffs seems to
be an example of the altruistic strategy: a given player (B)
is willing to decrease his own outcome and at the same
time to increase the outcome of the other player, in order
to ensure the smallest difference between them. However

Table 7
A game where minimization of the difference

between the outcome of player B and A can’t be
interpreted as an altruistic aim

Strategies b1 b2

a1 [1, 1] [2, 3]
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in some cases such aim gives a solution which should be
interpreted as a result of antagonistic or irrational aim. Let
us consider a game with payoff matrix like in Table 7.
For the simplicity we assumed that there is only one
strategy of player A. Aim defined by strategy (26) leads to
the result: [1, 1], which minimizes the difference between
the payoffs. However this solution can’t be interpreted as
a result of altruism of the player B. In fact the payoff of
player A is worse than it would be for a [2, 3]. If however
a payoff matrix would be like in Table 8, then aim defined
by strategy (26) leads to [3, 3], which can be interpreted
as a result of altruistic move of player B.

Table 8
A game where minimization of the difference
between the outcome of player B and A can be

interpreted as an altruistic aim

Strategies b1 b2

a1 [3, 3] [2, 3]

So we see, that interpretation of strategy (26) depends on
the form of the payoff matrix, and so is context relative.
This can also lead to misleading the real motives of choos-
ing given strategies by players.

5.5. Outside the Mathematical Structure of a Game:

Malicious and Kind Aims

Now we ask an important question: are aims of the players
(antagonistic or altruistic) a part of a basic mathematical

structure of a game or are they outside it? Or in different
way: can we transform games with such aims of players
into games with new payoff function and neutral aims of
the players? The answer seems to be ambiguous.
From one point of view we can say like that: the aim of
a player can be simply expressed in values of a utility. In
fact the above mentioned antagonistic and altruistic aims
have defined real utility of any solutions, described in terms
of utility with neutral aim.
Let us remind the before considered example. In a given
game there are only two different results: [3, 4] and [1, 3].
The values reflect the profits in money of players A and B.
Both players prefer to get more money than less, and their
utility is proportional to the amount of gotten money (neu-

tral aim). So such results expressed in terms of utility have
the same form: [3, 4] and [1, 3]. However if for example
player A aims into an antagonistic aim defined as aiming
at maximization the difference between the outcomes of
the players, than in fact he has different utility function
(payoff function), defined as a difference between the util-
ity values expressed with assumption of a neutral aim. So
we can incorporate an antagonistic aim of player A into
his payoff function, and treat this new situation as a game
with neutral aims of the players. In such a game the so-
lutions will be expressed in form [3− 4, 4] = [−1, 4] and
[1−3, 3] = [−2, 3]. So we see that different than neutral

aims of the players can be simply incorporated into a pay-
off function of a player and so can be treated as a part of
a basic mathematical structure of a game.
However there are two aims of the players, which may cause
a problem with incorporation them into a payoff function
of a players, and so which seems to be outside the basic

mathematical structure of a game. We call them: malicious

and kind way of playing.
A malicious way of playing means that a given player de-

fines his own aim as the opposite of the aim of the other
player. A kind way of playing means that a given player
defines his own aim as an exact realization of the other’s
player aim. Of special importance is here the word defines.
Such word justifies why such way of playing are not called
merely as opposing and convergent. For example, if both
players are going to play in the least antagonistic way, and
so aims at choosing the following strategies:

b̆k(ai) = arglexmax
j

{

V
B

i (b j),−V
A

j (ai)
}

, (27)

ăk(b j) = arglexmax
i

{

V
A

j (ai),−V
B

i (b j)
}

, (28)

the aims:

aimB = lexmax
j

{

V
B

i
(b j),−V

A

j
(ai)

}

,

aimA = lexmax
i

{

V
A

j
(ai),−V

B

i
(b j)

}

are really opposing, but we can say that (for example)
player A plays in a malicious way if he explicitly defines
his aim as

aimA =∼ aimB ,

where ∼ means opposing of (independently of in which
way aimB would be defined). Analogically we could say
that player A plays in a kind way only if he explicitly defines
his aim as

aimA = aimB .

Malicious and kind aims can be also incorporated into
payoff functions of players. If for example player A aims
at a neutral aim defined as maximizing of his own payoff
function V

A, then a malicious aim of player B can be in-
corporated into his payoff function by putting V

B = −V
A,

and treated this function as a function in game with a neu-

tral aim. Analogically we can express a kind aim of
player B by putting V

B = V
A. So we see that games with

malicious aims can be treated as a distributive games (zero-
sum, strictly competitive) with neutral aims, and games
with kind aims as an integrative game (with no place for
any distribution).
However a problem arises when both players would like
to play in a malicious (or kind) way. How to define their
aims in terms of the value of the payoff function? What
is a basic mathematical structure of such a game, under
assumption that players play in a neutral way? We cant
find a satisfying answer on these questions.
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6. Opposition and Convergence of Aims
and Problems with Cooperation

Our earlier analysis appointed three important aspects that
define the relation between players, and in fact define the
real game:

1. The way of setting a final solution, which can be:

– cooperative: players are able to conclude en-
forceable agreements outside the formal rules
of the game,

– non-cooperative: players are unable to conclude
enforceable agreements outside the formal rules
of the game.

2. The structure of the payoff matrix, that define the
game as:

– distributive: game with no place for integrative
process (strictly competitive game, zero-sum or
constant-sum game),

– integrative: game with no place for distributive
process (not competitive game),

– integrative-distributive: there exists a place as
for integration so for distribution.

3. The aims of the players, which can be:

– neutral: a given player is interesting only in his
own payoffs and aims at maximizing it,

– antagonistic: a given player aims at minimizing
the payoff function of the other player,

– altruistic: a given player aims at maximizing
the payoff function of the other player,

– irrational: a given player aims at minimizing
of his own payoff function,

– context-relative: a given player aims at mini-
mization of the difference between payoffs of
the players,

– malicious: a given player tries to thwart another
player’s plans,

– kind: a given player tries to help in realizing
another player’s plans.

Now we will analyze the relation between such aspects.

Players decide to play or are forced (more precisely: should
be forced) into playing in cooperative way only if it leads
to more effective or more fair solution than gotten during
a non-cooperative playing. Increasing effectiveness of the
solution comes from integrative process. Increasing fair-
ness of the solution is related with the distributive process.
Integration as a process of increasing the “size of a cake”
is profitable for both players. Distribution, as a process
of dividing such “cake” always mean that the more one
player gets the more the other should loose. So increasing
the fairness of the solution always mean that during it one

player will get more and the other will lose. So we can say,
that cooperation would be always more simple and more
natural in integrative games than in distributive games. In
a integrative-distributive games cooperation will be desir-
able by a given player only if he hoped that he got more
during an integrative process than he could probably lose
during a distributive one. Of course a player will desire
a cooperation if he hoped that he increases his payoffs also
during a cooperative-distributive process.
So we can say, the more integrative structure of the payoff
matrix the simpler cooperation between players. Analog-
ically the more distributive structure of the payoff matrix
the more difficult cooperation, the strongest incentive for
one of the players to play in a non-cooperative way.
Interesting relation occurs between the aims of the players
and the process of cooperation. Generally we can say: the
more convergent aims of the players the simpler coopera-

tion, the more opposing aims – the more difficult cooper-

ation. So we should ask: which aims are convergent, and
which are opposing?
It is obvious that if one player played in a malicious way
then real cooperation would be impossible (one player
would like to get exactly opposing solution then the other).
If one player played in a kind way then cooperation would
be very simple (both players would like to get exactly the
same solution). Paradoxically when both players played
in kind way then cooperation may be difficult because of
problems with definition of real aim.
It is interesting that also antagonistic aims of the players
can make cooperation simple. In fact antagonistic move of
one player can be the most desirable from the other player
point of view, so antagonistic aim can be treated not as an
opposing but convergent.
Let us consider the following example.
The pay off matrix is like in Table 9.

Table 9
Convergent antagonistic aims

Strategies b1 b2

a1 [1, 3] [3, 4]

a2 [2, 4] [4, 5]

Let players aim at realizing the following antagonistic goals:

• Player A: maximization of his own payoff function
under constraint that the payoff of the player B will
be not higher than 4.

• Player B: maximization of his own payoff function
under constraint that the difference between the pay-
offs of the players will be not smaller than 2 (with
advantage of the payoff of player A).

Under such assumption, both players would like to set a so-
lution [2, 4]. Under such aims of the players it is the best
result in this game for both players, so cooperation in this
case would be very simple. Obviously cooperation would
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be also simple if both players played in neutral or altruistic
way. In such cases both players would like to set a solu-
tion [4, 5]. However if player A played in antagonistic way
and player B in neutral or altruistic, then cooperation could
be difficult, because both players would like to set different
solution.
This example shows also that in the case of antagonis-
tic aims of both players we have something like chang-

ing the meaning of effectiveness: both players prefer [2, 4]
over [4, 5].
The above discussed example shows us, that in some cases
antagonism of the players can make cooperation simpler.
It is interesting, that in some cases cooperation with antag-
onistic aims of both players can be simpler even than in
the case of altruistic aims of both of them (not only one of
them). Let us consider the following example. The payoff
matrix in a game is like in Table 10.

Table 10
Difficult cooperation in the case of altruism

of the players

Strategies b1 b2

a1 [6, 5] [2, 5]

a2 [2, 4] [5, 6]

The players can aim at antagonistic goals:

• Player A: maximization of his own payoff function
under constraint that the payoff of the player B will
be not higher than 4.

• Player B: maximization of his own payoff function
under constraint that the difference between the pay-
offs of the players will be not smaller than 2 (with
advantage of the payoff of player B).

If they are not afraid to disclose them, then they simply
find a solution [2, 4], as a satisfying one.
However if the players aims at altruistic aims defined as
maximizing the own payoff function under assumption that
the other player’s payoff would be not smaller than 5, then
they would have a problem, which solution should be chose.
Player A prefers [6, 5] and player B prefers [5, 6], and if
they would not change theirs aims the negotiations may be
very strong. In fact above defined antagonistic aims (in
this game) were here more convergent than such altruistic
aims. So we see that in some cases cooperation among
antagonistic players may be simpler than between altruistic
ones.
Our conclusion can be justified also in different way. If we
transform a game with antagonistic or altruistic aims into
a game with new payoff function (which reflects such aims)
and neutral aims, then we find that cooperation was simple
there where was only one effective solution (where there
was no place for distribution). Analogically cooperation
was difficult where in such new game (with neutral aims)
there was more then one effective result.

7. Summary and Final Conclusions

As it was said in the introduction, cursory analysis of the
telecommunications services market leads to conclusion,
that the boundary between the issues of competition and
cooperation runs the same way as the boundary between
the retail and the wholesale market. Now we see that com-
petition is not an opposing part to the cooperation: in fact
these concepts comes from different “layers” of interac-
tion between players. The concept of cooperation explains
the way of setting a final result, while competition is in
fact a distribution process and its existence depends on the
structure of the payoff matrix and the aims of the players.
So it is possible, that under some kinds of payoff functions
and aims of the players real competition can take place
as on the retail so on the wholesale markets. It is also
possible (even if only theoretically), that competition take
place only on (cooperative) wholesale market, because on
(non-cooperative) retail market the structure of the payoff
matrix and the aims of the players may make a place only
for integrative process.
On the wholesale telecommunications services market
cooperation – negotiations on the conditions of the in-
terconnection – is necessary (network ought to be inter-
connected) and due to unequal distributed negotiations
power – forced by the regulator. Our analysis of conver-
gence and opposition of aims of the players shows that
such cooperation may be – respectively to the form of pay-
off matrix and aims of the players – more or less “natural”,
simple to introducing. Intervention of regulator often stops
on the level of the way of setting a final solution: players
may and ought to negotiate a final solution. Sometimes
such intervention changes also the form of the payoff func-
tion (e.g., by changing the structure of the cost function,
or setting a limitations on the prices). However probably
newer such intervention changes the aims of the players. So
finally as course of cooperation so final result of a game
stays difficult to predict.
Probably the most unexpected conclusion of our analysis is
that in some cases cooperation between two players which
aims at antagonistic goals may be simpler then between
players which would like to play in an altruistic way. In
fact, under our definition antagonism does not should mean
malice of the players – though it might mean. Paradoxi-
cally, it is possible that some altruistic aims may express
the most malicious way of playing.
Generally as antagonism so altruism mean that the main
player’s aim is not objective, but relative: the player eval-
uates obtained outcome of his payoff function not as an
independent single criterion but in comparison to the other
player’s payoff function (double criteria of evaluation). In
this sens, a player which aims at realizing of an antagonis-
tic or altruistic goal doesn’t have to know the other player’s
aim (possibly also antagonistic or altruistic), what should
be necessary if he really aims at realizing malice (trying
to thwart another player’s plans) or kind (trying to help in
realizing another player’s plans) objective.
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1. Introduction

This paper presents selected results of the research done
within the framework of the EU project BReATH (Broad-
band e-Services and Access to the Home), which has run
from 2005 to 2007. The project involved partners from sev-
eral EU countries, among others – the National Institute of
Telecommunications (NIT) from Poland. The project aimed
at transferring know-how and good practices in broadband
(BB) deployment to EU new member states (NMSes).
The scope of the research was rather wide. The project
did not surround itself to rural areas. The research activ-
ities varied from techno-economic analyses of broadband
deployment in selected areas in Europe, done on the base
of mathematical simulation models to sharing experience
of various broadband market players (the incumbent oper-
ator, their competitors, the local authorities, the regulator,
research institutions, etc.) during numerous workshops in
the partners’ countries and other discussion fora like spe-
cial interest groups, meetings with local authorities. Thus
the outcome of the project is rather rich and the purpose of
this paper is to discuss the lessons learned with respect to
a particular, narrow area. Namely, we shall concentrate on
the Polish specificity. Also, we shall direct our considera-
tions to rural areas. There, the problem of broadband de-
velopment is most crucial due to natural technical and eco-
nomic difficulties and, consequently, the threat of digital-
divide is most real.
Due to the summary character of this paper the author will
often refer to more exhaustive papers and documents in
order to give a more precise discussion or substantiation of
the claims. It must be also stressed that some of the claims
do not come from the author’s own work or experience, they
might be, for example, opinions expressed repeatedly by
broadband professionalists during workshops and, as such,
seemed valuable to the author of this paper.

The BReATH project will be shortly summarized in
Section 2. Section 3 reports selected findings from the
project, grouped in subtopics (like demand stimulation)
techno-economic analysis made by the National Institute of
Telecommunication during the project and lessons learned
from it are described in Section 4. The whole paper is
summarized in Section 5.

2. The Outline of the BReATH Project

The BReATH project [1] was constituted by the follow-
ing 7 partners: Eindhoven University of Technology (the
Netherlands), Research and Education Society in Informa-
tion Technology (Greece), Gtel Consultancy Limited (UK),
National Institute of Telecommunications (Poland), Institut
Jozef Stefan, University of Ljubljana (Slovenia), Institute of
Photonics and Electronics (Czech Republic), European In-
stitute for Research and Strategic Studies in Telecommuni-
cations GmbH (Germany), accompanied by about 20 affili-
ated partners – companies, institutions, government bodies,
supporting the research.
The project’s goal, to transfer know-how and good prac-
tices in broadband deployment to NMSes, was realized by
various research activities:

1. Benchmarking the current status of broadband de-
velopment in the 7 partners’ countries, including the
broadband infrastructure, the internet services using
broadband, the legal circumstances [2], [3]. Also, the
survey of Internet access technologies was made.

2. The analysis of best practice case studies, i.e., the
outstanding successful broadband initiatives; with the
emphasis on the business models which had been
taken [4]. The broadband development, either in Eu-
rope or outside it, seems not to have a form of
a monolithic process, conforming to a single theoreti-
cal model or some regulation act. Rather, it is formed
by individual initiatives of communities, cities, re-
gions, programs of various spread, etc. Thus ana-
lyzing case studies is of utmost importance to our
understanding of broadband development.

3. For some of the case studies also illustrative techno-

economic analyses was performed, that assess their
financial viability and approximate the amount of
the necessary network equipment [5]. Such analyses
use precise mathematical models, usually simulation
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models. One of the analyses, performed by the Na-
tional Institute of Telecommunications for the city of
Łódź (Poland) and its surroundings, will be further
reported, not only to show the results regarding the
particular area but also to describe the process of
performing techno-economic analysis, the problems
which are then met, and the profits from having done
such analysis.

4. Exchange of experiences of various actors of the
broadband market. Having stated that the broadband
development hardly conforms to a single theoreti-
cal model, we appreciated such experience. Work-
shops have been organized in the project partners’
countries. They gathered scientists, representatives
of the incumbent operators, other telecommunica-
tion companies, authorities (both the regulator and
local authorities), non-governmental organizations
(NGOs). Two of the workshops were organized in
Poland [6], [7] and we shall mainly refer to the find-
ings gathered from them. One of the workshops was
much appreciated by the project partners for having
revealed the important difficulties in broadband de-
velopment. The interaction between various broad-
band players also took other forms: specially created
Internet groups, cooperation with particular local au-
thorities (e.g., Łódź, Podlasie).

5. Preparation of instructive materials for authorities
willing to undertake a broadband deployment ini-
tiative, together with the road maps for particular
partners’ countries that suggests that some levels of
several broadband development indicators (penetra-
tion, and others) should be attained at the specified
points in the future [5], [8].

3. Problems and Solutions
for Rural Areas

3.1. General Problems

Specialists name the common problems of broadband roll-
out in rural areas [6]. The low population density often
prevents the operators from making investments there, since
no viable business case is possible. Local authorities may
have limited technical background, as well as too limited
financial and organizational possibilities to conduct broad-
band initiatives.
Low density is not only a business obstacle but also a tech-
nical obstacle. Let us take an example of one the most nat-
ural technologies for rural areas, i.e., the digital subscriber
line (DSL) technology, that may require only moderate
changes to the existing copper telephone infrastructure in
order to make it also possible to transmit digital data. Due to
low population density, subscribers must be fairly distant
from the exchanges. However, the more is the distance, the
less band can be offered – see Table 1 (repeated after [3]).

With the radio WiMAX (worldwide interoperability for
microwave access) technology [9], similarly, the more dis-
tant from the base station the subscriber is, the less band
the subscriber can use. In both the cases the reason is that
with the growth of the distance, the signal attenuation grows
and we must switch to more and more robust modulation
types.

Table 1
Asynchronous DSL (ADSL) transmission

reach versus bandwidth for 0.5 mm copper cable

Band (up/down) [kbit/s] Reach [km]

ADSL
ADSL

ADSL
ADSL

G.Lite G.Lite

2048/16 64–1563/ 4.8 5–6

32–512

4096/160 – 4.0 –

6144/384 – 3.7 –

8129/640 – 2.7 –

In Poland, the relatively big land masses, together with the
heritage of the monopolist position of the incumbent oper-
ator cause an observable neglect of the telecommunication
access infrastructure, expressing in low broadband penetra-
tion in villages (Table 2), and even some neglect in voice
services.

Table 2
Presence of Internet access in households

in July 2004 [3], [10]

Space
Broadband

Analog modem
(over 128 kbit/s)

Total 32% 36%

Cities 37% 35%

Villages 9% 44%

In turn, Poland has a quite well developed skeleton optical
network [3]. Moreover, we should not overlook the cost
barriers to broadband on the customer side. Beside the ser-
vice monthly Internet access fee, we should take care about
the costs of a computer set itself which, being similar to
the average salary, might be a barrier to some households.
Local authorities, which often have also a neglected road
or water supply infrastructure, prefer improving it instead
of rolling out broadband.
On the technology side, we must point at an interesting
variant of DSL, used by Polish incumbent. Its reach is up
to 8 km from a switchboard. However, it has a band up to
115 kbit/s, so it is disputable whether it can be called broad-
band (today’s broadband definitions require at least 128,
256, or even 512 kbit/s). Thus, WiMAX solutions seem
more prospective.
The Cornwall case – an interesting example of broadband
initiative for rural areas was presented during a BReATH
workshop [7, presentation by J. Cowans]. This example will
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be present throughout the rest of this section. Now we call
this example in order to show that the neglect of some
rural areas by Internet providers is neither the specificity
of Poland, nor of NMSes.
Cornwall is a peripheral, rural county in UK, geographi-
cally isolated. It has half a million inhabitants.
It used to be a mining area, producing china clay, tin and
copper. Through the 20th century mining has declined.

In 1999 its market position was limited, the gross domes-
tic product (GDP) was below 60% UK average and be-
low 70% of EU average; the emigration became a prob-
lem. Cornwall was then not only poorly interconnected but
also had no prospect of being on any broadband opera-
tor’s map. Moreover, the computer skills of the inhabitants
were poor.

3.2. Problems with EU and Other Public Aid

Public aid, including EU structutral funds, seems a natural
remedy for areas where private investments in broadband
seem not profitable. However, several drawbacks of such
aid in its current state have been pointed during the work-
shops [6], [7]:

• Mr Sadowicz stated that the structural funds in
Poland, which were intended to lower the digital
divide, may in practice increase it, since they pre-
fer large projects [6]. Mr Sadowicz with his orga-
nization Cities on Internet investigated the use of
funds from Integrated Regional Development Opera-

tional Programme, Measure 1.5 (directed to building
the information society). In the period of 2004–2006
over 202 broadband projects were granted funds by
the programme. In general, poorer regions got less
or smaller grants (with the difference approaching
PLN 42 million = EUR 10.5 million, which already
exceed the total budgets of some regions). Moreover,
only 12 of the projects could be considered “authen-
tic” in that they do not limit themselves to particular
beneficiaries, like public administration, schools, etc.
These “authentic” projects were run only in half of
the regions.

• The usual complains about procedures complexity
and inability of some local governments to apply for
structural funds were rosen.

• Using the existing regions in allocating funds
may be irrelevant. One from the audience, prof.
T. Grzeszczyk, gave an example of the Mazovia re-
gion. As containing the capital of Poland, it has a rel-
atively big GDP, on average, thus its position while
applying for public aid is weak. But it is enough to
go a few tens kilometers away from Warsaw to ob-
serve one of the deepest poverty levels in Poland.

• Some hope for rural regions may be attributed to
the European Commission’s concept of universal ser-

vice [7, presentation by P. Kenney]. With this con-
cept, where the market fails to assure broadband con-
nections, an intervention could take place (whose
framework cost would amount to 50 euro cents per
EU citizen). However, at least until 2009, this con-
cept is not in power and countries are not very en-
thusiastic about introducing it.

The remedies must be found to all the above problems;
some hope is connected NGOs supporting the local au-
thorities in acquiring public funds (like Cities in Internet
and Information Society Building in Rural Areas – e-Vita,
mentioned later).

3.3. Stimulating Demand as a Key to Success

One of the most important findings of the BReATH project
was the importance of the economic demand stimulation.
Instead of funding building the network infrastructure by
local authorities (or consortia including them) we can have
it done by the network operators/providers present on the
market. However, to make their business case viable, we
could increase the demand by donating the broadband sub-
scribers with the use of public funds. Directing public
funds to the subscribers instead of the operators seems to
less disrupt the market mechanisms. More importantly,
such a concept is firmly supported with practical cases.

The Cornwall case success lies – according to their au-
thors – in a suitable demand stimulation. The ACTNOW
project, that brought broadband to Cornwall, was started
in 1999 and was a sort of public-private partnership, us-
ing EU funds (the main stakeholders were, except of the
authorities, the incumbent, British Telecom (BT), the Re-
gional Development Agency, the Business Link company).
ADSL was chosen as the most viable technology at that
time.
The main idea of the project was to stimulate broadband de-
mand by subsidizing small and medium enterprise (SME)
connections. The SMEs that subscribed to broadband were
for two years donated 50% of their subscription costs. Ex-
tensive campaigns were conducted to convince the SMEs
that broadband is what can leverage their businesses. A part
of these campaigns was monitoring local GDP and some
other business activity merits (also, there were voices for
directing public funds to other goals: building roads, per-
haps an airport or a university and the local community was
persuaded that broadband would give better economic ef-
fects). The businesses were given also an extensive support
in using services.
The project amounted to £12.5 million has been run in sev-
eral stages. The targets of covering 50% of businesses and
modernizing exchanging offices have been exceeded with
a business coverage of 99%. Above 5000 jobs have been
created and safeguarded and the overall take up in Corn-
wall has reached 30%, which exceeds the national average
of 25%. The 80% of the surveyed businesses now con-
sider broadband critical for their activities. Most Cornwall
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business employ 2–5 people. There is higher employment,
inward investment, and even some immigration.

Some similar case is the case of Polish community of
Stoszowice [6, presentation by Patryk Wild]. Stoszowice
is located in the Lower Silesia region. With 5700 inhab-
itants and 28% unemployment in 2004 it has one of the
lowest tax incomes in the area. Sewage and water supply
systems were lacking but the mountainous and rural land-
scapes, and unpolluted environment have potential of attract
tourists. The TP SA ignored Stoszowice in their broadband
development strategy, Stoszowice did not possess any In-
ternet connection.

The initiative of Stoszowice was co-funded by the Min-
istry of Science and Information and by the partners of the
e-Vita programme, Cisco Systems, the Rural Development
Foundation and the Polish-American Freedom Foundation.
The e-Vita and Cisco brought also a considerable techno-
logical and organizational know-how inside to the initiative.

The demand was stimulated by making the Internet access
free of charge for 2 years. Patryk Wild, the president of
Stoszowice, who is a young and vivid person, was able to
convince the citizens the profits from broadband to the ex-
tent that they preferred investing broadband over investing
in roads. The network has been promoted via community
newspaper and community meetings. A communal educa-
tional portal has been built and is still being developed. It
is directed to parents of kids from communal schools and
kindergartens as well as to teachers and pupils.
The access infrastructure was built by various subjects, in-
cluding the incumbent, using various technologies (WiFi
IEEE 802.11b, ADSL). In 2006, more than 75% of the
communal households were within the range of the WiFi
(wireless fidelity) network. Over 110 families (out of the
community total of about 1600) used the Internet. There
were then about 100 new orders for connections to the net-
work. An extension of the network was planned so that it
would reach about 95% of all households in the community.

Both local and national press gave very positive comments
about the initiative.
In Poland, the law on development of information tech-

nologies for subjects realizing public tasks from 17 Febru-
ary 2005, had an extreme potential of stimulating demand
on broadband throughout the whole country. It had a revo-
lutionary character in enforcing introducing e-government
services to numerous government institutions. The law
was also to impose the creation of necessary, uniform
data formats for such services. Unfortunately, before the
law came into force, it became clear that its broad plans
would remain only “on paper”, since the government was
not able to fulfill the law and concrete actions were not
taken.

3.4. The Role of Social Leaders

In demand growth it is important that some future broad-
band consumers learn to use it from the current users

(the later are called social leaders). In many cases we can
observe the activity of social leaders:

• The conductors of the Cornwall initiative claim to
have observed an increased broadband take-up in
households after the businesses had signed for broad-
band.

• In one of the biggest projects in Poland, Broadband
Communication Network of Kuyavia and Pomerania
Region [11], the role of social leaders is attributed to
universities, libraries, hospitals, etc., who were the
first customers of the network being built.

• The e-Vita treat their successful initiatives as so-
cial leaders for future initiatives, that’s why they de-
scribe/disseminate their successful cases.

4. Techno-Economic Analysis

We shall describe the techno-economic model and analy-
sis performed for the city Łódź and its rural surrounding.
However, even more important than particular results for
Łódź will be the general remarks regarding problems of
performing techno-economic analysis and the potential role
of research institutions.

4.1. The Importance of Techno-Economic Analysis

A techno-economic analysis (TEA) aims at dimensioning
the network, meaning assessing the necessary number of
particular equipment items and at assessing the profitabil-
ity of the undertaking under various economic and market
assumptions. The profitability assessment uses various fi-
nancial indicators like internal rate of return, net present
value, cash balance, payback period. Thus TEA seems
a natural component of any broadband initiative undertaken
by local leaders. Then, however, a problem arises to whom
to entrust the TEA.
The City Hall of Łódź observed that it was difficult to
find a company willing to perform a TEA that would be
really independent on any operator – a potential contrac-
tor of their initiative. In general, not many can perform
a TEA. The necessary TEA know-how is a pretty well pro-
tected knowledge. Publications, like [12]– [14] or [15] are
rare and many solutions are based on particular subjects’
knowledge. An example is the Titan tool used in the anal-
ysis of the broadband development in Rome [14], or the
STEM series of tools. The team of NIT agreed to build
a techno-economic model for Łódź and to perform an inde-
pendent TEA, based on the broad expertise of the institute
in telecommunication networks gained during the several
decades of the research. The TEA was done within the
framework of BReATH project.
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Fig. 1. Technological model.

4.2. The Techno-Economic Analysis for the City of Łódź

and Surroundings

Our TEA and the model are described thoroughly in [5],
[16] and [17].
Łódź is the second largest city in Poland. It has well dis-
tinguished urban, suburban and – recently incorporated –
rural regions. The main network infrastructure was to re-
main the property of the town. It can be thus the subject of
our analysis. However, serving customers was to be done
by private companies. These companies should be respon-
sible for added-value, such as security and the software
side of the Internet services. Thus, there arose one more
question: how the revenue should be divided between the
infrastructure owner and the service providers.
The city has been split into 3 areas urban (a), suburban (b)
and rural (c), an further – into 20 smaller ones, for which we
obtained data about the number of inhabitants and several
types of businesses/institutions from the Statistical Office.

The WiMAX technology was chosen for areas a, b and c in
our analysis, due to its simplicity in terms of the civil work
needed and the need to gain independence of the incumbent
operator.
Our TEA was based on the simulation model we build (with
elements of inverse simulation, i.e., solving equations and
elements of the constrained analysis). The model parts (de-
mand model, technological model, economic model) will
be now described.

The demand model calculates the demand, i.e., the ex-
pected number of users categorized by:

– user types (individual, companies, schools, munici-
pality offices),

– bandwidths,

– areas.

The demand model can be decomposed into 5 main pro-
cesses and uses input data coming from diverse sources,
varying from the Statistical Office to heuristic observations,
own expertise of the NIT and results of other researches,
often collected through the Internet.

The technological model (Fig. 1) calculates the necessary
amount of equipment (mainly base stations and their sec-
tors, consumer premise equipment – CPE). It follows the
work [15] and adopts the path loss model from [13].

The part depicted as “core physics and technology model”
describes the physical phenomena taking place in the net-
work. The licenced frequency of 3.5 GHz was chosen, with
the bandwidth of 56 MHz, which be divided into channels
of either 3.5 or 7 MHz. The model takes account of num-
ber of sectors, radiation angles, transmission powers and
gains, the sensitivities of CPE. Link budgeting is used in
the model, i.e., the loss of a logarithm of signal power
is calculated. This loss is a sum of several components
connected with the distance from the base station, terrain
attenuation, gain from emitter angle, etc. For example, the
terrain attenuation is defined as

A−B ·hb +C/hb ,

where hb is the height of base station installation and
A, B, C – the terrain coefficients, each of them defined dif-
ferently for three different terrains: a, b, c. Signal losses
connected moving people, tree leaves, cars passing are com-
puted from a probabilistic model using lognormal distribu-
tions.
The most important decision made during the calculation
is the choice of modulation type, since it changes the trade-
off between the necessary sensitivity of the receiver and
a channel width (Table 3) and – in consequence – influ-
ences the trade-of between the coverage and capacity of
our network. We compute the minimal possible number
of base stations (together with the modulation type) such
that both the constraints on coverage and on capacity are
satisfied.

Table 3
Sensitivities of the receivers [dBm]

Channel
Modulation type

width QPSK QPSK
16- 16- 64- 64-

[MHz] 1/2 3/4
QAM QAM QAM QAM
1/2 3/4 2/3 3/4

1.75 –90 –87 –83 –81 –77 –75

3.5 –87 –85 –80 –78 –74 –72

7 –84 –82 –77 –75 –71 –69

14 –81 –79 –74 –72 –68 –66

QPSK – quadrature phase shift keying,
QAM – quadrature amplitude modulation.

The economic model simulates the cash flows during the
project duration. It is a dynamic model. The time horizon
has been set to 7 years, as this seems the longest time
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the telecommunication companies want to wait for invest-
ment payback; otherwise they do not make the investment.
Also, economic, market and demographic prognoses ex-
ceeding a 7 year horizon are certainly not much reliable.

There are 4 outputs of the model: cash balance and net
present value – NPV (both scalar functions of time) and
the payback period and internal rate of return – IRR (both
scalars). We assume that the project starts at time t = 0

and that time is measured in months (i.e., t = 1 means the
time 1 month after the start of the project).
The definitions of economic quantities taken in this model
are the following:

• Capital expenditure (CapEx): the sum of money spent
on investments (assumed to be made once, at the
beginning).

• Operational expenditure (OpEx(t)): the sum of
money spent in the time interval (t, t + 1]. It in-
cludes only money that is paid periodically to enable
running a project (e.g., maintenance costs).

• Cash balance (t): the sum of revenues from the pe-
riod (0, t +1] minus sum of expenditures from period
(0, t + 1]. All the flows are taken in their nominal
values, in which they are booked.

• Net present value, NPV(t): a measure similar to cash
balance (t), taking into account, however, that money
depreciates in time: equal nominal values correspond
to different real (discounted) values. More precisely,
with a monthly money depreciation rate r, NPV is
defined as follows:

NPVr(t)=
t

∑
u=1

(

cash balance(u)−cash balance(u−1)

(1 + r)u−1

)

.

• Payback period: the minimal time t such that
NPV(t) = 0. Usually, due to capital investments
made, NPV is initially below zero and it grows dur-
ing the project run:

payback period = min(t|NPV(t) ≥ 0).

• Internal rate of return: r for which NPVr(t) = 0.
Comment: we treat our business as investing money
in a bank and getting them back. The “surrogate bank
rate” is our IRR.

The economic model takes into account customers’ fees,
subsidies, the cost of installing and maintenance of equip-
ment, taxes, depreciation of the equipment. The customers

Table 4
Influence of the subsidies to IRR and payback period

Subsidy
[million PLN]

0 7 15 30

Payback period
[month]

46 39 31 20

IRR (monthly)
[%]

2.25 2.76 3.50 5.92

are assumed to pay a monthly fee and no initial (installa-
tion) fee. A constant part of revenues goes to the service
operators (this part is a model parameter, called end oper-
ators’ profit margin) and the rest goes to the city.

Analysis – many runs of the model has been done [5], [17],
for various terrains (a, b, c) and various assumptions re-
garding the values of market share by our network, amount
of subsidy, end-operators’ margin profit and others. Here
we shall only call the results for the experiment most
relevant to our subject. This experiment conceived the
rural (c) part of Łódź and showed the influences of the
subsidy to the economic indicators. The results are given
in Table 4 and Fig. 2. In the rural area of Łódź there are

Fig. 2. Influence of the subsidies to cash balance and NPV.
Subsidy: (a) 0 PLN; (b) 15 million PLN; (c) 30 million PLN.

about 10,000 households, 4600 businesses (most of them
being small businesses), 1000 offices, schools and other
public institutions. The rural area of Łódź is 151 km2.

The results seem somewhat astonishing, since even un-
der the absence of subsidies the investment pays back af-
ter 3 years. The common experience says for rural areas
the investments do not pay back. This was explained with
the fact that the rural surroundings of Łódź, not typically,
have a high ratio of institutional subscribers among all the
subscribers (and institutions are known good clients due
to high prices for their high bandwidth and high quality
Internet connections). Subsidies, however, have a poten-
tial of essentially shortening the payback period (increase
the IRR).
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4.3. Problems of Techno-Economic Analysis

Our experience with TEA for broadband initiatives showed
a need of undertaking systematic research in this area by
research institutions of various specialties (telecommunica-
tion, economy, demography, etc.). The know-how in TEA
is not public knowledge, and as broadband initiatives need
independent techno-economic analysis, they could refer to
research institutions. They, however, require a great amount
of detailed information and firm experience that could only
be gained in systematic research, perhaps in cooperation.

Let us name the problems we met during our analysis
to see how specialized knowledge is necessary. Collecting
necessary data was extremely difficult. Some coefficients
(A, B, C) expressing the terrain attenuation (by plants,
cars, people) are obviously very hard to obtain. Foreseeing
a demand generated by particular was often more art than
knowledge. It turned out that the Polish Statistical Office
does not make statistics with granularity less than a single
town: obtaining data for our 20 pieces of Łódź required
a dedicated research by them. The lack of the supporting
literature has already been mentioned.

5. Conclusions

The BReATH project brought many interesting findings
about developing broadband in communities; the reach ma-
terial from this project can be further referred. The advan-
tages of the technique of stimulating demand market de-
mand for broadband connections were stressed. The role
of social leaders is essential. The main domain for the ac-
tivity of research institutions seem to be techno-economic
analysis, which, however, requires a period of creating the
necessary knowledge, in a cooperative research.
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